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“We are not self-made. We are dependent on one another. Admitting this to ourselves isn’t an embrace of mediocrity and derivativeness, it’s a liberation from our misconceptions.”

–Kirby Ferguson

(quoted from his talk, Embrace the Remix at TEDGlobal, June 2012)
For those fighting to make this world a better place, I wholeheartedly salute you.

For everyone who has come into my life and makes me the person I am, I thank you.

For mother, the most important person in my life, I love you.
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Environmental, consumption, and capital economic crises. These calamities have been circulating in my mind since my BA Final project on climate change in 2007. The more I learn the more I realize that we designers, consciously or not, actually play a pivotally responsible role in them.

Many of the design school models today are for the most part still based on the Ulm School of Design (1953–1968), an offspring of the Bauhaus (1919–1933), the differences between then and now being that instead of an autonomous, artistic approach to design and creativity, Ulm approached it with questions of usability, identity and marketing, putting every design decision to test against measurable, objective criteria.

Design has to work. But for whom? For the client, for the industry, we were taught. This made perfect sense in the mid 50’s when there were real problems, real needs to produce commodities and to boost economies after World War II. Designers were trained to be loyal servants to industry, and industry to society, and this has remained true since.

But things gradually changed. Gone is the age of society-serving industry; emerged is the marketing-led industry of endless capitalist cravings to generate indefinite, unsustainable economic growth in a hyper-consumption society, while making people miserable and killing the planet along the way. And we designers were serving this system, believing we were still ‘helping’ the industry and the society. In 2006, Daniel van der Velden, Metahaven graphic designer, researcher and co-founder wrote,

“We no longer have any desire for design that is driven by needs... The Porsche Cayenne brings you home, but any car will do the same... If design is in fact the aesthetic refinement of an invention, then there is room for debate about what the ‘design problem’ is.”

Van der Velden argues that the ‘problems’ designers face today are neither social nor scientific anymore. Design has become merely a profit generating tool. Taking this as my starting point, I started to question that if designers could play a part in driving this unsustainable system, would it not be possible that we can also contribute to a reverse? What if we desert this old system and help steer a newer, better, more sustainable system?

I came across the term collaborative consumption from a remarkable book ‘What’s Mine is Yours: The Rise of Collaborative Consumption’ by Rachel Boitsman and Roo Rogers. Collaborative consumption is a healthier consumption model for nature, humans and economics. In their words, it “describes the rapid explosion in traditional sharing, bartering, lending, trading, renting, gifting, and swapping reinvented through network technologies...”
on a scale and in ways never possible before.” After reading the book, I became confident this is the new system I had been searching for.

As collaborative consumption is something rather new I found that there has not yet been much writing or research on it, especially from a designers’ perspective. I saw this as an opportunity to contribute my time and energy to study this new system through my own MA Graphic Design thesis. The research question sprang from my eagerness to explore: ‘How can visual designers contribute to collaborative consumption services?’

In order to find answers to the research question, I formulated a methodology based on literature reviews.

First, I analyzed existing successful collaborative consumption case studies to identify how they visually communicate and operate. The analysis was conducted using a 6-Point Analysis framework, based on professor of marketing Kevin Keller’s Essential Brand Building Blocks.

Secondly, I exhibited the experience and process from two commissioned collaborative consumption projects I had been involved with as a visual designer. Finally, the findings from these two methods formulated an outcome which answered the research question. The outcome takes the form of a guideline booklet entitled, ‘A Visual Designer’s Guideline to Collaborative Consumption Services.’

This thesis aims to achieve four objectives:

1. To explain, based on a literature review, how and why collaborative consumption is a healthier and more sustainable system than the present one.
2. To advocate entrepreneurs and designers to participate in changing the system by showing why collaborative consumption services are innovative and appealing business opportunities for the future.
3. To demonstrate basic guidelines for team members, especially visual designers, to enhance collaborative consumption services.
4. To contribute to the growth of knowledge for a collaborative consumption community.

2. Botsman and Rogers (2010)
This first chapter covers a brief historical background of different consumption models from different periods through a literature review. The chapter is divided into 3 parts: the past, the present, and the future. The past concisely runs through the history of consumption from pre-history up to the industrial revolution. The present explains our societies’ current consumption model—hyper consumption. Thirdly, the future introduces a rising phenomenon that could be the alternative consumption model of the future—collaborative consumption. Emphasis in this chapter is on hyper and collaborative consumption, covering its history, effects and mechanisms in detail.

The aims of this chapter are to present evidence from the subject literature that the current hyper consumption model is highly unsustainable for nature, humans and economies, and that collaborative consumption is a healthier, more sustainable model.

# THE PAST
Consumption from Pre-history to the Industrial Revolution

Living organisms, including human, needs to consume to survive. At the fundamental level, we need food, water, clothing and shelter to sustain our lives. The earliest humans probably lived primarily by scavenging, but then we slowly evolved into hunter-gatherer societies around 1.8 million years ago.\(^1\)

During this period, cooperation was key to man’s consumption. During the Stone Age, our Palaeolithic ancestors gathered in tribes or bands of approximately twenty-five to one hundred people and survived the harsh environment by gathering plants and hunting wild animals in packs.\(^2\) Chances of survival (and filling the stomach) is much greater if they hunted and foraged cooperatively. Cooperative efforts continued throughout recorded history. Babylonian farmers relied on each other to share equipment, build barns, harvest crops and even defend the land in agricultural societies, as much as 10,000 years ago.\(^3\)

Another traditional form of collaboration is bartering, which can be traced back to 6000 BC. It is a method adopted by people to exchange services and goods. People used to exchange their own goods or services for the goods or services of others in return, e.g., I give some fish I caught in exchange for those straw shoes of yours. But such arrangements take time, as communities grew larger and more complex, currency slowly replaced the bartering model and becoming the central consumption mechanism. In 600 B.C., Lydia’s King Alyattes minted the first official currency and money.\(^4\) Since then, money has performed as a medium of exchange for goods and services.
without having to make direct contacts.

Fast-forwarding to the industrial revolution, which took place during the 18th and 19th centuries. It was a period during which the predominantly agrarian, rural societies in Europe and America became industrial and urban. Prior to this, commodities were often produced in people’s homes, using hand tools or basic machines and were scarce, since production couldn’t meet the population’s consumption demand. The industrial revolution brought about a greater volume and variety of factory-produced goods and raised the standard of living for many people, particularly the middle and upper classes.4

THE PRESENT

Hyper Consumption

History

While commodity consumption became more and more accessible due to the industrial revolution, new kinds of consumptions also emerged. In 1899, Thorstein Veblen, a Norwegian economist and sociologist coined the term conspicuous consumption, describing the activity of the ‘leisured class’ in spending of money for, and the acquisition of luxury goods and services to publicly display their economic and social power.5 There also developed invidious consumption, a form of conspicuous consumption that deliberately provokes envy in others who can’t afford the same kind of goods. These particular types of consumption have stayed and evolved. Today, we may call it cool-hunting (see page 20.)

With high production efficiency together with thought-to-be limitless natural resources, throwaway consumption was born. In 1907, Hugh Moore and Lawrence Luellen introduced the paper cup vending machine for the first time to fix the problem of diseases spreading from sharing the same tin cup from the public water fountain. By promoting as the cup for clinical use with better sanitary, the world was first introduced to the first disposable product. For manufacturers, a product that is thrown away after being used, forcing the customer to keep coming back for more, potentially create endless profit.6

After World War I, when there was a genuine need to find new uses for the abundance of material leftover from the war, disposable method played a big role. For example, an absorbent material made from celluloid used for military bandage was transformed into disposable Kotex sanitary towel. Apart from this, manufacturers wanted to figure out a way to lure used for a Life Magazine article,

政府 were used the slogan ‘Waste Not, Want Not’, but by 1917, it was changed to ‘Beware of Thrift and Unwise Economy’ to help encourage repetitive consumption.7

Thirty eight years later, in 1955, Life magazine ran an article with the title “Throwaway Living” and a photo of a family tossing various disposable products into the air (image 1), smiling happily. Disposable consumption had become the new definition of a modern lifestyle. Disposable would later on evolve into other products that were then built to last, such as light-bulbs, computers and even cars. This method is known today as planned obsolescence (see page 19.)

The period from the 1920s and 1950s was when excessive mass consumption exploded. Many Americans feared that the end of World War II and the subsequent drop in military spending might bring back the hard times of the great depression. But instead, pent-up consumer demand fueled exceptionally strong economic growth in the post war period. The automobile industry successfully converted back to producing cars, and new industries such as aviation and electronics grew by leaps and bounds.8 Victor Lebow, economist and retail analyst, wrote ‘Price Competition in 1955’, and in it he said that economics demanded Americans make consumption into a way of life, “convert the buying and use of goods into rituals”, and that they should seek “spiritual satisfaction” and “ego satisfaction” in consumption. He added that the country “need things consumed, burned up, worn out, replaced, and discarded at an ever increasing rate.”9

During the same period, the chairman of President Eisenhower’s Council of Economic Advisors stated, “The American economy’s ultimate purpose is to produce more consumer goods.”10 By 1970s, consumption had taken a leading role both culturally and economically.

Consumption, shopping had been presented as a cure all in America, so much so that in the wake of the 9/11 tragedy, President George W. Bush included shopping in the daily activities that he said were the “ultimate repudiation of terrorism.”11 In synchronization with Bush, there seems a consensus among politicians and economists that shopping is one of America’s duties—not to buy means to fail the workers and stifle the economy.

It has become almost unquestioned that consumption is the only way to go about ‘growing’ an economy and making life happier. Around the world, GDP has become the ultimate index of country’s prosperity. We have become addicted to this consumption pattern. Psychologists term this consumption lock-in, as it can be difficult to make deliberate choices about what to buy

4. Industrial Revolution (2012)
5. Veblen (1899)
7. Strasser (1999)
8. Conte and Carr (2001)
9. Lebow (1955)
11. The speech was made in Atlanta, November 8, 2001.
and what not to buy. Habits, routines, social norms and cultural values have locked us into this endless all-consuming merry-go-round, so much so that we are unaware of the collective destructive consequences it may cause. As artist and cultural activist Chris Jordan put it

“As individuals, we do things all the time everyday. But when millions of people go about these unconscious behaviors, it can add up to a catastrophic consequence that nobody wants, and that nobody intends.”

This then is the state of our society today—a hyper consumption society.

**Effects**

**Effects on Humans.** Economic growth, driven by hyper consumption, promises us prosperity, wealth and happiness. But it has failed to deliver. On the contrary, it is one of the main reasons now why the society is so unhappy.

As mentioned earlier, consumption is vital for survival. Inadequate consumption, e.g., not enough food, can make us very unhappy (hungry, starving, or dead). But once people’s basic needs are met, approximately earning and consuming about $13,000 U.S. dollars per year, the marginal increase in happiness we get from acquiring more goods actually decreases. For instance, the first or second pair of shoes you own will likely to make you happier than the fifth or sixth.

Research on the relationship between growth, consumption and happiness by an economist, Richard Layard, has found that the level of happiness using this kind of analysis peaked in the U.S. during 1957 (about 35 percent of the U.S. citizen described themselves as ‘very happy’), but that level has never been reached again. It is interesting to observe that the timing also coincides with when hyper consumption was expanding most rapidly—nothing would ever be enough. Political Scientist Robert Lance commented, “The appetite of our present materials depends upon stirring up our wants—but not satisfying them.” It is like trying to fill a glass with water, not knowing that there is a hole in the bottom.

Susan Fournier and Michael Guiry, former associate marketing professors at Harvard Business School, conducted a study called Consumption Dreaming Activity. They asked participants, “What things would you like to own or do someday?” Contrary to their expectations, the results varied little regardless of participants’ sex, income, education or standard of living. Almost half of the sample (44 per cent) mentioned new cars; more than a quarter (29 per cent) listed luxury items such as yachts, antiques, jewelry and designer clothes, and around 6 per cent just ask for money—enough to buy everything they could possibly want. The result is worrying, as Tim Kasser, Knox College professor of psychology, who has written extensively about materialism, pointed out. It’s not just that money can’t buy us love and ‘stuffs’ can’t make us happy, but that materialism can actually make us unhappy. He said,

“The studies document that strong materialistic values are associated with a pervasive undermining of people’s well-being, from low life satisfaction to happiness, to depression and anxiety, to physical problems such as headaches and to personality disorders, narcissism and antisocial behavior.”

Endless material desires creates a heavy burden to make money to quench the thirst. On a micro level, an individual trying to make more money needs to work longer hours, which may well add to stress, fatigue, depression, less leisure time and isolation. On a macro level, the paradox of whether or not to join the hyper consumption model is very interesting. Until 1913, it took a worker 12.5 hours to make an automobile chassis; by 1914 it took 1.5 hours. This sudden great change was the result of Ford’s production-line techniques. The cost of producing one megabit of computing power in 1970 was about $20,000.00 U.S.; by 2001, the cost had sunk to just two cents–$0.002 U.S.

With massive increase in productivity, industrialized countries face two choices: keep producing roughly the same amount of things toto the market as before and work far less hours, or keep working the same number of hours and produce much more. While countries such as the U.S. the U.K. and South Korea chose the latter, trying to indefinitely expand their economies, European countries like Finland, Norway and France chose the former, resulting in much less working hours per year per employee (image 2.)

More working hours mean less time to spend on civic engagement and community building. In ‘Bowling Alone’, Harvard professor Robert Putnam chronicles the decline in participation in social and civic groups, ranging from bowling leagues to parent-teacher associations. Many people end up with fewer friends, fewer supportive neighbors, less robust communities and near total apathy about their role in the democratic political model.

Increasingly, people are too busy to help out their neighbor by watching over their dogs, giving a ride to the airport, or buying drugs when they are sick. We have become isolated islands living in boxes. I have had the same experience living in a gigantic apartment complex in the heart of
Bangkok, knowing absolutely none of my neighbors. Since we still have a need for these things, the market supplies us with paid alternatives. We can hire someone to watch our pets, coach us through a rough break-up and, sadly, to entertain our children.

Another worrying aspect comes from those who do not have the financial resources but also want to acquire those new, branded and luxurious objects, so much so that they will do whatever it takes.

The DPA news agency in 2009 reported of a poll result conducted with Hong Kong students on the subject of ‘benefit dating’, or prostitution for luxury brand goods. It said that 10% believed such activities existed in their school, with 6.6% saying they actually were friends with those girls. 87% of the 3,000 interviewees believed that the girls engaging in ‘benefit dating’ are purely driven by material desires.

The same report also suggested that the trend had spread from Japan to Hong Kong, where a recent case of 19-year-old girl being arrested after the video clip of her giving oral sex to an old man on the bus for 25 U.S. dollars spread across the internet. The girl admitted saving up the money to buy a Gucci bag.

A similar case also exists in Thailand. Research by Professor Somdej Rogersangsrisawas of Rajaphat Suan-sunandha University on ‘Thai Teenagers and Internet Prostitution’ concluded that 10% of Thai female teenagers have had, or thought about internet prostitution, 11% believing that their class mates have engaged it. While 20% of the male teenagers have actually engaged in internet prostitution. On average, the female teenagers can earn around 20,000 - 30,000 baht (approximately 500 - 600 euros) per month, having sex about 8 - 10 times with regular customers. The main reason given was that the brand-name items or mobile phones they want are too pricey to ask their parents.22

Many illegal activities are also related to material desires, be it gambling, stealing, drug-dealing or even murder. Hyper consumption is deteriorating us as human beings, lowering our compassion with material greed. The following case gives an extreme example.

On Friday 28 November 2008 (black friday), a two-thousand-plus crowd had gathered in front of the Walmart in Valley Stream, New York waiting for the store to open for its first day. By the opening time at 5 a.m., the crowd was shouting ‘Push the doors in.’ Jdimytai Damour, a thirty-four-year-old temporary security guard from Haiti, responsible for opening the door, was stepped on by the massive crowd once the doors opened. He was pronounced dead by asphyxiation just after 6 a.m. – he had been trampled to death. The most unbelievable thing was that when the police declared the shop closed as a crime scene, some people kept on shopping. They even complained and yelled, ‘I’ve been queuing since yesterday!’ The next day when this very same Walmart opened, the crowds lined up as usual. An employee in the electronics department at the time of Damour’s death reportedly commented, ‘It was crazy... the deals weren’t even that good.’23

Effects on Nature. It was 3 August 1997 when Charles Moore, a sailor and environmentalist, on his way home from a Los Angeles-to-Hawaii race, was sailing across the North Pacific Sub-tropical Gyre. In the week it took him and the crew to cross the Gyre, they were astonished to find themselves surrounded by large floating rubbish in such a desolated place, thousands of mile from land. What Moore and his crew discovered was to be known as ‘The Great Pacific Garbage Patch’, the largest landfill (or more like waterfill) in the world. It is roughly about twice the size of Texas and in some parts more than 30 meters deep. It is a floating stew of around 3.5 million tons of garbage, 90 per cent of which is plastic.24

Moore described the Gyre, “As I gazed from the deck at the surface of what ought to have been a pristine ocean, I was confronted, as far as the eye could see, with the sight of plastic.”25

This vast overloading chunk of garbage pollutes the ocean, making it un-
inhabitable for ocean creatures. Fish and birds mistake the plastic for food, especially the bottle caps, which Moore calls ‘poison pills’. One bird, when dissected, contained 1,603 pieces of plastic. Since it’s no man’s land, and because we can’t see it in our backyards, nobody is trying to be responsible for it. It’s a big dump in the ocean that can’t be flushed (image 3-5.)

Sadly, the Gyre is not the only wasteland in the world. In Mexico, Bordo Poneinte Landfill used to take around 12,000 tons of garbage a day before it closure, but garbage is still being dumped there due to lack of alternative. The dump in Lagos, Nigeria takes in almost 10,000 tons of solid waste daily and a considerable amount of electronic-waste (e-waste) from the 500 container ships that dump on its grounds monthly. Chemically-stripping e-waste for precious metals produces toxic fumes. Since opening in 1992, Sudokwon Landfill in South Korea has collected 88 million tons of waste. It averages 20,000 tons of waste per day–6.3 million tons per year. The biggest landfill in the U.S., Puente Hills, rising 150 meters high covering 2.8 square kilometers with four million tons of garbage, approximately 10,300 tons per day.

The environmental impact of landfill sites varies depending on how well they’re managed and resourced. However, typical problems include the contamination of soil and groundwater from toxic residues; the release of methane, a greenhouse gas produced during the decaying process that is more potent than carbon dioxide (which also fouls the air, affecting all living organism living close by), and disease-carrying pests. Worst of all, it’s a waste of the resources and energy wasted in the process to produce all these thrown away things. The amount of waste matter generated in the manufacture of a single laptop computer, for example, is close to four thousand times its weight.

We know we are living on a planet with finite resources. Unfortunately, when humans get used to something for a while, we begin taking things for granted. It is so easy to forget that this Earth is the only planet we have got to sustain our lives, that is exactly 510,082,000 sq. km., about one third of which is land. This is it. There actually is a limit to the amount of land, water, air, minerals, and other resources provided by Earth. But by the look of how we consume the resources, it seems many people don’t know or simply ignore this fact.

A child born today into a middle-class American family will live about eighty years and consume on average 2.5 million liters of water, the wood of 1,000 trees, 21,000 tons of petrol, 220,000 kilos of steel and 80,000 watts of electrical energy. At these rates, each American child will consume in his or her lifetime the equivalent to:

27. Environmental Protection Agency (2012)
28. Hawken (1999, p.4)
29. ETOPO1 Global Relief Model (2012)

North Atlantic (since 1970)
- Increase in intense tropical cyclone activity in (since 1970s)
- Global area affected by drought has increased
- Increased incidence of extreme high sea level
- Heat waves more frequent over most land areas
- More frequent hot days and nights over land areas
- Cold days, cold nights and frost less frequent

If every new born child in the world were to live this ‘American lifestyle’, we would need around 5 planets to sustain the consumption. The harsh truth is we have only the one.

Not only are we reaching the limits of resources, we are also reaching the limits from the production of waste. One of the main concerns from this is the emission of massive amounts of carbon dioxide (CO₂) into the atmosphere, causing climate change. Various reports and scientific findings point in the same direction: “Climate change is occurring, is caused largely by human activities, and poses significant risks for – and in many cases is already affecting– a broad range of human and natural models”, and today climate change has already had observable effects on the environment.

Glaciers have shrunk, ice on rivers and lakes is breaking up earlier each spring, plant and animal habitats have shifted and trees are flowering sooner. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, which includes more than 1,300 scientists from the U.S. and other countries admits that, “Taken as a whole, the range of published evidence indicates that the net damage costs of climate change are likely to be significant and to increase over time.”

In July 2009, we reached 387.81 parts per million (PPM) of CO₂ in the atmosphere. Scientists have identified 350 ppm as the maximum level that the atmosphere can sustain the planet as we know it. Yet, with the hyper consumption model driving economics, we are now producing more than five times the level of CO₂ emission to which we have to reduce by 2050 in order to avoid total climate chaos. Hyper consumption may already have altered the planet irreparably.

**Effects on Economics.** With terms like ‘nation’s prosperity’, ‘significance of our lives’, ‘special urgency’ or even ‘repudiation to terrorism’ being the mind set linked to it, there can be little wonder that in the U.S. people worship hyper consumption. Valuing economic growth and ultimately ‘wealth to the nation and everyone’ so highly, it has become so sacred that no one dares to think otherwise. As Annie Leonard wrote, “...in the United States, we’re still hesitant to broach this unmentionable subject, fearful of being labeled unpatriotic, unrealistic or insane... That’s because in other countries, capitalism is seen as one option among many, whereas in the United States it’s considered an inevitability.”

This, together with the ultimate capitalist index that indicates growth–Gross Domestic Product (GDP)–can divert people from seeing or questioning the consequences of such model. GDP is an indication of the monetary value of goods and services made in a country each year. But does that really account for a nation’s or society’s success? Certainly, yes, for capitalist politicians and economists. Yet, in reality, is this the complete picture?

Firstly, GDP does not take account of how the wealth is actually distributed—if it is in any way fair or equal. That’s why the GDP of a country can keep rising at a good 2-3 percent a year for a period of time but most people’s income stay pretty much the same. This is because wealth tends to get stuck somewhere in the, mostly at the top, with those already rich. The same rich people that have cooperative power to influence decision making in government. If the model works in their favour, GDP growth is promoted to such an extent that most people blindly think that they and the nation are doing well.

Secondly, GDP does not take into account ecological and social costs. By ramping up industry’s production, it may exploit other resources, like polluting the air and water, child labour or forcing workers to overwork. These factors are never taken into the calculation. Neither does this sacred measure of growth take health care, education or life satisfaction into account.

Lastly, while it may be true for under-developed and developing countries that GDP growth can actually indicate people’s well-being and happiness. At a certain point, that stops. GDP growth may actually just creates the opposite of happiness. An infinite growth model for all economies can not work on a finite Earth with limited resources and a fast growing population. Infinite growth does not bring infinite happiness.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PHENOMENA</th>
<th>LIKELIHOOD TO HAPPEN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Cold days, cold nights and frost less frequent over land areas</td>
<td>Very likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- More frequent hot days and nights</td>
<td>Very likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Heat waves more frequent over most land areas</td>
<td>Likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Increased incidence of extreme high sea level</td>
<td>Likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Global area affected by drought has increased (since 1970)</td>
<td>Likely in some regions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Increase in intense tropical cyclone activity in North Atlantic (since 1970)</td>
<td>Likely in some regions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thinking of all the effects and crises hyper consumption has created, one must wonder that people participate in a model that is killing both us and the planet so voluntarily. To answer this question, we have to understand the various mechanisms which were carefully planned and designed for people to fall for it, without realizing the consequences. The mechanisms associated with designers are perceived obsolescence, planned obsolescence, and cool-hunting, while the last mechanism—credit—is invented by capitalists.

Perceived obsolescence. There are various forms of perceived obsolescence, but they all share the same characteristic—it renders a thing obsolete in the perception of the user even though it still functions. One outstanding example is fashion.

Every year, the ‘players’ in the fashion industry gather together to decide on what the trend will be in the future, mostly 3-4 fashion cycles ahead, so that it can be distributed and implemented in time. Simply put: they decide when and what you ‘need’ to go out and buy. www.trendless.org, an independent online fashion magazine, explains that the system starts with cooperation between fashion forecasters like WSGN (www.wgsn.com), color palette predictors like Pantone and independent researchers. Together, they carefully observe world events, people, moods, lifestyle and fashion that “has even a slight significance” both locally and globally. The end result is a very expensive report which outlines the key fashion directions for the upcoming periods. As we are now in 2012, these so-called trendsetters are already working on Sprint/Summer 2013 and Autumn/Winter 2013-14, almost two years ahead of time.

Then the textile industries and fashion houses follow that particular trend to produce garments that fit seamlessly across the industry. Promoters, like fashion magazines, then put models wearing ‘trendy’ garments on the cover to let people know what is ‘in’ and ‘out’. Consumers follow that trend, and the next thing we know everyone is wearing slim high-heels. Those who don’t are ‘out’.

This creates the pressure (or by a psychological reversal even pleasure) to buy new, even though the old still works. The thing is that these trends are endless and cyclical. They come and they go and they come again, a perfect solution for the economics of indefinite growth.

Another industry that is worth mentioning is electronics. All those updates on faster processors, more memory, more storage simply making whatever machine we own look as slow and old as a turtle. And these updates just kept coming more rapidly. Ever wonder how much faster can these things actually go? Dual-core? Quad-core? 24-core? There is no end to this.

What bothers me most about perceived obsolescence is that my own profession plays a big part in this, especially within advertising. We graphic designers, are skilled in delivering acute messages to hit straight to the heart and mind of the audience, using a perfect combination of words and images to create the fear (of present state) and desire (to be in a better state) to buy.

Planned obsolescence. Planned obsolescence is a design that deliberately shortens the life of things, and most of the time making them unfixable. This is an offspring from disposable designs, as mentioned earlier.

Planned obsolescence is a concept first suggested not by an economist, a manufacturer or an advertiser, but by a real estate broker, Bernard London. In 1932, he wrote ‘Ending the Depression Through Planned Obsolescence’. London proposed starting a government agency that would determine the lease of life of every manufactured product, be it a car, a light bulb, a ship or even a building. After the allotted time, the product would be ‘legally dead’, and if anyone wish to continue using, they would have to pay a penalty tax. Otherwise, they would give up the item and he paid part of the price for a new one. Even though this proposal was never taken up, manufacturers took the concept and adapted it to fit their demand for profit.

One example of this is the light bulb conspiracy. The light bulb conspiracy was a describes an event during the 1920s when the leading light bulb manufacturers formed the international Phoebus cartel with the declared purpose to standardize light bulbs (e.g. the E27 connectors.) It was suspected that the primary goal of Phoebus was not to develop international standards but instead to reduce the lifetime of light bulbs. It was noted that before 1924, said lifetime expectancy of a bulb was slightly above 2,000 hours. To increase demand and hence profit, Phoebus members agreed to halve the life expectancy of all their bulbs by using lower-quality materials and production methods. The life expectancy decline was conducted gradually until the cartel’s dissolution to avoid drawing public attention. By the 1940s, bulbs were burning for 1,000 hours, which is still their expected lifespan today.

With today’s cutting edge technology, machines can easily be built to last, parts made fixable and repairable, but that was not to be the case, even for a legendary product like the first generation iPod. Consumers praise the iPod for its ease of operation and design. Yet, in one important dimension the
iPod’s quality is lacking – fixability. In 2003 Apple acknowledged that the iPod’s battery has a limited lifetime and is not replaceable. After failure an owner must buy a new device or use Apple’s expensive out-of-warranty battery replacement program. The company defends its high fee by explaining that, by design, it is cheaper to exchange the physical device than to replace only the battery. Although consumers are now well aware of the limited lifetime, Apple remains ardent committed to the irreplaceable battery in its future product generations.

This practice is becoming more common today in business, and people are accepting this as a norm.

Cool-hunting. In ‘The Theory of the Leisure Class’, Veblen suggested that conspicuous consumption is born of competitive consumers. One way to explain this is through the psychological game, the prisoner’s dilemma.

The Prisoner’s Dilemma is a canonical game analyzed in game theory that shows why two individuals might not cooperate, even if it appears that it is in their best interests to do so.

Cool-hunting is a term describing a ‘prison’ of conspicuous consumption on a massive scale in which citizens of all classes, voluntarily or not, are stuck. In the book ‘The Rebel Sale’, Joseph Heath and Andrew Potter brilliantly illustrate an example of how the ‘prisoner’s dilemma’ is integrated into cool-hunting:

“... to see how this argument works, consider the case of two doctors, each of whom drives to work in a modest Honda sedan... They know that patients are likely to be suspicious of a doctor who doesn’t drive at least a BMW...

In this way, it is easy for either doctor to talk himself into buying the BMW. But does it improve business? If every doctor runs out and buys a BMW, then patients still have no basis for choosing one doctor over another.”

Heath and Potter conclude that all doctors will end up spending more on car payments without gaining any significant advantages over the other. What they then may do is to buy even more expensive cars, but that will once again force others to do the same. It is a situation in which everyone winds up where they started with no overall increase in happiness.

From this example, it is clear that if the doctors agree to drive a Honda sedan (the ‘prisoners’ agree to stay silent), every doctor would be better off, saving money. Their consumption decisions do not generate long-lasting happiness. This is not only because they fall into the trap of perceived obsolescence, they are also stuck with peer-pressure competition they may not realize and may not see a way out of.

According to Fred Hirsch, the author of ‘The Social Limits to Growth’, economic growth in our society (increasing GDP), rather than reducing the frustration of the middle classes, has tended rather to increase it. Early industrialization created unrealistic expectations by permitting the population at large to enjoy many of the privileges that had once been reserved for the wealthy through the development of ‘free time’ (or leisure time, as Veblen put it), which separates the working hours so that people can actually have some time to spend money, and thus enter ‘the competition’. Unfortunately, by the time you can afford a Gucci bag, the world will have moved on to Prada. By the time you can afford an Armani suit, Canali will be the next cool thing to hunt.

Credit. When it seems like a financial stretch to follow all the latest cool things, credit cards come to the rescue. Credit is the lubricant of the hyper consumption model by doing two things: one, it makes people want to spend more (even though they might not be able to afford it); and two, it enables people to spend mindlessly faster.

MIT economists Drazen Prelec and Duncan Simester conducted a study in 2001 on real bids for real commodities. MBA students participated in two ticket auctions for baseball games. The student volunteers were handed a sheet of paper that described the prize and gave instructions on how to record their bids. They were not allowed to discuss or find market prices of the actual tickets in the real world market. Unknown by the students, there were actually two sets of paper handed out. Half the sheets stated that the payment was required by winners in cash, while the other sheet stipulated that payment must be by credit card. The result was that students who agreed to pay with cash bid on average 28.51 U.S. dollars while those who agreed to pay by credit bid on average 60.64 U.S. dollars, a 113 percent difference.

Two other related experiments also pointed to the same result. One showed that when presented with the Master Card logo, people tended to allow themselves to pay more; and the other revealed that of spenders with credit cards, only 35 percent could recall the correct amount they spent, while the remaining stated an amount lower than reality, or simply couldn’t remember at all.

These results illustrate what is going on in our heads when we make a purchase. When cash tangibly leaves our hands, we are more conscious.
that we are spending money than when we use a card. They also show how credit cards make spending 'less real', detaching us from the action of actual payment. This is why credit cards have become the ultimate enablers and tranquilizers of shopping.

Between 1989 and 2001, credit card debt nearly tripled, from 238 billion U.S. dollars to 937 billion U.S. dollars. In 2007, it was up to 961 billion U.S. dollars. As of December 2009 according to USA Today, the following countries were carrying the biggest credit card debt burdens (figures in billions of U.S. dollars): 45

- US – $775.0
- UK – $87.5
- Canada – $73.9
- Australia – $40.4

The equation is simple: the more credits we have, the more we shop, the more resources are consumed, the more waste is created, and the more debt is put into the world.

**What’s Next?**

Evidence can not be clearer that the hyper consumption model, while born out of good will to boost postwar economies, is the cause of many of the crises we face today. The model is unsustainable, and a solution has to be found. Stopping consumption is simply not possible, as we are so wired into comfort and luxurious lifestyles that few are willing to make such a sacrifice. It’s the prisoner’s dilemma all over again. We all know we have to cut down consumption to save the planet, but we prefer that others should do it first. We simply can’t just stop consumption, but perhaps we can do so alternatively and sustainably. Enter the collaborative consumption model.

**THE FUTURE**

**Collaborative Consumption**

**History**

As mentioned earlier, cooperation is part of man’s innate nature. Anthropologists believe that mutuality and reciprocity are hardwired human behaviors that serve as the basis for human cooperation and are at the core of our existence. As societies have grown more and more complex, these kinds of direct cooperation inevitably decrease. With millions of inhabitants, direct trading or bartering become unfeasible. Imagine today walking in an urban street trying to swap your belongings with utter strangers. We each work separately to acquire what we want, using money as the lubricant.

By the 1950s, when hyper consumption really kick-started, we had long perceived ourselves first and foremost as a society of individual consumers rather than a group of citizens, believing that we were better off relying on corporations rather than cooperation.

We have become self-reliant, individual and disconnected. Throughout the fifties and sixties, Americans were encouraged to give up their hobbies, free time, and social time for the choice of bigger cars and better homes.

A recent survey showed that three-quarters of Americans confess they don’t know their next-door neighbors. Also the less time people spent socializing, the more time they spent in the office working for more money, or shopping using the money earned. Consumer culture is pulling us further and further apart.

While we are busy shopping, three occurrences should be noted. One, the world population is increasing exponentially. Two, since shopping has replaced many other social activities and human interactions, we now own more material stuff than ever. Three, while we are disconnected physically, we have become more connected virtually thanks to the internet and other mass media. These three occurrences are the key factors how collaborative consumption were born.

**Critical Mass of Idling Capacity.** More people means more stuff. With an increasing population growing exponentially, it is estimated by the United States Census Bureau (USCB) that there are approximately 7,033 billion humans on Earth today (as of August 2012.)

Under the hyper consumption model, it is not hard to imagine how much stuff is owned by this massive and increasing population. By the early 1990s, American families had, on average, twice as many possessions as families did twenty-five years earlier. However, this large amount of stuff is the very reason why collaborative consumption works – it helps in reaching **critical mass.**

Critical mass as a sociological term is used to describe the existence of enough momentum in a model to make it become self-sustaining. This concept has been applied to an array of fields, from nuclear chain reactions, MP3 online store successes, and the adoption of USB ports.

Critical mass is vital because it generates choices. For collaborative consumption to compete with conventional shopping, there must be enough
choices that a customer feels satisfied. For example, if you go to an unpopular clothes swapping event only to find that all the people in the event are all of a bigger size, you would likely leave the event feeling dissatisfied. However, as the number of people participating in an event increases, the more items they bring with them, and the likelihood of people walking away dissatisfied automatically decreases. At some point, the items in the event will reach a critical mass--enough goods for all to find something they like and to feel that they have chosen well and feel satisfied.

With the abundance of material owned, people can’t possibly use everything at the same time. Most items are likely to hang around in the closet, attic or garage, taking up storage spaces. The perfect example is the power drill. A power drill usage is between 6 and 30 minutes in its entire life time. And yet almost every household in the U.S. owns one of these. There are approximately 50 million drills in homes across America sitting in the dust. If thought through carefully, it’s not the drill that people really want, it’s actually the hole. These almost unused items can be called idling capacity. But thanks to hyper consumption, there are plenty of these idling capacity available to reach the critical mass. Moreover, idling capacity can also be human skills available to perform valuable services.

The Internet. Here is another crucial factor that makes collaborative consumption possible. From 2000 to 2009, the number of Internet users globally rose from 394 million to 1.838 billion. By 2010, 22 percent of the world’s population had access to computers with 1 billion Google searches every day, 300 million Internet users reading blogs, and 2 billion videos viewed daily on YouTube.

One thing that the internet enables, that could not be done before on a global scale, is to enable the people of the world to ‘do things’ together. Clay Shirky, a consultant and teacher on the social and economic effects of internet technologies, explained in a TED talk in 2005 about the internet as the perfect media for both two-way communication and addressing a mass public.

The rise to popularity. With a critical mass of idling capacity and the internet, people can now come together and commence traditional bartering, but this time on a massive scale which can be increased without limit. When the supply and demand are matched, wasted things can be brought back into use, extending use life. This means both saving resources and the environment, and more money left in the wallet.

AirBNB is an online service that matches people seeking vacation rentals and other short-term accommodation with those with rooms to rent, generally private individuals, not professional hoteliers. The site was founded in October 2007 by Brian Chesky and Joe Gebbia. Within two years, there were already over 210,000 registered users with over 8,122 cities in more than 157 countries. As of now, there are over 10 million nights booked over 200,000 listings worldwide over 26,000 cities 182 countries over 168 million Social Connections

The book ‘What’s Mine is Yours: The Rise of Collaborative Consumption’ by Rachel Botsman and Roo Rogers have elaborated on the phenomenon: “To illustrate the explosive rise of collaborative consumption, let’s first look at the growth stats behind a few mainstream examples: Bike sharing is the fastest-growing form of transportation in the world, with over 500,000 trips being made in the first six weeks of operation for London’s Barclays Cycle Hire.”

Other notable successful collaborative consumption cases are:
- Zilok, a leader in the peer-to-peer market, has grown at a rate of around 25 percent since it was founded in October 2007.
- Zopa, the first online peer-to-peer lending marketplace in the world, did more business in its fifth year at 35 million pound (March 2009 to
March 2010), than in the previous four years combined at 34.5 million pound. By October 2010, Zopa had lent over 100 million pound between each other (only within 5 years of operation.)

- Couchsurfing, a global free hospitality exchange service, is the currently most visited ‘hospitality service’ on the Internet.44

- By 2015, it is estimated that 4.4 million people in North America and 5.5 million in Europe will belong to services like the one from Zipcar, a car sharing service, whose membership alone more than tripled in 2009.55

- And it’s not just the companies making money. As ‘The Economist’ noted, individuals involved in collaborative consumption are becoming ‘micro-entrepreneurs.’ For example, the average New Yorker participating in Airbnb is making $1,600 a month, renters on Zilok are making over $1,000 a year from renting out just one item such as a camera or a bike.19

From the phenomenon of sharing through social media like Youtube, Flickr, and Twitter, to Wikipedia, the world’s largest encyclopedia being constantly written by the people of the world, to collaborative consumption, the explosion of this technology has led us to experience the concept of cooperation we long ago lost the feeling of. Inspired by activities on the online world, some people are starting to apply the same collaborative principles and sharing behavior to the physical areas of their lives. From morning commuting to work by car-sharing, borrowing textbooks from complete strangers, swapping used furniture with neighbors, to gardening in someone else’s back yard, different areas of our lives once using the hyper-consumption model are now being done in a collaborative way. This is a revolution. This is the future of sustainable consumption.

Terminology. The term **collaborative consumption** was first coined by Marcus Felson and Joe L. Spaeth, in their paper Community Structure and Collaborative Consumption: A Routine Activity Approach, published in 1978 in American Behavioral Scientist. The paper dealt with car sharing. The concept has since been redefined to fit the contemporary context. Botsman and Rogers have described collaborative consumption as follows:

"Collaborative Consumption describes the rapid explosion in traditional sharing, bartering, lending, trading, renting, gifting, and swapping reinvented through network technologies on a scale and in ways never possible before.

...Collaborative Consumption is disrupting outdated modes of business and reinventing not just what we consume but how we consume. New marketplaces... are enabling “peer-to-peer” to become the default way people exchange — whether it’s unused space, goods, skills, money, or services — and sites like these are appearing everyday, all over the world."57

While the definition above explains very well what collaborative consumption is or can be, I find it too narrow. In order to make it more open, less time specific and fit the thesis purpose, I have come up with my own definition:

**Collaborative consumption is:**

- To consume (using resources);
- Together (by sharing, lending-renting, trading, gifting, etc.);
- Within a community (from local town to the global village);
- Through network technologies (the internet, etc.)

If all four elements exist, a certain service can be considered as collaborative consumption. From this definition, many services can be fit into the collaborative consumption model. Botsman and Rogers have divided the system into 3 categories:

1. **Product Service System (PSS.)** The basis of the product service model is the shift to a ‘usage mind-set’ whereby people pay for the benefit of the product—what it does for them—without needing to own the product outright.

   In a PSS, a service enables multiple products owned by a company to be shared (car sharing, solar power, launderettes, etc.), or products that are privately owned to be shared or rented peer-to-peer (Zilok, TheHireHub, Erento.)

2. **Redistribution Markets.** Social networks enable used or pre-owned goods to be redistributed from where they are not needed to someone where they are. In some instances, the marketplace is based on entirely free exchange (Freecycle); in others the goods are sold for points (Barterquest) or for cash (eBay.) This category challenges the traditional relationship between producer, retailer and consumer, and disrupts the doctrines of ‘buy more’ and ‘buy new.’

3. **Collaborative Lifestyle.** People with similar interests are banding together to share and exchange less tangible assets such as time, space, skills and money. They include shared models for working spaces (The Cube London), goods (Ecomodo), tasks, time and errands (Task Rabbits), gardens (Landshare), food (Lourish). Collaborative exchanges are not only happening on a local level, but worldwide, transcending physical boundaries in activities such as peer-to-peer social lending (Zopa) and travel (Couchsurfing, AirBNB).58
I have arrived at my own additional category, using ‘business model’ as a factor. For example, car-sharing services can be divided into different groups:

1. B2C (Business to Peer) Model. Business to Peer (B2C) Model. The B2C model means there exists a central corporation that supplies the shared product or service to the community. ZipCar is a membership-based car-sharing company providing automobile reservations to its members, billable by the hour or day. The company, with some capital investment, acquires, provides rental service and takes care of all the cars.

2. P2P (Peer to Peer) Model. The P2P model is much more capital efficient than their B2C counterpart because it does not require any capital investment to acquire assets. Instead, it relies on a community to supply them, typically in exchange for a revenue share of the transaction. P2P car sharing enables car owners to rent their own cars. GetAround, a San Francisco based company, operates a market place for P2P car sharing at a fraction of the cost of ZipCar. Car owners use the income from rentals to cover car payments and maintenance costs. The results? Fewer cars on the road that are used more often. Nearly everyone benefits.

3. NFP (Not For Profit) Model. A local organization or community that facilitates car sharing with the goal of changing driving habits rather than making a profit. Services in this category operate like the B2C model, except for much lower prices (or free) and most of the time owned by the city or government body.

Effects
As mentioned a number of times, I believe the collaborative consumption model is healthier and more sustainable than the hyper consumption model. This section will show the positive effects this new model can have on humans, the environment and economies.

Effects on Human. Within the collaborative consumption model, people can still enjoy comfort, pleasure and luxury without the burden of extra working hours. When there are other cheaper alternatives, why become stressful and unhappy just to buy the next cool thing?

Especially in the PSS category, instead of having to acquire the actual products (e.g. physical movie DVDs) and all the costs involved in owning and maintaining them (time and cost spent going to a shop, storage space, etc.), people actually get what they want (to watch a movie) at a much lower cost (online streaming services – Netflix, or purchase for download movies like iTunes.) Even services change. Instead of living in a dry, standardized, isolated and expensive hotel, consumers now have a choice to enjoy much more humane hospitality with the locals for a lower price via services like Airbnb, or even free with Couchsurfing.

Whether sharing, renting, trading, buying used goods or staying with locals, not only money will be saved but people actually can make a living out of these services. Going back to th original example, why let your power drill sit idly in your garage when you can earn some pocket money by lending it out.

A story from the Sydney Morning Herald shows how rental services can save people money without sacrificing the excitement of the latest fashion. Instead of paying the full price for the latest fashionable bag collection, ‘Bag Borrow or Steal’, an online bag rental service can let people get hold of the latest ‘Kelly’ handbag by Hermes for as little as 10% of the original price, with an option to buy. Mangier, the site owner, explains that while the renter may not enjoy the full benefits of ownership, “the consumer is still experiencing the core element behind a luxury brand – emotional.” Consumers seem to agree, as tens of thousands have already used the high-end service, and receive their bags via express courier.

As our relationship with objects move from ownership to use, more time gets freed up, and options to satisfy our needs, whether for travel, leisure or family, change for the better. Green guru Joel Makower commented in a recent article, “Can you imagine when we reach a point where not owning a car becomes the ultimate luxury and its own kind of status symbol?”

People from within the local neighborhood to somewhere across the world start to get more and more connected, communities strengthen and previously untapped and wasted resources – idling capacities – are utilized for greater purpose. In the same ways brands work in hyper consumption, people feel more connected once they start using the services and become a part of it, but instead of everything being about the ‘me’ (brands in hyper consumption), collaborative consumption brands are based on the ‘we’ relationships.

Effects on Nature. The collaborative consumption model is clearly better for the environment, as it does not require using as many new resources and generates less waste, if any. Here is how each collaborative consumption category contributes to more nature-friendly consumption.

In PSS, the idea is that people actually want something done regardless of the material of the object. We don’t actually need a car, what we need is to get from point A to point B. We don’t want a washing machine, we simply want...
our clothes cleaned. Redistribution Markets extend an object’s life. By putting stuff we don’t anymore need back into the market instead of the trash, one man’s trash becomes another man’s treasure. Both of these categories greatly reduce the need to produce more things, hence less use of natural resources, less pollution is produced and less waste is dumped.

Finally, the Collaborative Lifestyle helps reduce the energy consumption needed to keep centralized services running, thereby lowering harmful CO₂ into the atmosphere. A good example is a hotel service vs. local hospitality service like Airbnb. While there is no definitive research to compare this as yet, it is not hard to imagine that with the energy consumed to build a hotel, coupled with electricity usage each day to keep it running, sleeping in an extra bedroom of some local’s houses would certainly be more energy efficient. Better yet, a guest meets the locals and can enjoy the culture from a local perspective.

Effects on Economy. In hyper consumption, corporations take control of what we consume, how often and at what price. The gigantic corporations may even have an influence on important government decisions that prove unfair for customers, harm the environment or block out potential new comers. While consumers are led to believe that they have the freedom of choice of products, the brand reality is that the market can often be dictated by a handful of powerful corporations (image 6.)

An online interactive chart designed by Josh On titled ‘They Rule’ provides a glimpse of some of the relationships of the US ruling class. It takes as its focus the boards of some of the most powerful U.S. companies, which share many of the same directors. Some individuals sit on 5, 6 or 7 of the top 1000 companies. It allows users to browse through these interlocking directories and run searches on the boards and companies. One popular map is titled ‘Bush Administration’ (image 7.)

These charts show exactly how GDP can lie, because wealth is only distributed among these few ‘rulers.’

So what might happen when collaborative consumption can potentially disrupt this? What happens when consumers start realizing that they are not going to feed fat corporations anymore, when there are other real choices from real individuals available, or even that they can share services, or get second-hand things for free?

Until recently, artists, designers or artisans wanting to create their own products would have to carry their projects around and ask government or...
financial institutions, who may well have little or no clue about creative values, for funding. Now they can also use crowd-funding services like Kickstarter or collective loan services like Zopa and start a project and production by themselves, funded by the people of the world who actually care.

Today we can watch free entertainment content from services like Youtube, many even funnier, more dramatic and better made than by the good-old media companies. What about those highly-polished, extravagant movies? In the spring of 2012, a Finnish movie, ‘Iron Sky’, achieved brilliant cinematic visual effects with a budget of just 8 million euros, more than ten percent of which came from supporters and donations via crowd-funding services around the world, who supported the movie because they wanted to watch it themselves. It began with just five Finns getting together with a computer and a camera. They proved that, if they can do it, anyone can.

With collaborative consumption, I think we will be living in such a diverse economic climate. Certainly many products and services are and will still be much better produced within big, hierarchical corporations. But they will be like trucks: useful, still here, but very few around. Smaller producers will be like city cars: they will be everywhere, as we are already seeing the trends in start-ups. Individual citizens will be like bicycles: least powerful but most numerous. No one will just be merely a passenger anymore. The shift in power will be dramatic. Corporations will have less and less political power to influence, dominate and monopolize the market as they are so used to doing, and slowly power will be shifted, divided and distributed to smaller hands. In the end, markets can be healthier and more democratic through the collaborative consumption model.

**Mechanism**

Just like hyper consumption, the collaborative consumption model has its own mechanisms to help attract users to keep using their services, and help expanding the communities. Three main mechanisms are **Social Proof, Trust Model and Sense of Community**.

**Social Proof.** It is the first mechanism collaborative consumption has to rely on. Without it, any service can not kick-start, because to change the consumption habit requires seeing a fair amount of people doing something similar.

Sometimes it takes something visually obvious, like the **Barclays Cycle Hire** users around the streets of London on distinct turquoise bikes. Sometimes it is word of mouth, either from traditional or social media, like the new piece about exclusive bag rental or blog posts about clothes swapping.

This is at least in part due to our survival instincts. During 2007, Robert Cialdini, a psychology and marketing professor at Arizona State University, conducted a study on the role of social proof in motivating people to change their behavior. In several Phoenix hotels he compared the effects of the ubiquitous hotel bathroom placards that ask guests to reuse towels, testing four different encouraging messages for their effectiveness. The messages were:

- ‘Do it for the environment’
- ‘Help save resources for future generations’
- ‘Partner with us to help save the environment’
- ‘Join fellow guests in helping save the environment’

The first two messages had similar rates of success, around 30%. The third, not surprisingly, had a lower success rate at 16%. The last message, however, was prominently successful, at 75%. The reason given was that it is social proof coming into play, giving the customers a peer influence message. Social proof exists for a reason. It is a primitive instinct and a cognitive shortcut that allows us to make decisions based on copying the actions or behavior of others. “On some base level, it’s survival recognition: these are the people who are most like me - we share the same circumstances”, Cialdini says. Messages like ‘everybody is doing it’ instead of making someone feel guilty or appealing for responsibility is most likely to be more effective.

While in hyper consumption people are pressured by their peers to buy the newest, coolest or fastest, in collaborative consumption, social proof works more like peer information and support on a newer, better consumption alternative. And because there is no corporate agenda driving the services in collaborative consumption (because most of the people in the models are simply individuals like you and me), it can be deem more trustworthy and genuinely beneficial for the people, not for the sake of corporate profits.

**Trust Models.** Most forms of collaborative consumption require a degree of trust among the users. For example, in care-sharing services, you would like the person sharing the car to be a safe, harmless and reliable person. On eBay, you would want to feel safe when purchasing a secondhand product listed as ‘Almost New’ to be almost new, not worn out. In Couchsurfing, letting strangers sleep in your place can sound dangerous and complicated without trusting that person beforehand.

But how can trust be established and built? In the hyper consumption model, middlemen have always functioned between two actors, the producers and consumer, where money works as the lubricant. When we go to a certain
In the collaborative consumption model, there is no middleman in the peer-to-peer marketplace. Just as Rob Kalin recognized with Etsy, and the founders of Airbnb envisioned, the role of their companies is to act as curators and ambassadors, creating platforms that facilitate self-managed exchange and contributions. Instead of rules, reputation ranking and voting models are implemented. Positive ratings become the equivalent to a firsthand reference from someone you trust, like the middlemen, except that those who give the ratings are consumers like ourselves. It is not judged by a centralized corporation, but from the mass of people. Here are a few examples:

- In eBay, ‘ratings’ can be given out when a transaction is completed as negative, neutral or positive. The percentage of positives is then shown next to the username, indicating his trustworthiness. With enough ratings, users earn different kinds of star, indicating the amount of trades he/she has done. Below is a graphical explanation (image 8.)

- In Couchsurfing, users can give ‘references’ to travelers or hosts as negative, neutral or positive. The ratings are categorized indicating the ratio from traveling and hosting (image 9.)

- In Airbnb, ‘reviews’ can be given out to hosts as stars in different categories with optional explanatory text (image 10.)

Often, these collaborative consumption platforms are connected with social networks like Facebook, so that they can add ‘friends’ from there, increasing the credibility of the person. A person with high positive references in Couchsurfing, one who has hosted a lot of people, will be likely accepted with more hospitality and open arms than those without.

Trust is the new currency. People with higher ‘trust scores’ are likely to perform well and be respected in a particular community, thus gaining a better chance in future exchanges. We have returned to a time when if you do something wrong, embarrassing or without respect, the whole community will know. Free riders, vandals and abusers are easily spotted in the community, strengthening the trust between other users of the platforms.

Charles Leadbetter poses a provocative question in his book ‘We-Think’—“What will happen when the networks created by the geeks combine with the traditions and habits of millions of people who were until recently...
In the next three minutes, we see Dyfedpotter explain the simplicity of how Zopa works using only a packet of Skittles and a laptop. What he has created is the most genuine, authentic piece of advertising any agency could match. This is the result of participating in collaborative consumption services. It is about people with enterprise, not business, gaining the benefits, a sense that we are all in this together. Erik Qualman, in his book Socialnomics, highlights why people such as Dyfedpotter are so important to brands—only 14 per cent of people trust advertisers, yet 78 per cent of consumers trust peer recommendations.66

Community is the brand and the brand is the community. On 17 May 2007, zipsters (ZipCar users) organized an event to celebrate Zipcar’s seventh birthday at City Hall Plaza in downtown Manhattan. Can you imagine a regular hyperconsumption brand where people simply giving out money in exchange for products organize such a celebration? I hardly think so. With this vitality, collaborative consumption brands can only grow stronger and stronger.

CHAPTER CONCLUSION

From cooperative to individualistic. From survival to leisure. From bartering to currency. The relationship between humans and consumption has evolved greatly over the course of history. I believe we are, once again, at another major crossroads. As hyper consumption becomes highly unsustainable, an alternative is needed, just like when bartering was replaced by currency because of impracticality. It is just a natural process.

From the evidence and arguments shown above, I believe such a concrete fact cannot be overstated or repeated enough, that the collaborative consumption model is a far healthier, more sustainable alternative to hyper consumption. It is this new model that should slowly replace the old.

To fellow individuals, especially designers, I encourage you to jump off the hyper consumption wagon and join the collaborative consumption revolution. It is now the time to change for a better future, before it is too late.

Why am I making this plea? Because I believe that better design can contribute to the success of collaborative consumption. Ezio Manzini, professor of industrial design at Politecnico di Milano, and a thought leader on strategic design for sustainability, who is passionate about strategic design asked: how can designers make collaborative models so easy that they will be adopted instantly and intuitively? The role of the designer, Manzini says, is to reduce the threshold of effort so that regardless of the amount of willpower a given user may have, the model can achieve its purpose.
I believe that collaborative consumption is actually the way forward. The sooner we are able to realize this opportunity, the better we will find ourselves in a better starting position from the rest of the industry. To build such business is actually for the people and from the people. Brands will be connected with them, because ‘you’ are also ‘us’.

This thesis is created precisely to help you do that kick-starting, guiding, setting up, and improving your collaborative consumption service through visual design.
Five existing collaborative consumption services are selected as case studies for analysis in this chapter. I made a survey of existing collaborative consumption services and selected these five cases as they can cover vast areas in the field, each with either different category or amount of users. The purpose of the analysis is:

- to anatomize each service’s visual elements.
- to evaluate and justify design decisions behind those elements using specific academic frameworks or references.

The chapter is divided into 8 sections. ‘Methodology’ introduces the 6-point analysis framework and its background based on existing branding theory. ‘Introduction’ provides basic ideas of the five selected case studies. The later six sections follow the each topic in the 6-point analysis method: Visual Identity, Usability, Association, Quality, Social Design and Emotion.

The aim of this chapter is to collect notable findings during the analysis to be later combined with lessons from Chapter 3 in order to draw conclusions to my research question.

**METHODOLOGY: 6-POINT ANALYSIS**

In order to reach the chapter’s goal—to anatomize and evaluate each service’s visual elements, a framework is required. I was looking for an appropriate framework to that covers various aspects within a collaborative consumption service, including visual identity, usability, user experience, information architecture and more.

Then I came across an approach to look at collaborative consumption service as a brand. As I found out that branding can cover all the mentioned aspects of any collaborative consumption services, I began to study more about its definition, history and any related frameworks that could be useful for the analysis.

In ‘Strategic brand management: Building, Measuring, and Managing Brand Equity’, Kevin Keller explained that the term branding had been around for centuries as a mean to distinguish one producer from another. The original vocabulary from Old Norse, ‘brandr’ means ‘to burn’, as in the old times, live- stocks were stamped with irons to identify ownership. According to the AMA (American Marketing Association), a brand is a “name, term, sign, symbol or design, or a combination of them, intended to identify the goods and services of one seller of group of sellers and to differentiate them from those of competition.” Keller concludes that, “the key to branding is that consumers
perceive differences among brands in a product category.  

In order to understand what elements, or anatomies are needed to make up a brand, one must understand 'brand equity.' Brand equity is a phrase used in the marketing industry which describe the value of having a brand. Keller wrote:

"Two questions often arise regarding brands: What makes a brand strong? and How do you build a strong brand? To help answer both of these questions, this section introduce the consumer-based brand equity model (CBBE)...

...Although a number of useful perspectives concerning brand equity, CBBE model provides a unique point of view as to what brand equity is and how it should best be built, measured and managed...

...The basic premise of the CBBE model is that the power of a brand lies in what customers have learned, felt, seen, and heard about the brand as a result of their experience over time. In other words, the power of a brand lies in what resides in the mind of consumers."

and

"What causes brand equity to exist? How do marketers create brand equity? Consumers-based brand equity occurs when the consumers has a high level of awareness and familiarity with the brand and holds some strong, favorable, and unique brand associations in memory."

This is especially true for Collaborative consumption services, as it is all about the people connected through a platform. The success of a collaborative consumption service relies heavily on the experience users have interacting with the platform. If early experiences are satisfying, users will likely return and use the services, invite their peers to join in, rising the number of users. Growing community is crucial for Collaborative consumption because as mentioned in Chapter 1. Inability to reach the critical mass of idling capacity might cause the service to fail before it even properly took off.

Keller proposed a 'Brand Building Blocks' model to help create a strong brand equity. He suggested a form of pyramid to explain the six most important components (image 1.)

If these blocks can determine a brand’s success, it is logical to analyze the case studies by using these six components as the framework. But since I am only focused on visual elements in the analysis, it makes more sense to rename the component’s name to fit the purposes of this thesis.

1. Salience = Visual Identity
Brand salience creates awareness of the brand. It helps people recognize, recall and understand what the brand is. The name 'Coke', the logo with curly calligraphy, the white curly stripe across red backgrounds, the knowledge of knowing a black sweet-carbonated drink – all these elements are example of brand salience.

This is where most of the visual design works are visible. Logo, graphical elements, typography, corporate colors or copywriting are all part of this.

2. Imagery = Association
Brand imagery is how people think about the brand in an intangible, abstract way. It is in the mind of the consumers the to whom, when, where and how the brand associates with. Imagery is often associated with representations of humans, be it in photography, illustration or moving image format.

For example, if one talks about ‘Apple’, one may associate it with ‘young, vibrant and urban people across all age and gender. Customers use Apple product in well-designed environment, could be a hip coffee downtown. Customers carrying and using Apple product has an aura of being technologically knowledgeable, fashionable, and moderate luxurious feeling in them.’ Demographic and psychographic user profiles also fit into this category. For visual analysis, I examined the photographic images (both still and moving) elements to understand that kind of imagery each Collaborative consumption service wants to be associated with from the users.

3. Feelings = User Experience
Brand feelings are consumers’ emotional responses and reactions towards a particular brand. It’s also related to social currency evoked by the brand—how
it affects consumer’s feelings about themselves and their relationships with 
others. I continue using Apple as an example here. Customers may feel that 
Apple product is ‘cool, cutting-edge, luxurious, user-friendly and reliable’ 
and that the social currency of using Apple is ‘medium-to-high class and 
approved and uplifted by the society.’

4. Performance - Usability
For consumers, the greatest expectation in using any particular products or 
services is that they should perform and satisfy the expectations, needs and 
wants they have. It is all about functionalities. For Collaborative consump-
tions services to function properly, information architecture, user interface 
and HCI (Human-Computer Interaction) are all concerned.

5. Judgement - Quality 
Brand judgement deals with quality, credibility and superiority (compared 
to its competitors). Judgement for a certain brand can only be made when 
users have had enough experienced with the brand. Quality assessment goes 
through four elements: visual identity, associations, usability and social 
design using SWOT (Strength, Weakness, Opportunity, Risk) analysis method 
to conclude in overall what are already good and what can be improved upon.

6. Resonance - Social Design
This is the final step where the pyramid is aimed at, which also holds true for 
Collaborative consumption services as communities are extremely vital in it 
being able to survive and become successful. Brand resonance refers to the ul-
timate relationships consumers have with the brand. Keller defined it as four 
keywords: Behavioral Loyalty, Attitudinal Attachment, Sense of Community 
and Active Engagement

Taking a look at all four of them it is obvious that Collaborative 
consumption can never exist without any of these, but I would also add Trust 
into that category as well. Visual design certainly can encourage users to 
interact with other users in desired manners, come back to use the service 
again, share their activities via social medias and ultimately build strong 
community inside the platform.

While the pyramid form is appropriate to understand the process of creat-
ing brand equity step by step (bottom to top), I think the overall shape of a 
hexagon is more appropriate for the analysis purpose. This is to give a 
better visual coherent by not over-emphasizing any particular component 
by different sizes (image 2.) This modified framework is referred as 6-Point 
Analysis in this thesis.

I set the ‘user experience’ point up top because it is one aspect that visual 
designers have no control over—how users ultimately feel about the brand 
depends on result of the overall experience they have from interacting with 
the other five components. Emotions can even be regarded as the brand’s 
judgement. It does not matter how pretty it looks or well it performs, at the 
end of the day, “a brand is a person’s gut feeling about a product, service, or 
organization” said brand guru Marty Neumeier.

My approach to 
analyze the five case studies, 
adapted from Keller’s model. I 
name it: 6-Point Analysis.


INTRODUCTION: 5 CASE STUDIES
To establish basic understandings, it is a good idea to get to know each of 
the five case studies before the actual analysis. The introduction includes 
each service’s vision, what it is that they do, how they do it, to whom are they 
for, and why does it matter. Most of the text was taken directly from each 
case’s website as of August 2012. The five cases are chosen to cover as wide 
spectrum within collaborative consumption services as possible, including 
all categories (PSS, Redistribution Market and Lifestyle.) Three of them being 
established and well-known and two are relatively new and still growing 
services. I also tried to pick services with differences in visual styles.
**Couchsurfing – Our Mission (2012)**

**Name:** Couchsurfing  
**Slogan:** Participate in Creating a Better World, One Couch At A Time  
**URL:** www.couchsurfing.org

**Vision:**  
At Couchsurfing, we envision a world where everyone can explore and create meaningful connections with the people and places they encounter. Building meaningful connections across cultures enables us to respond to differences with curiosity, appreciation and respect. The appreciation of diversity spreads tolerance and creates a global community.

**What does it do:**  
Couchsurfing offers hospitality exchange and social networking services. The concept of hospitality exchange refers to centrally organized social networks of individuals, generally travellers, who offer or seek accommodation without monetary exchange.

Here are the main functionality the service offers:

1. Search and stay with the locals wherever members wish to travel.  
2. Host members from around the world.  
3. Participate in activities hosted by its members.  
4. Get advice and ideas when planning a trip via site forums.

**How does it work:**  
First, register and create a profile. Add a few photos and descriptive information about your interests, hobbies, and personality. This will help people see that you’re an awesome person to host, surf with or join in fun activities.

Once you’ve created a profile, you can browse our network (online or on your phone) of millions of people around the globe looking for a host in your city, surf (staying) with hosts almost anywhere in the world that you’re travelling to, or join fellow CouchSurfers in thousands of local activities like picnics, hikes, dance parties, language exchanges and much more.

Trust is the foundation of sharing and of Couchsurfing. Helping you stay safe is our top priority. Over the years, our safety team has built a system that fosters trust among our members and helps CouchSurfers make informed decisions and stay safe.

A cornerstone of our trust system is the public references that members leave for one another following any kind of in-person meeting. They rate their experiences as positive, negative or neutral. Besides the rating, we encourage our members to leave very detailed references of each other so that others can be fully informed before agreeing to host, surf or just meet.

We also offer an optional verification system that confirms individuals’ names and addresses. Those who opt in are identified with a check mark icon and are featured higher up in Couchsurfing search results.

Another safety feature we offer is vouching, which is a way for members to publicly declare trust in each other.

Ultimately, taking the time to read member profiles very carefully to make sure they’ve been vetted and that there’s a personality match is critical to safety and a positive experience.

**For whom:**  
Couchsurfing is open to everyone who wishes to be connected with travellers around the world. So far, there are over 4.8 millions in over 207 countries, across all age and gender. The average age of the users is 28.

**Why it matters:**  
Couchsurfing is arguably the biggest and most important hospitality exchange on the planet, with its largest membership database, and currently ranked number one in ‘hospitality service’ search term in the internet. Mark Granovetter, a sociologist at Stanford University, writes that the social relationships of people whom we don’t know can greatly increase individual’s prospects and well-beings.

It is estimated that more than 111,186 close friendships have been created through Couchsurfing and around 18 percent of visits are reciprocated directly. It has dramatically changed the perception of trusts between strangers in the world, with the impressive 99.794 percent positive experience feedbacks received between hosts, surfers and travellers.

---

10. Ibid.  
11. Granovetter (1973)  
12. Leuterbach et al. (2000)  
Kickstarter

Name: Kickstarter
URL: www.kickstarter.com

Vision:
Kickstarter is a new way to fund creative projects. We believe that:
- a good idea, communicated well, can spread fast and wide.
- a large group of people can be a tremendous source of money and encouragement. 

What does it do:
Kickstarter is a crowd funding project for creative projects. Crowd funding describes the collective effort of individuals who network and pool their resources to support efforts initiated by other people or organizations.

How does it work:
Kickstarter facilitates gathering monetary resources from the general public, a model which circumvents many traditional avenues of investment. Projects must meet Kickstarter’s guidelines to launch. Project creators choose a deadline and a goal minimum of funds to raise. They utilize all-or-nothing funding, as explained on the website:
- Every Kickstarter project must be fully funded before its time expires or no money changes hands. Why?
  1. It’s less risk for everyone. If you need $5,000, it’s tough having $2,000 and a bunch of people expecting you to complete a $5,000 project.
  2. It allows people to test concepts (or conditionally sell stuff) without risk. If you don’t receive the support you want, you’re not compelled to follow through. This is huge!
  3. It motivates. If people want to see a project come to life, they’re going to spread the word.
- Money pledged by donors is collected using Amazon Payments.
- The platform is open to backers from anywhere in the world and to creators who are permanent US residents of 18 years of age or older, with a US address, US bank account, a US state-issued driver’s license, and a major US credit or debit card. Kickstarter takes 5% of the funds raised, while Amazon charges an additional 3-5%. 

For whom:
For fundraisers, Kickstarterers only accept ‘creative’ projects so far, including 13 categories and 36 subcategories. They are: Art, Comics, Dance, Design, Fashion, Film and Video, Food, Games, Music, Photography, Publishing, Technology and Theater.
- For backers (donators), it can be anyone who feels interested and attached to the project. Why do people support projects?
  1. Project creators inspire people to open their wallets by offering smart, fun, and tangible rewards (products, benefits, and experiences).
  2. Kickstarter projects are efforts by real people to do something they love, something fun, or at least something of note. These stories unfold through blog posts, pics, and videos as people bring their ideas to life. Take a peek around the site and see what we’re talking about. Stories abound.

Why it matters:
Kickstarter is the most well-known and the most influential crowd-funding service. Without it, the term could have never popularized and many services could have never emerged followed suit (including the service I was commissioned, Cake Theory). It has sprung itself to become the new playground for artists, designers and innovators to test the feasibility of their ideas, sketches or prototypes, whether there are enough interested people out there to enjoy their products, services or experience offered. “It felt great because it was like getting validation for a project at the beginning instead of the end.” Tim Chafer, the founder of the game studio – Double Fine, told BBC when the news came that their project was successfully funded via Kickstarter.
- It has also become a new way to earn funding without having to go through regulations and formalities, meaning wasting time at a much higher interest rate. Kickstarter is also risk-free.
- So far, there are more than 28,000 successful projects, with more than 338 millions U.S. dollars raised. 43.96% is the successful rate of the project as of 2012.

Note:
Kickstarter–Homepage (2012)
Kickstarter–FAQ (2012)
Kickstarter–Statistics (2012)

14. Ibid.
15. Ibid.
16. Ibid.
17. Locke (2012)
NAME: Skillshare
SLOGAN: Learn by Doing. Learn by Teaching. Learn by Collaborating.
URL: www.skillshare.com

VISION:
Our vision is to democratize learning by empowering teaching. To build a world where you can learn anything from anyone. Powered by an endless cycle of learning and sharing passions. We will turn every community into a campus. Every address into a classroom. And every inhabitant into a student and teacher. Skillshare is for the doers, not the academics or the theorists.

We are building the new world of education. From now on, there will be no passion left undiscovered, no personal potential left unfulfilled and no skill left unshared. In short, we’re here to change the world by increasing the global passion index.

The future belongs to the curious. The ones who are not afraid to try it, explore it, poke at it, question it and turn it inside out. 

WHAT DOES IT DO:
Skillshare is a marketplace to take and teach classes. Skillshare is powered by a community of teachers and students driven by a passion to share real-world skills through collaborative learning.

HOW DOES IT WORK:
Skillshare began as a way for communities to share local knowledge by teaching and taking classes on everything from programming to entrepreneurship to cooking.

Students can enroll in two types of classes on Skillshare:
1. Local Classes
These classes meet in person, where students in the same community come together to learn skills in a single or multi-session class ranging from entrepreneurship to cooking.
2. Hybrid Classes
These classes combine project-based, online learning with in-person workshops, allowing students to collaborate and learn with others around the globe.

Classes on Skillshare range in price, which is set by the teacher, but tend to cost around $30 per class. In general, Skillshare classes are orders of magnitude cheaper than their traditional equivalents at big universities and education centers.

Skillshare charges a 15% fee on all tickets sold. This only affects teachers; for students, the price you see is the price you pay.

FOR WHOM:
Skillshare is aimed at amateur teachers and learners, regardless of age and gender. They believe that everyone can be a teacher, believing that we all have a knowledge to share. There are five main skill sets (categories of classes) available: Creative Arts, Culinary Arts, Entrepreneurship, Lifestyle, and Technology. These are mainly short classes with very wide range from beer tasting, photography, programming and making baby food from scratch.

WHY IT MATTERS:
Being funded with 3.1 millions U.S. dollars in 2011, on top of 550,000 U.S. dollars previously raised from Founder Collective and SV Angel, Skillshare is one most the most exciting Collaborative consumption services around. With already thousands of teachers and more than 15,000 hours of classes being taught, Skillshare has tapped into the idling capacity within human resources, because sometimes we just have little things we want to learn or teach, but can not afford to go to school or become a real professional. Above all, Skillshare has the potential to revolutionize education system for the better by 'democratize learning by empowering teaching.'
Learn by collaborating.

Skillshare is a community marketplace for classes.

Browse Classes

Local Classes
Learn from a local teacher in your community. Enroll in in-person classes in your city.

Hybrid Classes
Project-based, online learning with in-person workshops. Enroll from anywhere.

About Skillshare
How It Works
Marketo
Story
Team
Press
Community Guidelines
Contact

What is Skillshare?
Skillshare is a marketplace to take and teach classes. Skillshare is powered by a community of teachers and students driven by a passion to share real world skills through collaborative learning.

How It Works
Skillshare begins as a way for communities to share local knowledge by teaching and taking classes on topics that are not covered by conventional schools or colleges. The next closest local source was local libraries...
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Digital Photo I: 8-Session: (Beginner)

Field Guide I: The Camera

Floral Design

How to Make Chinese Dumplings

About This Class
In this hands-on class we’ll create three delicious types of pan-fried dumplings, or potstickers. Fillings will range from the traditional pork, shrimp & chive to the healthy and seasonal (pushed, meet & feed to the fox) “cheesesteak.” Taking cues from a childhood of making dumplings with a Chinese mom as well as more months of dumpling parties that she’s thrown, author/blogger Cathy Erway will cover the basics of this universally loved treat.

We’ll also talk about how to throw your own dumpling party, where guests are invited to help out with the preparation of the meal, and to bring their own filling creations. Because folding dumplings can be tedious, this is a common activity among young people in Asia. We’ll even make our own fish dough from scratch, learn how to fold the dumpling in two easy styles, and geneay in the proper way. Students need not bring any utensils, but some prepared to get their hands on their friends and clothes. And come early to grab a drink at the lovely bar, El Lucia, where we’ll be having class. The class will be held in the quiet, upstairs room of the bar.
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**NAME:** Craigslist

**URL:** www.craigslist.org

**VISION:**
According to an interview with Craig Newmark, Craigslist founder, for Wired magazine:

“When I started it, all I thought I was giving a little bit back to the community. Other people were doing a lot more. And I had no idea that this would become a thing of some small significance. It was just a little hobby and the only difference between a little hobby and what we have now is that we follow through...

...I had nothing in mind more than telling people about arts and technology events in San Francisco. Pretty much everything on the site is based on user feedback. Frankly, I have no vision whatsoever... Somehow we’ve worked with people in the community to build an online community. We’re not certain how it happened, except that we really do listen to people. We try to treat people like we want to be treated, and somehow we built a culture of trust.”

And from the website:

Q: Why does craigslist still use a “.org” domain?
A: It symbolizes the relatively non-commercial nature, public service mission, and non-corporate culture of craigslist.

**WHAT DOES IT DO:**
Craigslist is local classifieds and forums - community moderated, and largely free. Users can find jobs, housing, goods, services, romance, local activities, advice - just about anything.

**HOW DOES IT WORK:**
Craigslist is arguably one of the most simple Collaborative consumption services found. It is text-based website with very simple navigations.

To view ‘listing’ (ad posts), registration is not needed. The site has a range of broad categories, and each category has several subcategories, making it easy to navigate to the appropriate section quickly. For example, the ‘for sale’ category features subcategories like computer, books, electronics, sporting, motorcycles and collectibles, among others.

Most ads include the member’s e-mail address. Craigslist offers a function that masks e-mail so that members don’t have to worry about their address being openly available. All transactions are between the person who posted the ad and the person responding to it. Craigslist’s employees don’t get involved in any transactions or discussions unless a problem is reported.

If user wants to participate in forum discussions or post own classified, a Craigslist account is needed, which can be easily created only with a valid e-mail.

Craigslist users act like the site’s watchdogs by monitoring the content that gets posted. Users flag posts to draw attention to those that are particularly interesting and those that detract from the site. The tags that can be applied to posts are best of Craigslist (a funny or effective post), miscategorization, spam/over-post and prohibited.

**FOR WHOM:**
Craigslist is for everyone. The range of listings is so wide and general it covers almost all products and services possible for transactions. Craigslist, however, heavily promote all transactions to be done locally to avoid frauds and scams.

**WHY IT MATTERS:**
Craigslist is an internet phenomenon in many ways. With its very low barrier to enter and almost no learning curve, Craigslist has become one of the most popular website in the world. The site has over 50 billion page views per month, putting it in 42nd place overall among web sites worldwide and 7th place overall among web sites in the United States, equivalent to about 19 visits per second. With over 80 million new classified advertisements each month, Craigslist is the leading classifieds service in any mediums. The site receives over 2 million new job listings each month, making it one of the top job boards in the world. It is also regarded as one of the biggest virtual community related to actual locality with 700 local sites in 70 countries, mostly running in their own language. It also has established a place in popular culture with one documentary, one movies, several songs and many TV series references paying tribute to the community.
SF bay area craigslist > sf area > for sale | wanted > cell phones - by owner

Mint condition unlocked black iPhone 4S 16GB - $400 (SOMA / south beach)

Date: 2012-09-24, 11:39PM PDT

Reply to post • view printer-friendly version

I'm selling my iPhone 4S. is in jellisheden condition, so it will work on any GSM carrier. In the US, it will work on AT&T, T-Mobile, MetroPCS etc.

The phone is in great condition. Only very minor surface scratches that aren't noticeable. It comes with the original box and cables (headphones have never been even crackly).

Price is firm, cash only, and in-person.

Phone can be seen at my profile picture.
**Vision:**
Autolib’ is the first public service plan with electric vehicles to be developed in a large European metropolis. An innovation in urban travel that will transform our experience of cities.

Our lifestyle is evolving. And transport is too. Autolib’ is a key player in innovation with its self-service electric cars. This world first will revolutionize your journeys. What will be the effects of this revolution? The city will seem more open and travel more fluid and serene with these clean and silent cars moving through the streets.

**What it does:**
Autolib’ is an electric car sharing service in Paris. Car sharing is a model of car rental where people rent cars for short periods of time, often by the hour. Car sharing is different from car rental in these perspectives:

- Car sharing is not limited by office hours
- Reservation, pickup, and return is all self-service
- Vehicles can be rented by minute, by hour, as well as by day
- Users are members and have been pre-approved to drive (background driving checks have been performed and a payment mechanism has been established)
- Vehicle locations are distributed throughout the service area, and often located for access by public transport.
- Insurance and fuel costs are included in the rates.

**How does it work:**
With Autolib’ you can rent a Bluecar whenever you wish and drive it in the Île-de-France region. Simple and ecological. Here are the steps:

1. **Online subscription**
   If you are interested in an Autolib’ Year Premium, Autolib’ 1 Month or a 16h shared Autolib’ Premium offer, you can apply online using our website. Click here (for registration), choose your offer and begin your subscription. Autolib’ one week and Autolib’ one day offers are only available in our subscription kiosks.

2. **Rent**
   Equipped with your validated RFID badge, you can rent a car at the rental station of your choice. Pass your RFID badge over the sensor in order to unlock the Bluecar. An LED will show green if the operation is successful and red if it is not. This procedure will interrupt the link to the recharge station where the car is connected.
   Unplug the cable and ensure it recoils correctly before closing the lid on the recharge unit. If you do not carry out this stage correctly, a message will appear on the touch screen inside the cabin of your Bluecar.

3. **Drive**
   Climb into your Bluecar and engage the contact key. Check the battery range and check the condition of the car. If there are any problems, declare them to the call centre via the rental kiosk before driving away.

4. **Share**
   And how do you return the Bluecar? Select an Autolib’ station. Park the car and use your badge to clock in on the recharge unit. All that’s left is to uncoil the cable and plug in the Bluecar. The rental ends when it is connected correctly and the lid of the recharge unit is closed. The doors of the Bluecar must be locked. It is no longer possible to start the car. However, you can open the car again to retrieve personal effects, should you need to.

**For whom:**
The Autolib’ Bluecar is available to anyone aged 18 or older with a valid French driving license who takes out a paid subscription. As of now, there are 3,000 cars serving in Paris and 45 surrounding communities (Île-de-France).

**Why it matters:**
Despite only beginning their service in December 2011, the reception was overwhelming with more than 6,000 Parisians subscribing for the service with only 250 cars available at that time. If proven successful, the electric car sharing scheme could enjoy the same success as its predecessor Zipcar had in the U.S. and the U.K.
POINT 1/6 VISUAL IDENTITY

Brand visual identity, or just ‘visual identity’ is by far one of the most important element in creating a strong brand. It is very likely that visual identity will be among the first elements users encounter with any brands. Alina Wheeler said in her book ‘Designing Brand Identity’, that while brands speak to the heart, it is the visual identity that is tangible and appeal to the senses. It is the brand’s visual and verbal expression. “It is the shortest, fastest, most ubiquitous form of communication available. You can see it, touch it, hold it, hear it, watch it move.”

Furthermore, visual identity can build relationships between the brand and the users, as David Airey, author of ‘Logo Design Love: A Guide to Creating Iconic Brand Identities’ put it:

“We often do judge books by their covers, whether it’s fair or not. And that’s why the perceived value of a service or product is usually greater than the actual one. The same visual identity seen time and again builds trust, and trust keeps customers coming back for more. It’s kind of like putting a face to a name—logos help people remember their experiences with companies.”

To analyze and evaluate each service’s visual identity, I’ve broken down all the visual elements into the following groups:

- Main Logo
- Logo Variations
- Typography
- Graphical Elements
- Logo Anatomy
- Previous Logos
- Color Scheme

Emphasis is put onto logo, because it is the face of the brand. David Airey explains that a logoless company is like a faceless man. If we close our eyes and try to think of McDonald, it is very likely that we will see two golden arches forming the letter ‘M’. He suggests that most of the time, people think of the visual identity before the product itself. Strong brands like Apple, Ford or Target can remind people of them even without showing the logos. It is very important to “put on your best face”\(^34\), and logo does just that.

I have combined the two lists of brand identity ‘ideals’ from two books\(^35\), ‘Designing Brand Identity’ and ‘Logo Design Love’ to be used as an evaluator the five case studies visual identity. So, ideally, a great visual identity should have the following qualities:

**Vision:** Does the identity reflects the vision of the brand?

**Harmony:** Does the whole identity goes well together?

**History:** Does it incorporate the traditions of the brand?

**Flexibility:** Can it be adjusted and used in various situations:

- different mediums, different sizes?
- have a single clear-cut feature that sticks to the memory?

**Accessibility:** Can the identity speak with the audience?

**Authenticity and Distinction:** Is the design distinguished? Does it have a unique feelings into it? Can it set itself apart from the other brand competitors?

Followings are my evaluations on how well each of the five case studies’ visual identity perform under these qualities.

*Visual Identity / Couchsurfing*
Main logo and its anatomy

Letter mark
- Initials

Pictorial mark
- World symbol on top of a couch

Initial letter mark alone is seen only on 'Verification' page.

Logo variations

CouchSurfing
- Used as the dominant logo on the website, situated on the top left corner of every page. It serves horizontal space nature of the web layout by moving the brand mark to the left of the letter mark.

Pictorial mark lone usage can be seen in 'About' sections or used as illustrations.

Initials
- Seen only on 'Verification' page.

World symbol on top of a couch

Previous logos

Typography

**CouchSurfing**
- Letter mark, custom typeface.
- Megalopolis Extra (OpenType), free licensed font from SMeltery (smeltery.net/fonts/megalopolis-extra)
- PT Sans Narrow – Bold (OpenType), free licensed font from Google Webfonts (google.com/webfonts)
- Verdana, and Verdana – Bold (standard websafe fonts)
- Arial (standard websafe fonts)

**Menu Fonts**
- Used in:
  - Main, top navigation
  - Categorial text

**Headline Fonts**
- Used in:
  - Headlines, found only in corporate-related areas

**Body Text**
- Used in:
  - All body text
  - Topic titles
  - All text in buttons

**Button Text**
- Used only in the logo.

Color scheme

Graphical elements

**Vision.** The logo consist of pictorial mark of a couch and a globe, which communicates how the whole world is connected through any couch. The color scheme and the hand-drawn custom typeface on the letter mark creates a friendly atmosphere. These reflect well the meaningful and hospital connections the brand sets out to be.

**Harmony.** The overall elements on the site seem to only go together to a certain extent. Due to the site’s long history through major redesigns, some old designs still exist and mixed with the new ones. For example, the 'couch availability' icon is still visualized with bit-map style while the others have vector-drawn pictogram style. Profile and Discussion pages still have the look of the old design while Dashboard and Activity already implement the new design. In promotional videos, the typefaces used are different from the rest of the identity. All these contribute to make the brand feel inconsistent.

**History.** The continuum of the brand is well reflected within the logo, with the motifs of a couch, a globe and hand-drawn typefaces visible. One main element that is omitted is the surf board, which is a good decision since the logo already has too many elements as it is. And the terminology to ‘couchsurfing’ is more a cultural meaning than a literal one.

**Accessibility.** The added pictorial marks (couch + globe) give the whole brand more accessibility, since the Couchsurfing users are not necessarily English-speaking. As written in ‘Building Brand Identity’, “To sell products internationally, your brand has to speak a lot of different languages. Fortunately, easy-to-identify symbols need no translation. Recognizable regardless of culture or language, symbols enable companies to cross language barriers, compete globally, and maintain brand consistency across a wide range of media.” The site also implement multi-language translation function, making it feels very open and accessible.

**Flexibility.** Couchsurfing logo various components makes the system fairly flexible, with all the three parts in the anatomy can be a used as a stand-alone logo in itself. The pictorial form of the globe, however, can be hard to recognize once scaled down into smaller sizes.

**Simplicity.** The main logo is far from simple, with four elements cramped together. Even on the website, the first variation employed on every page (except landing page) is surrounded with thick white border, adding another layer of unnecessary complexity. A total of five typefaces were used for the
whole brand, which is excessive.

**Authenticity and Distinction.** There is a moderate level of authenticity in the logo, with the combination of a couch and a globe probably not used by many, if any. This is how Couchsurfing logo compares to other related hospitality services.

### Visual Identity / Kickstarter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simple</th>
<th>Complex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Simple Logos" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Complex Logos" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Casual</th>
<th>Formal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Casual Logos" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Formal Logos" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```
Main logo and its anatomy

**KICKSTARTER**

Letter mark
Full brand name

Logo variations

**KICKSTARTER**

Main logo used as the dominant logo on the website, situated on the top left corner of every page.

Badge logo, used where space is limited. For example, as a favicon.

**Typography**

**One Type Fits All**

- **Helvetica – Regular, Bold and Italics**
  - (standard websafe font)

- **Georgia – Italics**
  - (standard websafe font)

**“Quotations”**

- Used only in the logo.
- Used in: 90% of all the text.
- Used in: Quotation praising Kickstarter in ‘Start Project’ page.

**Color scheme**

- ![Color Scheme](image5)

**Graphical elements**

- ![Graphical Elements](image6)
```

37 Related links are collected from Alexia.com and similarsitesearch.com

29% funded
$2,224 pledged
18 days to go

Back This Project
$1 minimum pledge

**Backers**

- Updates
- Comments
Vision. Kickstarter logo and brand identity do not communicate the vision well. The keywords in its vision statement such as ‘spread fast and wide, ‘large group of people’, ‘creative’, ‘source of money’ or ‘encouragement’ are not reflected into the visual identity. However, the logotype has similarity with cut-out typeface that can be reminded of crafts or graffiti–both creative activities–to a certain extent. The color green can reflect freshness and the color of money.

Harmony. The identity is harmonious and well-controlled throughout the website, with its corporate green applied as the main identity element.

History. Started out in 2009, it has never been through identity redesigns.

Accessibility. Considering that the service is now solely focused on projects started in the U.S. and the U.K., it is understandable that there is not yet language or accessibility support, e.g. pictorial marks or logotype in other languages implemented.

Flexibility. The additional logo badge gives the identity nice flexibility where horizontal space may fall short. While the full letter mark itself is legible in smaller sizes.

Simplicity. The identity design is very simple in Kickstarter, but perhaps too simple. While it is on one hand very good to keep the identity minimum as the focus should be on the projects presented on the website, only green color and small symbols are visible for Kickstarter identity. Together with the choice of generic typeface like Helvetica, the identity lacks character and if the logo is covered up, the service can be anything using green color.

Authenticity and Distinction. Cut-out typography is heavily overused. Accompanied by only green color as supporting element is simply not enough to create a unique or distinguishable identity. Introduction of typeface with more character or simple graphical elements can certainly improve this aspect.
Vision. Skillshare’s identity strongly reflects the vision of ‘teaching’, ‘learning’ and ‘sharing’, with its signature elements being lines of two colors connected together forming shapes and letterforms. The color scheme is also refreshing and vibrant, trying to emulate the sense of ‘curiosity.’

Harmony. The visual identity is well applied across the platform with very high consistency. There is hardly any element that looks out of place, except for the use of photographic images (discussed in Association section, p. 84.)

History. Started out in 2011, it has never been through identity redesigns.

Accessibility. As a startup, Skillshare now solely focuses on customers in the U.S.. But in order to expand further, as some teachings are best done in local languages, accessibility support would help. The logo design by itself can also be improved with pictorial mark or something abstractly understandable across the globe regarding teaching, learning and sharing.

Flexibility. Skillshare identity lacks flexibility in many ways. First, the logo does not have an alternative version to accommodate tight space. It also looks weak and thin when scaled into smaller sizes. The connecting lines identity of turquoise and orange can be problematic when used against darker background, and back-up solution is not apparent.

The identity is not simple enough for other designers to replicate if the brand wishes to produce more materials. The base identity is characteristic enough, adding flexibility for use into it would be welcoming.

Simplicity. While the identity design is rather complex, the elements on the web are kept simple. By not overusing the identity in the site, 90 per cent of the page remains neutral and does not interfere with the class contents, which is appropriate.

Authenticity and Distinction. Highly unique and recognizable. The identity is created from scratch, and with a non standard web-font in Proxima Nova Soft and original color scheme added, Skillshare has possibly one of the most original identity among the case studies.
Main logo and its anatomy

**craigslist**
- Full brand name

Logo variations

**craigslist**
- Main logo used as the dominant logo on the website, situated on the top left corner of the homepage only.

**CL**
- Nickname for Craigslist, found on the top left corner of every page, along with breadcrumb navigations.

Typography

**everything menus**
- Default browser serif font
  - Used in:
    - Main logo
    - Headlines and body text
- Default browser sans-serif font
  - Used in:
    - Navigational menus

Color scheme

Graphical elements

**services**
- beauty
- automotive
- creative
- farm + garden
- computer
- household
- cycle
- labor + move
- event
- skilled trade
- financial
- real estate
- legal
- sm biz
- ads
- lessons
- therapeutic
- marine
- travel + vac
- pet
- write + ed/tr

---

What should I use for privacy on this window?

- Privacy policy
- Terms of service
- Contact us

---

Podcast

- How should I start?
  - YouTube
  - SoundCloud
  - Stitcher
  - TuneIn
  - Google Podcasts
  - Apple Podcasts
  - Spotify
  - Amazon Music
  - Pandora
  - Deezer
  - SoundCloud
  - Spotify
  - Amazon Music
  - Pandora
  - Deezer
  - SoundCloud
  - Spotify
  - Amazon Music
  - Pandora
  - Deezer
  - SoundCloud
  - Spotify
  - Amazon Music
  - Pandora
  - Deezer
  - SoundCloud
  - Spotify
  - Amazon Music
  - Pandora
  - Deezer
  - SoundCloud
  - Spotify
  - Amazon Music
  - Pandora
  - Deezer
  - SoundCloud
  - Spotify
  - Amazon Music
  - Pandora
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  - SoundCloud
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Vision. Craigslist’s identity is the most unorthodox among the case studies. With strong vision to serve communities with no profit agenda comes the anti-design approach. It does not try to force any existential identity into the users’ memories. All the elements including the logo so ubiquitous anyone can simply create it using Times New Roman. Moreover, by not capitalizing the name ‘craigslist’, it brings out the sense of ‘for-everyone’ and ‘equality’.

Harmony. Highly harmonious, with virtually only textual texture on the web and very minimum use of graphical elements. Combination of ‘Helvetica’ and ‘Times New Roman’, blue and purple colors of active links and visited links are consistent throughout.

History. Since 2001, the site design has remained virtually unchanged and uses only minimal CSS and JavaScript, a design philosophy common in the late 1990s, so the identity is actually history itself in that sense.

Accessibility. Craigslist support the use of multiple language apart from English such as Catalan, Danish, Dutch, English, Filipino, French, German, Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese, Spanish, Swedish, Turkish, and more. This makes Craigslist the most accessible identity-wise among the case studies.

Flexibility. The purple peace symbol offers an alternative use of the main logo, with ‘CL’ being used as a nickname, making the identity very flexible.

The coding on the web does not even specify ‘Times New Roman’ as the font to display the logo, but only determine it as ‘serif font’. This shows that the brand does not really care and strict how the logo will be seen or that there is the ‘one’ version of correct logo.

Simplicity. It is very hard to imagine any identity design that is simpler than of Craigslist’s.

Authenticity and Distinction. This is arguable. Can extreme anti-design be considered authentic? I personally think so. What makes Craigslist so unique and authentic is the adamance to keep it the way it is without adopting newer web technology, be it Flash, HTML5 or CSS3, making it stands out from the rest. There are many design suggestions done to Craigslist® (both free and being offered to Craig Newman professionally), but he refuses to change and tries to keep it the way it is for the sake of usability.

Visual Identity / Autolib’
### Main logo and its anatomy

![Main logo]

**Abstract mark**
Two consecutive curves which can represent a car.

**Letter mark**
Full brand name.

### Logo variations

![Logo variations]

**Main logo**
Main logo used as the dominant logo on the website, situated on the top left corner of homepage only.

**Badge logo**
Abstract mark, used where space is limited. For example, a favicon.

### Typography

**autolib’**
Letter mark, custom typeface.

**AUTO LIB’**
 Used only in the logo.

**Utility Font**

- **Koemmersa**
  Identity custom-made font
  Designed by Körner Union

- **FF DIN – Regular and Bold**
  Corporate font

- **Georgia – Regular and Bold**
  (standard websafe font)

- **Verdana – Regular**
  (standard websafe font)

**Headline**

- **Koemmersa**
  Used in:
  - Menus
  - Highlighted text
  - Headlines

- **FF DIN – Regular and Bold**
  Used in:
  - Sub-menus
  - Lead body text
  - Body text (print)

- **Georgia – Regular and Bold**
  Used in:
  - Headlines

- **Verdana – Regular**
  Used in:
  - Body text (online)

**Body Text**

- **Koemmersa**
  Used in:
  - Menus
  - Highlighted text
  - Headlines

- **FF DIN – Regular and Bold**
  Used in:
  - Sub-menus
  - Lead body text
  - Body text (print)

- **Georgia – Regular and Bold**
  Used in:
  - Headlines

- **Verdana – Regular**
  Used in:
  - Body text (online)

### Color scheme

![Color scheme]

### Graphical elements

![Graphical elements]

**LA VOITURE QUI FAIT CHUUUUUT AU LIEU DE VROOM**

**FIND AUTOLIB’ STATIONS EVERYWHERE**

**AN URBAN REVOLUTION**
A car for everyone
A car anywhere
Construction status
News

- **SUBSCRIPTION KIOSKS**
- **RENTAL KIOSK**
- **AVAILABLE BLUECAR**
- **AVAILABLE PARKING SPACES**
- **AVAILABLE RECHARGES**
- **UNDER CONSTRUCTION**
- **UNAVAILABLE**
Vision. The visual identity reflects with ‘clean environment’ Autolib’ envisions, with colorful hand drawn typeface and contemporary illustration giving sense of ‘urban lifestyle.’ The logo has a sense of leaping forward (the curves as jumping line) while also representing a car (going forward—from left to right), with blue color signifying clean, electric energy.

Harmony. The overall visual identity is harmonious, but consistency can be improved. Typographic hierarchy is rather illogical when utilizing four typefaces with no clear rule. Some headlines may use Georgia while others may use DIN or the custom Koerner Sans. The rainbow color scheme is too much for users to remember or making any sense out of them, making it very hard to grasp its true identity.

History. Started out in 2011, it has never been through identity redesigns.

Accessibility. One great thing about Autolib identity is that it really gives an attempt to be universal and appealing to everyone. While the target users as of now are French-speaking, they opted to set up the site in .eu instead of .fr, with the default web of the site in English (this is perhaps the browser detects the IP of the viewer and directed them to proper language setting, which is a thoughtful decision.)

The use of illustrations greatly eliminate the ‘subjectivity’ of photography (age, gender, race, social status, or even time and place) thus universalizing the images so that everyone can relate to. This technique is true for cartoons, the simpler they are, they more universally appealing they can be. When photography is presented, they try to make sure to cover widest demographic range possible.

Moreover, the logo has abstract mark on top of the letter mark, making it fairly understandable for those who don’t know what ‘Auto’ or ‘Lib’ mean, that the service is related to car or transportation.

Flexibility. The styling of Autolib’ is very flexible, and perhaps too flexible, with multiple color scheme to choose from, no strict rule on typography and the illustrations not overly complicated to replicate. The logo also allows the use of the curves as badge logo, with varied colors allowed.

Simplicity. While the logo is simple and focused, the whole identity is not so, with the use of multiple typefaces, multiple color-coding and good amount of photography and illustrations mixed together.

Authenticity and Distinction. The overall identity is too open and flexible it is hard to grasp what is the core idea. Trying to use many elements at the same time makes it very difficult for users to remember and distinct its identity. The logo itself is very well designed, but the execution is short of originality.

6-Point Analysis
Through the brand-produced photography, it is embedded in there semiotically how the brand imagine its connection with the users. Photographic images analysis is a common tool used to inquire such associations. Photographic images are focused because they offer direct associations as they can demonstrate and able to make the users imagine themselves in the same situations, roles and context within those images.

The analysis in this part is to critically judge whether the case studies have used photographic images, both still and moving, appropriately and in accordance with its vision and goals.

From 'Handbook of Visual Analysis', Theo van Leeuwen and Carey Jewitt explain how to apply the Barthean semiotics for analyzing images' representations and meanings. The aim of semiotic and iconography approach "ask the same two fundamental questions: the question of representation (what do images represent and how?) and the question of 'hidden meanings' of images (what ideas and values do the people, places and things represented in images stand for?)". Two layers of visual semiotics were analyzed. "The first layer is the layer of denotation, of 'what, or who, is being depicted here?'. The second layer is the layer of connotation, of 'what ideas and values are expressed through what is represented, and through the way in which it is represented?'".

Following subjects will be considered during the analysis:
- categorization: what are the elements seen in the photos?
- groups vs. individual: are people depicted in group or individuals?
- surrounding text: is there any captions, text or adjacent pictures to be taken account into? It also includes voice over text or music.
- distancing: how far is the viewer from those elements?
- contact: do the people depicted make contact with the viewers?
- point of view: what is the angle the image is being depicted? Is it low, eye-level, or high angle?
- salience: what objects are being focused or clearly stand out?
- modality: are the images depicted realistically? Are there any filters or distortions.

**Images the brand trying to associate users with**
The headscarf connotes ethnicity, with grass field and windmill connotes country side, or somewhere that is not in usual environments we may see everyday in the cities. The act of lying down, smiling and eye contact to the viewer implicate personal and intimate relationship trying to established with the viewer. It is also impalpable that the girl is the 'local host' mentioned in the text. Intended message is clear that you can travel to new places and stay with friendly local hosts, like the girl in the picture.
The environments of the beach suggests tropical weather and typical depiction of holiday and relaxation. Group of people connotes sense of togetherness, with the surrounding text suggesting that people in the images are your 'surfers' that you may host. The rear, long-shot connotes generalization, lacks of personal relationship and that people seen can simply be anyone. The tinted modality somewhat romanticizes the image and takes realism out of it.

There are a total of three videos describing how Couchsurfing work: Surfing,
Hosting and Activities. All of them share the same visual style with slightly different narrative with slightly different actors, so there is no need to analyze them separately.

The variety of people and places in the video connotes that users of Couchsurfing can be very varied, regardless of gender, age, race, and place of origin. Different activities, mostly engagement between hosts and surfers with smiles and laughter suggest that relationships between hosts and surfers are personal, intimate and full of hospitality.

Authentic feeling is connoted through use of close-up shots with surrounding text describing the person’s name and place of origin. Frontal shots imply that importance is given to the subject, but by not making direct eye contact to the viewers, the demand or the pressure is not being directed to them. Instead this is more like an ‘offer’ as van Leuween and Jewitt wrote, “Without this kind of ‘imaginary contact’ we look quite differently at the people inside the picture frame. We ‘observe’ them in a detached way and impersonally as though they are specimens in a display case. They call such pictures ‘offers’ – an ‘offer of information’ is made.”

So the interviewee’s monologue main purpose is to give the information (indirectly) to the users in an intimate way.

Videos are shot realistically with no artificial lighting or special effects connot that the situations depicted in the video are something target audience (new users) can actually experience from joining Couchsurfing. The way the shot was set up especially in the interviews without or little use of artificial lighting and hand-held shots add to the video realism.

Images the brand represents itself

Hugged group of people connote togetherness, friendship, happiness, intimacy and teamwork. There is no one particularly in focus, which means no individual is important than the team. Frontal image with eye contact from below is a ‘demand’ picture.

“Many pictures show people who, from inside the picture frame, look directly at the viewer. In this way they ‘make contact’ with the viewers, establish a (association) relation with them. They call such pictures ‘demand’ pictures – the people in the picture symbolically demand something from the viewer... they can demand pity, by pleading up to them...” in this case, they are looking up, which I don’t see it as demanding pity, but more that they are ready to be at service, and demand our attention, our trust. The choice of angle, even though ill-suited, is probably chosen due to practicality of taking group picture. Realistic modality together with amateurish feeling suggests that these people are actually the ones behind Couchsurfing, not hired models.

On the website, next to the image reads a large headline: ‘Our mission is simple: To create inspiring experiences.’ Realistic modality suggests these people are there to do their mission as stated in the surrounding text.

Conclusion
In general, Couchsurfing’s use of photographic images to associate themselves with the audience is in accordance with their vision and is well chosen. Personal, authentic and friendly feelings are conveyed, where users can relate to through depictions of travelling, hosting and surfing experience. It is crucial that they try to include all gender, age and race into their images, this is especially well done in the video, which can be said that is more professionally done than the still images.

However, sense of imperfection and unprofessionalism exist. The wrong choice of image, for example, the ‘surfers’ one can send out wrong message to the viewer—that the surfers are completely anonymous, uninterested, and that there are many of them more than the hosts—or even make the whole brand look inconsistent by using images that are stock-image like. The quality of the brand’s representation is also questionable, with poorly-lit lighting, untidy environment and inappropriate angel used—making it difficult to really trust that these people are the ones reliable to deliver their promises.

**Associations / Kickstarter**

**Images the brand trying to associate users with**

Mixture of photographs, illustrations, graphical elements and portraits arranged in a grid-like pattern connotes that there are many projects and creators already involved with Kickstarter. The surrounding text indicates the images tiled behind in the back are project examples. The tiled pattern connotes equality and variety. By giving each project and its creator equal share of space, it implies that Kickstarter is a platform where every single project is equal. It also sends out a message that this platform is about the users, the starters, not about themselves. The tinted color connotes that each individual is brought together to pursue their creative goals together.

Few photographic images are used in Kickstarter’s identity, but in addition to that, there is a video that invites people to start a project with them. The technique used by the animation is the same as in still images—it is a collage of each project’s introductory video to their own projects, mixed together to connote the variety and creative nature of Kickstarter. It also sends out a message that the platform is about the project creators, not about Kickstarter themselves, and that many people have already participated.

In the team page, five portraits are animated in synchronization for a short period of time, then animation continues on to the next boxes. After each animation, the portrait stays still until the loop comes back.

Mixture of portraits with the same background connotes that these single individuals work together in the same office, which is of Kickstarter’s. Different
expressions, mostly smiling connotes individualism, friendliness, happiness, that Kickstarter is a place that you can enjoy being yourself. Individuals in tiled pattern suggest that each individual has equally his/her own space (literally and expressively), yet all being a part of one big group. Surrounding text at the bottom box reads, ‘+YOU (we’re hiring!)’ is an invitation to join their team, as the empty box is equal and in line with the rest of the portraits.

**Conclusion**
Kickstarter employs few photographic images, just like the way visual identity is used minimally. Both of them are used in a very consistent manner, making the brand and its message strong. The emphasis is again and again about individualism, equality and creativity. Even on the team page, every one in the team is given equal share of space. When associating themselves with Kickstarter, the users, especially the project creators can associate with feelings of total freedom to be themselves and to express their creativity with no boundary, as it is subtly communicated that Kickstarter will not interfere with their creative ideas.

**Associations / Craigslist**
Craigslist does not use any photographic images to associate themselves with the users.

**Associations / Skillshare**
Skillshare has published photos under ‘class photos’ category in Flickr. The categorizations in these images include: classroom, pencil and paper, study equipments, group of people listening to one person, aprons and cooking equipments, laughter and smiles. These connote clearly classroom environment with enthusiasm and joy. Most images put emphasis onto the teacher, interviewing teachers who have used Skillshare as a platform for their teachings to different extents.

There are basically two kinds of shot in the video, a close up interview with the teacher and a medium to long shot capturing the atmosphere of the class or the students. Each teacher is presented with his/her name and position/background. Importance is given to the subject, but by not making direct eye contact to the viewers, making these ‘offer’ pictures. The interviewee’s monologue main purpose is to give the information (indirectly) to the users in an intimate way. The information purpose is to inspire the viewers to become teachers like them.

The images are colorized to have yellowish warm tone to connote friendliness and welcoming feeling, which matches with the background music mood.

**Images the brand represents itself**
Staff photos consist of images showing individual portrait close ups. Same
environment background (except a few different) with same posture (except the latter ones) suggest a sense of togetherness, and that these people work in the same space. Each image shows frontal eye contact, connoting that each person exists as an individual reality, with 'demand' pictures that the viewers should trust them. The way each image is cropped displaying every portrait at the same size adds rigidity and corporate-like feeling to them. Modality is realistic showing these staffs are who they claim to be.

The video narrates a story of a person from birth to career successes with many happenings along the way. The narration focuses on 'curiosity' with the ending text ‘the future belongs to the curious’. The point of view of the whole video is taken from the first person’s perspective, indicating that all these stories could happen to you–that is if you stay curious.

Salient objects shown in the video are a pop-up book with a question mark (symbolizing curiosity, asking questions) with the child’s (viewer’s) arms reaching out, books and bedroom objects making up a D.I.Y. machine that can turn on a TV, with applause (symbolizing creative play, with rewards at the end), 8 millimetre video camera (symbolizing movie making), an electric guitar (symbolizing music) and many more. These objects/activities are very diverse, but mostly associated with creativity or innovation.

If people are presented, they are shown in frontal face, with happy or encouraging emotions. The scene ended with big applause, following by congratulated gestures from the person’s (viewer’s) wife, wrapped up with the ending text, concludes the message that all of these things shown could happen to you if you stay curious, and that you will have a great future.

While all the images are shot from real objects, the colorization, black soft vignette around the edges, the fast-cut editing, and visual-effected transition greatly reduces video’s realism level.

There is also to date, one short introductory video explaining a course on how to become a good teacher in Skillshare. This is the only course hosted by the Skillshare team themselves.

The video is shot in a studio in an isolated environment (presumably a studio) with white background. The subject is shot with a close up and medium shot, showing her frontal with the medium shot making direct contact with the viewer, establishing ‘demand’ pictures, persuading them to join the course. Apart from artificial background, the modality is very realistic with no background music. The monologue is giving information more than telling stories.

**Conclusion**

While the Skillshare graphical identity was carefully and professionally designed, the photographic images have fall short.

The photo stream on Flickr, while taken beautifully, there seems to be lack of direction what and how should be captured. How the faces should be shown, how far the shot can be (some are way too long of a shot to establish any intimate relationship, while some are so close up that it does not even connote the sense of a class anymore). The staff portraits are very well and professionally taken at first, with the consistent angle and background, but that seems to be forgotten later on, putting the sense of disorder and carelessness into the brand.

Lastly, the videos show the most inconsistent of all. The 'Manifesto' video tries to be cutting-edge and playful, it connotes a sense of unreality (users can not really relate themselves to the narration, as it is very superficial) and push the brand towards a creative or fashion brand, while the other two are clearly not. The 'Teacher’s Stories' series create heart-warming and relaxed atmosphere and trying to establish of personal and intimate relationship with the viewer, which is well done but different from the first. The worst among all is the 'Introductory' video. While trying to look professional with the shots being taken in the studio, it lacks either the cutting-edge playfulness or intimacy displayed in the first two. It simply stands alone as a third
category of video. So all of the three videos have little in commons and lacks consistency.

With its inconsistency, it is difficult for the viewers to establish their clear associations with the brand. Should they feel that the brand is professionally reliable, or cutting-edge and daring, or a bit less professional and relaxed? The paradox and contrast the use photographic images have intentionally set have compromised its professionalism, which is unfortunate considering that the graphical elements were so well-made and controlled.

**Associations / Autolib’**

**Images the brand represents itself**

Three different individuals represent a mixture of race and gender, all wearing Autolib’ t-shirt connoting that they work for the company. Artificial background indicates that the image is shot in a studio or has been retouched. Even though the three persons look realistic, the white artificial background and the text destroys the naturalism of the photo, making it hard to imagine that users will actually meet these three personnels. It seems that they are only professional models. Semi-close up view with direct eye contact intends to focus viewer’s attention to their facial expression, with ‘demand’ to join them. The expression gives the sense of friendliness, confidence and happiness to the viewers, persuading to them to be a part of Autolib’. Modality is semi-realistic, as mentioned about the background.

Autolib’ has created a professional looking video to explain and demonstrate how its ecosystem works and the benefits from using their service.

There are basically two sets of shots during the whole video: outside and inside the car. While outside the car, most of the shot will be long to very long shots, with the car as the main focus running through different environments–both nature and urban. The former symbolizes that the car is friendly to the environment and the latter symbolizes urban lifestyle utilities.

While inside the car, the shots will be medium or close up, to focus on the expression and feelings of the supposed users. They are mostly shown with their face frontal, but there is no eye contact to the camera, so they simply act as ‘offer’ pictures, giving information about the benefits (both tangible benefits like using GPS and intangible benefits like happiness and enjoyment.) The portrayed users in the video are across all age, gender and race.

There are surrounding hand-drawn identity elements and types popping up from time to time to literally explain the service benefits.

**Conclusion**

In my opinion, Autolib’ has done the best job in creating brand associations that really goes hand-in-hand with the brand vision and its target audience. With the ultimate goal to be the appealing transportation choice for urban users, Autolib’ has utilized the young and open visual style through the use of illustrations, the professional feeling to give people confidence about the car’s and payment’s reliability, and the carefulness to include all age, gender and race when photographic images are present.

**6-Point Analysis**
In general, usability refers to how well users can learn and use a product/service to achieve their goals and how satisfied they are with that process. Usability does not just test a single aspect but a combination of factors. Usability is extremely crucial in deciding if a brand succeed or fail. For example, it does not matter how well a certain handbag brand designs its visual identity, crafted brilliant brand associations or has great PR. If the bag fails to perform, rips apart too soon or uncomfortable to hold, the brand will never be successful.

For this analysis, I focused on website's usability since all the collaborative consumption services rely heavily on their online platforms to perform.

To date, there are several methods that can be used to test a website usability, e.g. Think aloud protocol, Remote usability testing, Focus groups and Interviews. All yields different requirements, applicable stages, advantages and disadvantages.

From the research paper ‘Web Usability: Principles and Evaluation Methods’, ‘Inspection Methods’ is proposed to be ideal solution for time and cost effectiveness. It reads, "According to such methods evaluators examine usability related aspects of an application, trying to detect violations of established usability principles", and then provide feedback to designers about possible design improvements. The inspectors can be usability specialists, or also designers and engineers with special expertise (e.g., knowledge of specific domains or standards)."

By this definition, I will be acting as an inspector with the knowledge in graphic/user interface design domains. In order to inspect them in the same manner, I will be using cognitive walkthrough inspection method. In cognitive walkthrough, the user’s problem solving process—what the users will do in specific situations of use and why—is simulated. Evaluators go through the interface step by step using a task scenario, and discuss the usability issues as they arise. There are about 2-4 walkthrough tasks in each services, mostly covering the basic functionality that it promises the user. For example, in Couchsurfing, users will expect to be able to join the community, find a host to surf and host a surfer.

These scenarios will be created and written down before I perform a walkthrough. The writings in this thesis is the documentation of the outcome. Since the thesis focuses on the visual part of the service, I concentrated mostly in the user interface, which should meet the following standard list:

- Strive for consistency
- Cater for universal usability
- Offer informative feedback
- Design task flows to yield closure
- Prevent errors
- Permit easy reversal of actions
- Make users feel they are in control
- Minimize short-term memory load

The list was one of the best-known lists of user interface design guidelines, created by Shneiderman and Plaisant in 2009.

I concluded each walkthrough with brief conclusions and a list of positive and negative findings. For full inspection walkthrough, along with screenshots and descriptions and remarks, please refer to Appendix B.

**Usability / Couchsurfing**

From the introduction, these are the basic functionalities Couchsurfing promise to offer to users:

1. Search and stay with the locals wherever members wish to travel.
2. Host members from around the world.
3. Participate in activities hosted by its members.
4. Get advice and ideas when planning a trip using in-site forums.

**Walkthrough Scenario**

I assume the role of a new user, William Toads from Stockholm who has just heard about Couchsurfing and has decided to give it a try. Here are the specific tasks (go along and cover all the basic functionalities promised) I ran cognitive walkthrough with.

**Task 1:** Try to find a way to join the service
**Task 2:** For the whole month of September 2012, my couch is open to travelers. I am thinking that it would be nice to start off by hosting someone before try out surfing. It seems safer that way.
**Task 3:** After a successful hosting, now I am ready to surf. I want to travel to Copenhagen during the second weekend of October.
**Task 4:** Before leaving, I want to find some interesting touring information about Copenhagen, since I only have a couple of days to enjoy, I would like to get the best out of it.

**Conclusion**
Usability / Kickstarter

From the introduction, these are the basic functionalities Kickstarter promise to offer to users:

1. Learn about Kickstarter
2. Create a fund-raising creative project.
3. Fund a project.

Walkthrough Scenario
I assumed the role of a new user, William Toads, a type designer from New York city, NY. Williams has heard of Kickstarter for sometime through several media outlets and design blogs, but never really checked it out properly, but figured it’s about time.

Task 1: Find out in details how Kickstarter works, especially how to create a project.

- In order to create a project with Kickstarter, one must satisfy Amazon Payment’s regulations, and that restricts one to be a U.S. permanent resident.

Task 2: Support an upcoming interesting Windows Phone game project.

Task 3: Since I’m a type designer, I’d to start a new project for creating a new typeface, and use the funding I get to make a living in the meanwhile. All supporters will get the font I finished in return.

Conclusion

Positives:

- Giving user almost complete control of information, not showing or moving anything automatically.
- Use of layman language
- Well-designed level of information, with information on demand.
- Very detailed helps and guidelines
- No need to use memory as information is always recalled in place where needed.
- Less use of graphical elements boosts the web performance.

Negatives:

- Poor searching / browsing mechanism.
- Feeling of inequality and bias in projects listing.
- No language support.

Usability / Craigslist

From the introduction, these are the basic functionalities Craigslist promise to offer to users:

1. Post a classified.
2. Find a classified that meets users’ needs.
Walkthrough Scenario
I assumed the role of a new user, William Toads from SOMA area in San Francisco who has just heard about Craigslist and that you can virtually find and post about anything. William has decided to give it a try. Here are the specific walkthrough tasks:

Task 1: William is interested in buying a used iPhone 4S since the new iPhone 5 came out.
Task 2: Living in San Francisco can be extremely expensive, and unfortunately his roommate just left for New York and William needs to post an ad to find a new roommate.
Task 3: William heard that community in Craigslist is very lively. He is a vegetarian and would like to get some input about nice vegetarian restaurants in town.

Conclusion
Positives:
- Very low learning curve
- Use of layman language, with explanations available when technical terms are present.
- High accessibility with many local websites and multi-language support.
- Warnings are always present with actions to act upon.
- Users always knows where they are the website with clear hierarchical navigation.

Negatives:
- Some inconsistency in graphics or typography—seems to have no clear rules where to use serif or sans serif, and whether or not to have grey-colored background
- Discussion forums present some challenge in learning, but is also considered the less important part of the web. The main objective is the classified area.

Craiglist represents one of the most user-friendly and easy-to-use websites around, not just within the collaborative consumption services. With almost no learning curve and very lo-fi interface, it brings down the threshold to the very low level. Regardless of age, gender, race, country, technological knowledge or devices used, almost everyone can enjoy the service altogether with equally pleasing experience.

Without a corporate board or shareholders to be answerable to, Craigslist were able to make decisions solely on excellent usability of the site (and keeping it that way), which has proven to be a key component in the success of this community for more than 17 years.

Usability / Skillshare

Walkthrough Scenario
I will assumed the role of a new user, William Toads from New York city, NY. He just saw a friend recommending Skillshare in his Facebook feed and decided to check it out. He only knows that it’s about local education marketplace. Here are the specific tasks that I will run cognitive walkthrough with.

Here are the specific walkthrough tasks:

Task 1: Since Skillshare is relatively new, William wants to know what it is all about.
Task 2: He has been wanting to learn how to cook simple meals, and he loves Asian food, so he’s looking for perhaps a Japanese, Korean or Thai cooking class.
Task 3: After successfully attending a class, William thought that he can earn some extra money this way by teaching one himself. He is thinking he will host a class on how to improve presentation skills.

Conclusion
Positives:
- Hierarchy of information is well presented. Information which needs attention gets highlighted with good space proportion.
- Consistent typography.
- Well-designed and standout buttons.
- Warnings and feedbacks are clear and instant.

Negatives:
- Obscure use of language with sometimes no explanation.
- Grouping of information is illogical.
- Choices are promoted with bias without explanation leading to user suspecting agenda behind or simply navigates to places not wanted by
Inconsistency in layout when representing similar kind of content.

Lacks sense of location, users can easily get lost of where they actually are in the website and no way to navigate back except ‘Back’ button.

While accessing Skillshare visual identity, I clearly could feel a sense of unique design language and good use of color and typography, but after assessing deeper into associations and usability, it is very unfortunate that Skillshare seem to fall short in these two areas. While overall UI is clean and well presented, many of the interactions are illogical and questionable. There is no navigation aiding users when going deeper into the site, and somehow the design tries to push users to click certain buttons and choose certain choices over the other without logical reasons. This can bring a sense of untrustworthy from the users of brand’s hidden agendas, or simply intimidation, like saying to users that Skillshare know better than them, so click this and not that.

Usability / Autolib’

From the introduction, these are the basic functionalities Autolib’ promise to offer to the users:

1. Subscribe to the appropriate program.
2. Locate and use the Bluecar.
3. Return the Bluecar to its designated location.

Walkthrough Scenario

I assumed the role of a new user, William Toads from Paris, France. William reads on LeParisian newspaper about a new service being employed in Paris called Autolib’, which is a car equivalent to Velib’ bike sharing service. He is very pleased for the news because he couldn’t afford a car but is constantly in need of private transportation.

Task 1: He wants to find out how the whole service works.
Task 2: He would like to sign up for the service with suitable payment option.
Task 3: Now that he’s signed up, he would like to locate where he can use the rental cars.

Conclusion

As mentioned before, collaborative consumption can’t function if amount of idling capacities created by users do not meet critical mass. But that is not the whole story. To keep the service running in a long run, it is crucial maintain that number (and hopefully grow it.) Otherwise, if amount of users drop below that of the critical mass, suddenly everyone will stop using that service because there will not be enough supplies and demands to keep everyone satisfied. For example, a book store will cease to function if one of the following circumstances happens:

1. There are not enough books in the store - customers visiting the book store feel underwhelmed and went to other book store for more choices;
2. The bookstore has abundance of books but not enough customers to keep the business running.

What is different is that, in most collaborative consumption services, users act both as suppliers (books) and as customers. If there are not enough classified posts by users in Craigslist, then other users will start looking for other similar services elsewhere. For example, Craigslist in Helsinki has much less active users than Netcycler— which is more successful with more things users can look for. Users create strong community, and strong community
will attract more users. But it is also true vice versa. If users start leaving and making the community weaker, more users will leave, turning the community even weaker.

Yet, strong communities do not simply happen out of thin air. It requires good planning and excellent social designs integrated into the services. In the book ‘Designing for the Social Web’ by Joshua Porter, he defines social design as “the conception, planning, and production of websites and applications that support social interaction”\(^\text{54}\), as he also believes that social design is the future of the web, as human are innately social. He said, “We exhibit social behavior. If we did not, if we weren’t social from the day we are born. Then social software would be incongruous: it just wouldn’t make sense. Instead of garnering our attention and energy, Amazon, eBay, and MySpace would be worthless.” But the truth is just the opposite. It is the social designs and features that thrive these services, and there are fewer and fewer websites or online applications nowadays that can live without them.

There are 5 steps (and 4 barriers), according to Porter, that a social website would want as many users and as further to go through these steps as possible in order to create a strong community. Each step requires good social design interfaces for users to interact with effortlessly and efficiently\(^\text{55}\) (image 3.)

In total, there are four crucial social design features that every web should implement, according to Porter:

1. **Design for Sign-up**
   
   The first impression is very crucial to newcomers. There are literally seconds to capture their attentions and to answer the most important question: why should I bother using this website, application or software? A good sign-up design has to answer all the basics question: who (is it for), what (does it do), where (can I use it), when (can I use it), why (is it important to me) and how (does it work). Porter suggests that a good sign-up framework should contain the following:
   
   - An elevator pitch, a tagline, or some other pithy explanation of service
   - Graphics or illustrations that show how your software works
   - Carefully crafted copywriting that describes your software
   - In-depth feature tour or feature pages
   - Video or screencast showing actual use
   - Get people started using the software as early as possible
   - Evidence of other people using your software successfully

   and that a good sign-up design should reduce sign-up frictions by:
   - Not making creating an account a requirement (until necessary), users can start using the software right away.
   - Asking only absolutely necessary information

2. **Design for On-going Participation**

   Keeping people coming back after first use and sign-ups is an uphill task, possibly even more difficult than trying to get people to sign-up. The success key to this is the ability to capture user’s motivation of using the software. Following is the list of motivations Porter has suggested:
   
   - Identity: People use social websites to manage their identity within their social groups.
   - Uniqueness: People use social websites because they feel that their contribution is unique and valuable
   - Reciprocity: People participate because they either want to give back or because they expect others to give back to them
   - Reputation: People participate to build their reputation and improve their relationships with others
   - Sense of efficacy: People participate in order to do good work and

\(^{54}\) Porter (2008)  
\(^{55}\) Ibid.
have a positive effect
- Control: People want control over how their information is shared and displayed.
- Ownership: People participate because they feel a sense of ownership over their content online.

3. Design for Collective Intelligence
In social websites, the most valuable thing is the user created contents. Think Wikipedia or IMDB, these two websites are practically well-known and function on these contents. Collective intelligence is based in the idea that by aggregating the behavior of many people, we can gain novel insights. And these collective intelligence is what keeps users intact and keep coming for the services, for example, millions of people visit IMDB each day to check out a movie’s aggregated rating to how has the world rated it. There are three steps how these systems work:
- Initial Action: a content is submitted into the system.
- Display: the content is displayed for the other to see and act on.
- Feedback: the people using the system are given an opportunity to provide feedback on the content to assess its quality. To get a better picture, here is a few famous example:

4. Design for Sharing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Display</th>
<th>Feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amazon</td>
<td>Write a product review</td>
<td>Upcoming, popular, Homepage</td>
<td>Is this helpful? Report this, Comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia</td>
<td>Starting an article</td>
<td>Article page</td>
<td>Edit articles over time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flickr</td>
<td>Uploading, tagging a picture</td>
<td>Interestingness, Popularity, Clusters</td>
<td>Tagging, Favorites</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In his book 'The Tipping Point', Malcolm Gladwell describes a rare type of person he calls a 'connector.' Connectors are those who like to find and love to be the first to tell their friends about the next great things, be it products or services. They gain social capital as they do this. Their reputation grows. And the services become more and more known. As Gladwell suggested that these connectors share information like it’s a disease. And if that sharing reaches epidemic levels, with enough people sharing and joining the services, a critical mass is then reached.6 Hence it is very important that these sharing features are well implemented. Here is a list Porter suggested would make good sharing features:
- Content easily sharable: has permanent URL, embeddable, PDF, printer-friendly, etc.
- Heed the call to action: share features are at the right place and the right time, with appropriate sharing options available.
- Use of sharing form: the form people must fill out in order to specify whom they wish to share, don’t ask for any information unnecessary. The sharing form makes the recipient feels that the message is more personal.
- Give people something to do after sharing: like signing up, subscribe, etc.
- Allow for multiple sharing.

To evaluate how each of the case studies does in implementing social designs, it will be checked if which and how each of these features is implemented. Showing here is a brief overview using check boxes–green means fully and well implemented, yellow means partially and red means that feature is not implemented or ignored. For full analysis with screenshots and explanation, please refer to Appendix C.

Social Design / Couchsurfing

1. Design for Sign-up
An elevator pitch, a tagline, or some other pithy explanation of service
- Graphics or illustrations that show how your software works
- Carefully crafted copywriting that describes your software
- In-depth feature tour or feature pages
- Video or screencast showing actual use
- Get people started using the software as early as possible
- Evidence of other people using your software successfully
- Not making creating an account a requirement
- Asking only absolutely necessary information

2. Design for On-going Participation
Identity
- Uniqueness
- Reciprocity
- Reputation
- Sense of efficacy
- Control
- Ownership
Despite its clumsy and unprofessional visual design, Couchsurfing's design and usability are excellent, especially in the social design aspects. This is because they understand that social design is not about room quality, prices, or locations; it's all about the people. Creating strong communities and encouraging participation is therefore a priority. Couchsurfing scores well in the 'Design for Participation' category, with rich experiences and options available. 'Design for Collective Intelligence' is appropriately promoted, and 'Design for Sharing' is not promoted or even voluntarily ignored.

However, the 'Design for Sign-up' can be improved. Introducing videos is a good start, but they could explain what it looks like inside Couchsurfing, how people get connected through the interfaces, and how vibrant the current community is. Allowing non-signups to take a look inside the community before signing up would be beneficial.

Similarly, 'Design for On-going Participation' could be improved with a better user interface. Introducing sharing forms could make sharing easier, but it’s possible without filling up lengthy personal information, which is understandable as it concerns trust and security issues.

In conclusion, Couchsurfing's design is a testament to the importance of social design in hospitality exchange services.
1. Design for Sign-up
An elevator pitch, a tagline, or some other pithy explanation of service
- Graphics or illustrations that show how your software works
- Carefully crafted copywriting that describes your software
- In-depth feature tour or feature pages
- Video or screencast showing actual use
- Get people started using the software as early as possible
- Evidence of other people using your software successfully
- Not making creating an account a requirement
- Asking only absolutely necessary information

2. Design for On-going Participation
Identity
- Uniqueness
- Reciprocity
- Reputation
- Sense of efficacy
- Control
- Ownership

Social Design / Skillshare

3. Design for Collective Intelligence

4. Design for Sharing
Content easily sharable
- Give people something to do after sharing
- Allow for multiple sharing

Social Design / Craigslist

Conclusion
Along with great usability, Kickstarter has done equally well in social designs, especially in 'Design for Ongoing Participation'. Signing up process can be much improved by allowing users to back projects without having to make an account, as they should be able to use Amazon Payment account to simply do so. More visual elements explaining how the whole system works can be useful, but due to its already great usability, it is not mandatory. Adding email sharing should be considered, as not everyone has a Facebook or Twitter account, and most people would have no idea how to put the HTML embedded tags into use.

Conclusion
Similar to Kickstarter, Skillshare does well in social design aspects, but can certainly be improved. Participating in a class should never require creating an account, even with inclined option to use Facebook, as some users may not feel comfortable linking the service with their personal social networks. A feature page allowing users to preview the class pages before publishing (as in Kickstarter) would be welcomed.

The classes community would be much more vibrant (and fun) if each classes are allowed to use more media and more flexibility to the layout, like in Kickstarter. Right now it is so rigid and may not be suitable for all classes. Ability to add videos, images or sounds would totally add appeal to many classes to the next level.

Like Kickstarter, emails are ignored as the choice to share, which is notable in my opinion. Emails, like letters, while may not attract as many viewers as in Facebook Wall for Twitter Tweets, it presents a much more personal approach to the recipients, hence higher likelihood for them to participate–be it funding a project in Kickstarter or participating a class in Skillshare. Simply adding such option would not hurt at all.

Social Design / Craigslist

1. Design for Sign-up
An elevator pitch, a tagline, or some other pithy explanation of service
- Graphics or illustrations that show how your software works
- Carefully crafted copywriting that describes your software
In-depth feature tour or feature pages
- Video or screencast showing actual use
- Get people started using the software as early as possible
- Evidence of other people using your software successfully
- Not making creating an account a requirement
- Asking only absolutely necessary information

2. Design for On-going Participation

Identity
- Uniqueness
- Reciprocity
- Reputation
- Sense of efficacy
- Control
- Ownership

3. Design for Collective Intelligence

4. Design for Sharing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Display</th>
<th>Feedbacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post a classified</td>
<td>Classified page</td>
<td>Owner: Edit, delete Others: Read, reply, flag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compose new thread</td>
<td>Discussion forum</td>
<td>Read, reply, rate, flag</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Content easily sharable
- Heed the call to action
- Use of sharing form
- Give people something to do after sharing
- Allow for multiple sharing

Conclusion

It is obvious that there are limitations within Craigslist social design features, but where it really matters, I think they have done alright. What they do is to keep very low threshold to enter: by not using fancy language for the copy; not asking users to sign up for the main features (viewing and posting classifieds); ‘how-to’ steps are clearly and simply explained; new users will feel absolutely welcomed to just dive in and tryout the service immediately.

To keep users engaged, the discussion forum does a decent job for it with adequate emphasis on individual’s posts and threads. The profile page is also well done for its purpose, but with today’s standards, options linking it to other widely used social networks like Facebook or Twitter would be welcomed.

All the user’s generated contents (classifieds and forums) are well organized into categories and both searchable and browsable. Flagging feature is vital to keep the community clean from abusive use, which might jeopardize community’s strength.

The sharing options though, seem to be completely ignored by Craigslist. This may be due to the fact that they are not in the need for new users joining the community (as it is very active as in many parts of the world it is), or that they simply see a unique URL adequate enough, and users can use it to share in whichever means they see fit.

All in all, I think while these features are limited and may be sub-par compared to other collaborative consumption services of today’s standards, it does fit well with the extreme simplicity, usability and democratic approach the site set out to be.

Social Design / Autolib’

1. Design for Sign-up

An elevator pitch, a tagline, or some other pithy explanation of service
- Graphics or illustrations that show how your software works
- Carefully crafted copywriting that describes your software
- In-depth feature tour or feature pages
- Video or screencast showing actual use
- Get people started using the software as early as possible
- Evidence of other people using your software successfully
- Not making creating an account a requirement
- Asking only absolutely necessary information

2. Design for On-going Participation

Identity
- Uniqueness
- Reciprocity
- Reputation
- Sense of efficacy
- Control
- Ownership

3. Design for Collective Intelligence
4. Design for Sharing

Content easily sharable
- Heed the call to action
- Use of sharing form
- Give people something to do after sharing
- Allow for multiple sharing

Conclusion

In contrast to Couchsurfing, while Autolib’ have done very good job in brand’s visual identity, associations and usability, they really fall short in social design aspect. While it is understandable that since it is a B2C (Business to Consumer) model, there is not much need for users to aggregate in creating any content for having many-to-many conversations (Autolib’ only has limited one-to-many conversation from the corporate to individual users), other aspects like ‘Design for Sign-up’ or ‘Design for Sharing’ can be much improved.

The landing page sorely lacks a good appealing caption to explain in seconds what this service is all about and to attract new users. Testimonials sections look weak (and sorrrily unauthentic) and signing-up process can be much better designed to feel less burdensome.

It is very clear that the more users join into Autlob’ community, the more profitable they will become as the cost to produce the cars and stations together with its maintenance is very much fixed. Considering that, it is very crucial for users who are constantly using the service to be able to easily share their experience and saying good things about them in order to expand their customers’ base. Better ‘Design for Sharing’ features can certainly improve those aspects.

6-Point Analysis

POINT 5/6 QUALITY (SWOT)

To judge overall collaborative consumption’s design quality, all of the previous visual elements–visual identity, associations, usability and social design—are assessed using SWOT analysis. SWOT analysis (also known as SWOT Matrix) is a structured planning method used to evaluate the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats involved in a project or in a business venture. Afterwards, each case studies will be analyzed in overall quality side by side with one of the closest rival in the market, to judge its overall superiority.
SWOT Analysis

Strength:
- Very well implemented social design features.
- High accessibility.
- Communicative and persuasive videos.

Weakness:
- Unprofessional visual identity and photographic images.
- Very inconsistent in many regards.
- Poor usability—both layout and UI.

Threat:
- Have to keep the spirit of non-profits as not to start charging users for member fees, otherwise they will break their vision promises with users.

Opportunity:
- Visual identity redesign and usability improvements will greatly appeal to more users.
- Photographic usage can be crowd-source to members, as the images will prove very authentic and will add to brand’s interaction with its members.

Couchsurfing VS. Hospitality Club / Global Freeloaders (screeshots on opposite page)
While it may be true that Couchsurfing’s visual aspects does not possess the highest quality or credibility, especially when compared against other for-profit collaborative consumption services. But when compared with other non-profit hospitality services, it is very obvious that they are doing a much better job. Hospitality Club and Global Freeloaders are their closest competitor. Compared to Couchsurfing, there is a huge gap in overall quality, credibility and sense of professionalism, especially in visual identity design and image associations, which is almost non existent in both of the competitors. From usability standpoint, however, with the use of almost only text-based system, the two competitors offer more consistency and technological accessibility.

Quality / Kickstarter
SWOT Analysis

Strength:
- Simple, neutral and consistent use of visual identity and photographic images.
- High usability performance, especially how information is controlled and displayed.
- Strong professional feeling through high consistency.

Weakness:
- Uncharacteristic visual identity.
- Unclear and (possibly) unequal on how projects are displayed and promoted, which contradicts with its promotion in equality through associations.

Threat:
- Limitations to only creative projects.
- Service limited to very few countries.
- Tied with Amazon Payment may repel some users.

Opportunity:
- Kickstarter can bring out offspring services to operate in other areas.

Kickstarter VS. Rocket Hub (screenshots on opposite page)

Being also a creative projects crowd-funding, Rocket Hub offers much more flexibility in terms of projects that can be funded (e.g., it can be as little as funding to buy a digital tablet), with less money deducted from the project’s creator (4% against Kickstarter’s 5%). While I was critical on how too banal and uncharacteristic Kickstarter visual identity is, Rocket Hub just represents the exact opposite. For example, it utilizes 4 typefaces on the website, a lot of animations in the layout and the logo contains so many complex elements. Usability is also fuzzy, with too many things being presented in one page and visual hierarchy is not obvious and the main navigation does not represent the most important information or links. It is clear that Kickstarter’s approach possess much higher credibility and quality, as reflected in massive fund of 316 millions U.S. Dollar raised through them.
SWOT Analysis

Strength:
- Extremely low threshold to start using the service.
- Low learning curve how the website works.
- Adamance in using only text-based elements in visual identity creates uniqueness.

Weakness:
- Omission to any graphical elements and photographic images use can makes it difficult to create visual hierarchy and some users may find it too old-fashioned and boring.
- Discussion area’s usability can be improved.

Threat:
- There are many growing services out there that can do exactly the same thing.

Opportunity:
- Keep the same easy-to-use, text based approach, but redesigns that adds visual appeal and better hierarchy.
- Expansion to other mediums like for mobile devices.

Craigslist VS. eBay Classified (screenshots on opposite page)
While there are many classified services similar to Craigslist out there, eBay Classified is regarded one of the most competitive. With its already strong eBay brand, the colorful and simple visual identity is well transported to its offspring. The ease of use and simplicity is very much on par with Craigslist, but with inclusion of minor graphic usage and stricter layouts, eBay Classified is easier to navigate and provides better visual hierarchy. However, Craigslist is more accessible with multi-language supports together with worldwide local websites. Less control on the visual identity, more messy layout, together with discussion features certainly creates a more relaxed and open community feelings, an aspect in which other competitors will find difficult to match.
SWOT Analysis

Strength:
- Strong and unique visual identity.
- Stand alone in the market as of today.

Weakness:
- Inconsistency in still and moving photographic images executions.
- Mediocre usability, especially in navigation and how choices are illogically promoted.
- Users have little freedom in expressing and promoting their classes.

Threat:
- If new players come into the market and can exceed Skillshare in their weaknesses, they may start loosing users to the others.
- Limited local classes only in some countries and only supports English may be a stumbling block for the community to grow.

Opportunity:
- Create micro websites or accessibility implementation that support other countries/languages.
- Cooperate with established educational institutions may open up new market.
- Create a platform for constructive discussion regarding education.

Skillshare VS. Lynda.com (screenshots on opposite page)

Since Skillshare does not have direct competitors yet, I’ve chosen one of the most popular online for-profit software classes, lynda.com to compare with. For visual identity design, Skillshare easily quell with a more vibrant and fresher approach, while lynda.com’s pretty much sticks to a traditional and uncharacteristic identity design. However, when it comes to associations, lynda.com’s videos and use of photographic images simply show how much more professional they with very high quality productions. Usability wise, they both are at flawed. While Skillshare lacks logic and consistency in UI and layout, lynda.com is also clumsy when it comes to visual hierarchy, clustering the pages with too much information for users to comprehend at the same time, making the whole layout looks cheap, confusing as if there are advertisements all over the website.

Quality / Autolib’
SWOT Analysis

Strength:
- Fresh and vibrant visual identity, especially with use of illustrations.
- Very professional use of still and moving photographic images.
- Good usability.

Weakness:
- Visual identity is too complex with too many elements.
- Illogical UI especially in typography and colors.
- Poor support of social design features.

Threat:
- If big players like Zipcar enter the France market, Autolib’ may face some very serious competitors.
- Community may not grow as fast as expected due to poor social design features.

Opportunity:
- Autolib’ can learn how to create strong community between users and improve corporation communication through Zipcar.
- Expand the service to other parts of France and perhaps countries nearby.

Autolib’ VS. Zipcar (screenshots on opposite page)

Zipcar is by far the most successful car sharing service in the world with operations in four countries: U.S., Canada, U.K. and Spain. Zipcar’s visual identity is banal and corporate-like. In comparison, Autolib’ looks like a teenager while Zipcar looks like a businessman. In that sense, Autolib’ visual identity is much more appropriate as they both try to aim for the vibrant urban residents. Zipcar’s associations though, make up for its identity dullness by using much livelier photographic images, but compared with Autolib’ simple and universally accessible illustrations, it is still proved less effective and less communicative. Autolib’ promotional and instructive videos are very appealing, something Zipcar does not have. Usability-wise, Zipcar beats Autolib’ easily with its extremely easy-to-use and clean layout, very consistent and logical UI, clear use of language, and on top of that, a how-to video showing holistic view of the service—something Autolib’ does not have.
User experience is the ultimate judgement users feel towards any certain brand after having interacted with it. What the brands want themselves to be perceived have nothing to do with what the users actually see them, this is why it is one aspect that can not simply be controlled or designed. It is purely emotional, as brand guru Marty Neumeier explains that, at the end of the day, “a brand is a person’s gut feeling about a product, service, or organization.”

I have assigned each case studies a set of 10 adjectives which are my personal reflections after having gone through very detailed analysis. All these adjectives were mentioned during each of the case’s analysis, so while it may contain some subjectivities, they are very much unbiased.

**User Experience / Couchsurfing**
- Open-minded
- Amicable
- Refreshing
- Inspiring
- Untidy
- Community
- Travelling
- Explorative
- Friendship

**User Experience / Kickstarter**
- Open-minded
- Neutral
- Success
- Professional
- Undemocratic
- Community
- Inclusive
- Creative
- Simple
- Diverse

**User Experience / Craigslist**
- Familiar
- Amicable
- Outdated
- Free
- Exchange
- Boring
- Local
- Liberal
- Structured

**User Experience / Skillshare**
- Connection
- Learning
- Young & Fresh
- Professional
- Corporate
- Innovative
- Reliable
- Intimidated
- Stimulus

**User Experience / Autolib’**
- Clean
- Urban
- Lively
- Accessible
- Relaxed
- Convenient
- Fresh
- Fun
- Young
- Authoritative

---

58. Neumeier (2005, p. 2)
While analysis of existing services can definitely provide invaluable knowledge, it is with the actual lessons from real working experience that those knowledge can be put in to practical use to gain insightful understandings. In this chapter, two collaborative consumption projects—Cake Theory and Caloom—are discussed, with emphasis on the hands-on design process. Cake Theory is a crowd-funding platform, commissioned by a client based in Thailand and the U.S. in which I was employed as the sole designer/consultant to come up with both conception and execution. Caloom is a project initiated by Jeroen Carlese, a Dutch designer/entrepreneur who is also a part-time lecturer at the Media Lab, Aalto ARTS. Finnish software engineer Kalle Launiala later joined the team as a partner. For Caloom, I was involved as a user interface (UI) designer.

The aim of this chapter is to exhibit the design process behind both projects, then gather lessons I learned from understandings and mistakes from the design process experience from both projects.

CAKE THEORY

Cake theory is a crowd-funding service. It is a meeting place where future entrepreneurs and future customers meet, to purchase pieces of funding—a cake—for future goods/services.

‘Cake’ is used as a metaphor for the full funding needed by entrepreneurs to fulfill their projects, hence the name Cake Theory. A cake is sliced into any number of pieces, packaged and sold however the entrepreneurs want. The more pieces of cake a package contains, the more expensive it becomes, with better goods/services returns. Cake Theory can also be used as a marketing tool to validate business ideas. If there are enough customers willing to pay for particular goods/services, it means that the project has hit the right spot in its target group’s minds.

The service is geared towards committed small to medium sized businesses. Entrepreneurs who are fully committed to the project and have almost-ready
business but lack partial funding, or those with established business wishing to expand operations and/or launch new goods or services. Investors can be entrepreneurs’ close connections who are willing to fund their future business or any individuals who are interested in cutting-edge, unique and almost-ready-to-go future goods/services.

Range of interested industry including, but not limited to: bakeries, bars, restaurants, beauty salons, hospitality industry, organic farmers, Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) could easily integrate this service to theirs, cafe, coffee shop, manufactures, IT sectors, cooking and food industry, furniture, handyman, veterinarian, automobile and cars, pet shops, renewable energy sector, travel agents, retailers, forestry, product designs, home and garden and outdoors products, service industry and so forth.

**The way Cake Theory works**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOR ENTREPRENEURS TO RAISE MONEY</th>
<th>FOR INVESTORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Sign up</td>
<td>- Hear about the fund-raising project (via close-connections, social networks, emails, visiting the website, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Fill in project details</td>
<td>- Take a look at the project, what is offered for how much (how many pieces of cakes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Wait for the project to be evaluated and approved from Cake Theory (up to 3 working days)</td>
<td>- Can instantly fund the project by purchasing any amount of cakes without having to sign in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The project is approved, the project page is automatically generated by Cake Theory (if not approved, the entrepreneur will be sent an email with explanations, then can re-submit)</td>
<td>- Share the links through social networks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Share the links through social networks.</td>
<td>- If the funded project is successful, wait to receive the awards. If not, receive full investment funds back.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Edit, update and communicate within your project page</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The project is completed once the whole cake is sold (it is get-what-you-raised approach).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Cake Theory keeps 4% of the cake’s value, the entrepreneur receive the rest of the fund raised.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Run the business, rewards the investors back.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cake Theory has many appealing characteristics, and the potential is huge. It is completely free to start a project like every other crowd-funding platform, but the small percentage deducted to Cake Theory (only 4%) is better rate than its competitors. It generate risk-free fund-gathering methods. It is about buying future goods/services. The entrepreneurs only return the goods/services they promise once the whole cake is sold (the whole investment needed received), otherwise there is no money transaction. It also eliminates the need for the business to be financially judged whether to obtain funding from traditional loan institutions (e.g., banks) and frustrations from bureaucratic process.

**Incubation of the Concept**

It all began with frustrations. My client’s first contact with crowd-funding platform was with the famous Kickstarter. His project proposal was rejected by Kickstarter on the basis that it did not fit in the ‘creative’ criteria. Frustrated, he set out to make his own crowd-funding platform that would be more open and allow all kind of projects to be funded, be it large or small. It could even be personal projects like funding somebody to make a trip somewhere.

He had then hired a web developer team to come up with the design of the web, using the title ‘Fundbucket’ at the time. But then second frustration came. The web didn’t turn out as good as he had imagined, or that the developer had promised. And it was getting costly. Incidentally by that time, his friend had introduced him to me, asking for advice with possible collaboration opportunity.

We met, and through various conversations, it was becoming more and more clear that Fundbucket idea might not be feasible, especially with already big players out there doing same thing like Indiegogo (a crowd-funding solution that empowers ideas and enables people to donate funds easily, accepts all kinds of projects, www.indiegogo.com) So we started all over.

After rounds of discussions, my client proposed the idea of a platform where it only accept serious business proposal. He compared it to Dragon’s Den (a reality television program featuring entrepreneurs pitching their business ideas in order to secure investment finance from a panel of venture capitalists), but instead of judges, the crowd of the world will decide if the idea is good enough they want to buy it now to be able to use it in the future. I liked the idea, but still thought it was not strong enough to distinguish ourselves from other competitors.

Then I came up with the slicing cake idea, and that was it. Everything clicked: entrepreneurs are selling ‘pieces of a cake’, the future goods and services in order to realize their projects. I suggested the name ‘Cake Theory’ and the client loved it.

**Competitor Analysis.** To avoid reinventing the wheels, it was worth spending effort on studying an existing crowd-funding services. I chose Kickstarter, as they are the most well-known and successful. I’ve studied their information architecture and overall usability (this was done prior to the full 6-point analysis in Chapter 2.)
From the analysis, here are some aspects Cake Theory can improve upon:

- Reduce information clutters. Group as many pages into one as possible. Eliminate pages that may contain same information.
- Discovering project should be very simple and democratic. A single page is enough.
- Introduce a new way to discover project according to user's needs.

Information Architecture. According to Paul Kahn, ex-visiting lecturer at Media Lab, Aalto ARTS and Kahn+Associates founder, information architecture can be:

- discovering the kinds of information the site contains
- matching this information to the needs of the users
- determining the appropriate metadata structure

Before we came up with the slicing cake idea, there were several structures proposed for Fundbucket (image 1.) After the cake idea was developed and agreed, I came up with the final version of the structure (image 2.) Next step is the wireframes.

A website wireframe, also known as a page schematic or screen blueprint, is a visual guide that represents the skeletal framework of a website. It’s also a great tool for communicating between designers, programmers and clients. By showing the wireframe, the whole team only focused on the site’s functionalities and its navigation, rather than the aesthetics or layout. Programmers can already see the wireframe and determine if there would arise any technical difficulties. Clients can look and see if it includes all the content and functions they require.

Generally, wireframes display what elements are be seen on certain pages, which do not necessarily represent the final layouts. Here are some wireframe examples I made for Cake Theory following the consensus on the information architecture (image 3.)
Visual Identity

As the site skeleton structures came to completion, it was the time to give Cake Theory a face – a visual identity. My client and I were working on this together. First, we created a brand personality by asking ourselves one question: If Cake Theory is a person, what would he be like? How does he look? What does he wear? How would he talk? and so on. This is to be a starting point for me to translate this personality into visual elements. Following is our ‘Cake man’ personality in details:

Cakeman is a young 35 - 40 years old male. He is well spirited, good hearted. He has a sense of fun, bright, adventurous, energetic, outgoing charisma with a hint of steadiness, dependable of sort. He is someone you can turn to for fun, always good having him around but at the same time dependable. You can talk business with him. If you are in need of someone to discuss serious matters, he is the guy you talk to.

We don’t see him as a Loan Officer. I see him as a successful, smart financial executive, who either handles investments for the super wealthy individuals or routinely negotiates deals and makes important decisions. He is someone who can influence people, change their minds. He spends a bulk of his working time outside the office in meetings with clients such as Coca-cola, internet startup companies, Movie studios, celebrities, Goldman Sach, Apple, Google, Toyota, IKEA, oil contractors, farmers. He works with such a wide range of clients that he is capable of meeting both a young crowd or get serious with older groups/managers. He is sharp, knowledgeable, playful and approachable. He can sit nicely in any tables without showing any awkwardness. When he speaks, people listen. Clean and neat.

Privately, he is single, he chooses to be single and doesn’t want to settle down yet. He is extremely charming and very popular with the ladies. He loves meeting new people. He surfs in Hawaii, Maldives. He gets bored easily, he hates routine things and always want to be unique and different. A class of his own.

From the description, 6 keywords can be extracted: Witty, Clean with a twist, Fun, Charismatic, Influential and Reliable.

We even choose some human, well-known individuals to further help with visual imagination (image 4-7.)

After plenty of thoughts to play around with, I started sketching out the first and most important visual element of any brand: the logo.
idea of slicing the dividing has always been the main idea I want to communicate and work around, as it is the fundamental idea distinguishing Cake Theory from the rest of the competitors. Here are some referential images I’ve collected to gather the ideas visually (image 8.) Then I went on the start sketching the first drafts for the logo (image 9-10.)

The last idea was the one I liked most in the first round. I presented this to the client, but he was not too impressed. His comments were that it looked weak, did not capture attention and did not really follow the brand personality we had built together. But he said the idea of cutting without showing physical ‘cake’ was good. I took the comments, and rethink it over again. I agreed that it was too weak and will definitely not work in small sizes.

I made some improvements on the design, and this time presented all the 6 new ideas to the client. All still revolved around the same idea, but this time I was more careful with implementing the personality and emphasis on the visual impact (image 11-16.)

The feedbacks from the client were better, as he likes many of the ideas. After some discussions, we decided together that the second idea fit most with the brand personality and possesses the most captivating quality that makes it memorable and stand out from the rest of the competitors. The development on the second idea continues.

I refined the logo, changing the type to Gotham, as I find it fits better the brand personality and keywords. Some slicing differentiation was explored along with color schemes (image 17.) I also came up with the idea that perhaps the main logo can also be animated like the idea 5 and 6 in the second round. Here are some possibilities (image 18.)

The client liked the idea, but he was more keen to focus on the official logo for now. The variations can later be applied as an add-on if the visual identity proves strong enough.

I created other visual elements to go with the logo (image 19) with color variations. The elements try to represent the slashing, cutting action. The business card, for example, looks as if it has been sliced and about to come apart in the middle.

Finally, I’ve arrived at the final design (image 20.) The final color scheme is chosen to be neutral, due to the fact that the identity will have to accommodate various imagery from wide spectrum of projects, it would have been wiser to keep the noises down to minimum. These visual elements will be transform into various elements in the layout and UI as appropriate.
Early hand-drawn sketches for the logo.

Early computer-drawn sketches for the logo.
An improvement on the original proposal. Thicker lines and stronger typeface.

The letters ‘cake’ are split into pieces.

Some pieces of the ‘cake’ is missing.

The idea is from a method of dividing a circle using a compass, back in school.

Utilizing the nature of digital media, the logos are changing when the cursors move over, displaying different ways to split a cake.
Image 16: Same idea as the previous, the word ‘cake’ and ‘theory’ form two division lines which are not in the same positions.

Image 17: Logo refinement process, with different ways to split the word ‘cake’ and color combinations. The logotype is based on ‘Gotham’ typeface.
Image 18: Various cuttings can form animated versions of the logo.

Image 19: Supporting visual elements are designed based on the cutting idea from the logo.
and the visual identity. During this process, I found out that Gotham typeface did not yet have the web-font version, forcing me to find a suitable alternative quick. After a period of hunting, I’ve fortunately found a close-enough font named Novecento, designed by Synthview Type Design, a one man project of the independent graphic and type designer Jan Tonellato (www.synthview.com) The best thing of all is that it is free!

The worst thing was that I had to change all the typography on the web to accommodate this change. Novecento is not as professional looking or as sharp in details as Gotham, but it is of adequate quality. While there are other substitutes out there that may prove more professional, it does not look as close to Gotham as. Decision was made. Another setback was that Novecento does not have small caps letters. Here is the comparison between the two typefaces (image 21.)

The wording ‘theory’ on the logo also had to be changed to Novecento, but the ‘cake’ can stay the same since I draft over Gotham with minor adjustments and break the letters down myself. Following is what the final layouts look like (image 22.)

**Current Status**

Cake Theory is now being coded and programmed with a programming team hired by my client. I am still from time to time supervising them where problems or questions arise regarding the layout. Apart from that I am also working on the motion graphics to help explaining what Cake Theory is and how does it work in a concise manner. Cake Theory is expected to be launched by the first quarter of 2013.

After launching, there will be some adjustments made to accommodate users feedbacks and additional features.

Vestibulum tortor dolor, vestibulum non volutpat sed, port


Vestibulum tortor dolor, vestibulum non volutpat sed, port


Note that Novecento Wide does not have lower caps letters in the glyphs.
Example of Cake Theory website layouts.
KOIFFE, NEW ORGANIC COFFEE SHOP IN TOWN

PROJECT BY

Jenifer summer
jnsummer@gmail.com

EXPENSE PLAN

Money will be put into great care! We are about fruits with this shop, so our plant food/3000$) per month as an management and love for people for the

BREAKDOWN:

Coffee Machine: 1000
Tea Pot: 100
Tea Bag: 50

10 pieces of coffee: 90 USD
1 year membership: 10 USD

BUY THIS PACKAGE!

SPREAD THE WORDS

BUY CAKES NOW!

With making in
25 days 2 hours 3 minutes

BUY CAKES!
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3

PROVIDE THE SELLER YOUR CONTACTS FOR REWARD DELIVERY

Name:

Email:

Comments on the project:

TO PAYMENT

The Finished Product: Ears Collection is the newest material exploration by Pross-as-Combi, leveraging into the floor, in a concept that combines the layers of the floor, geometrical shapes, and life. [The Ear] is the first layer.
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Caloom is a local map-based service which reveals the offers and demands of resources—both goods and services, available within the community of close geographical locations. The demands and resources can be posted and accessed by anyone, anywhere at any given time within user-controlled privacy measure.

The service is primarily to support the (broken) interaction between local government (including schools), third sector organizations, small and family-sized business (including farmers), neighbourhood and families. These target audiences have interdependency which are not working well due to communication problems and unfamiliarity with one another’s needs and offerings.

By enabling the locals to overview online the resources within close proximity, they can connect offline physically, at anytime.

The way Caloom works

**For users with resources to offer**
- Sign up
- Fill in the available resource details (what, when, where, worth and whom)
- Your resource goes live on Caloom!
- Share the resource details through social networks.
- Edit your resource, if necessary.
- Offers received.
- Communication (within or outside Caloom) on how the resources can be exchanged and picked up (aim is to get people together in the real world vs virtual, hence limited social network functionality.)
- Exchange successful in physical world!
- If the resource is not available any more, delete the resource from Caloom.
- Feed-backs to the resource taker.

**For users looking for resources**
- Heard about Caloom and visit the website.
- Search for resources available via:
  - What: categories of resources available (goods or services, then sub categories,...)
  - Where: distance from where users are (default set at 5 km. radius)
  - When: scrub through timeline to see what is available now and in the future.
- Worth: look through between free, exchangeable or paid resources.
- Whom: look through users profiles.
- Find the resources that match the demands.
- Contact the resource owner, either within Caloom or outside communication.
- Exchange successful in physical world!
- Feed-backs to the resource owner.

Caloom help to create a better community. By connecting local citizens together, the community is strengthened. It also will be the first blocks of codes available within the Caloom open source environment, which everyone can retrieve (or steal) and develop their own version of Caloom to suits their needs, in no time, and for free.

**Incubation of the Concept**

Initiated by Jeroen Carlese, Caloom was born out of a projection that food, water and energy supply in the world will become more scarce and that it is more important than ever communities become self-sustainable. One way to do that is through exchanging resources within the communities: between local government, third sector organizations, local businesses, neighbors and families. Caloom (Ca-Loom) is a combination of two words: Carta (map) and Bloom (to glow.) The map is the center piece of the service which evolves around the relevant 5-Ws in our daily lives: What, Where, When, Whom and Worth.

It took some time to realize what Caloom is really about and how it is different from other similar ones like Netcycler or Craigslist. To communicate my understanding with Jeroen, I quickly came up with some sketches of the UI, as a tool to communicate in early stages (image 23.) Jeroen was content with the design, seeing that I started to understand what Caloom is actually all about. Then the real works began.

**Competitor Analysis**

I began to analyze competitors in the field, not just only to distinguish Caloom but also to see what visual design decisions have been made in other services and what I can learn from them. Jeroen had also done the same, but with more emphasis on functionality (image 24.)

**Prototyping**

In order to gain an insight if users can actually understand the conception and the interface of such new service, prototyping is an ideal method. Paper prototyping is one of the most economical user testing methods in term of time and man resources. It can be done rather quickly due to its lo-fi nature and can be conducted at a very early stage, which is perfect fit for Caloom’s situation at that time.

I performed the test with the total of five volunteers. The results turned out to be massively helpful. It enabled me to see the service and its interface from different perspectives. Most importantly, it revealed the ‘gap’ between what the designers and the users have in mind (image 25.)
Very first UI sketch based on my interpretation of Caloom after first meetings.

Competitor analysis matrix. Compiled by Jeroen Carlese.
Information Architecture

Insights gained from paper prototyping proved invaluable which led to the core structure design (image 26.) I called these ‘Entities and Modules’. Modules are how functionality should be grouped together, controlling related entities. It all leads back to the 5W at the beginning, which makes perfect sense. Information architecture is then created on the basis of this finding. Diagrams and charts were being drawn rapidly (image 27.)

User Interface & Layout Design

With the manifestation around the information architecture, the design of the UI emerged quite naturally. This is what the new design looks like (image 28.)

While the newly designed UI is a much improvement on previous sketches, there are notable problems at hand.

- With my lack of HTML and CSS skills, I could only draw the UI using the static tools like Adobe InDesign and Illustrator, which is very hard to be implemented since, unlike Cake Theory, there was no one to slice up the design into pieces and composed together in HTML. Our only programmer in the team, Kalle, had his focused on building the backend engine (like PHP and the database), and we did not have a front-end developer.

- The design was still overwhelming for the first-time users. It was difficult to gasp in seconds upon landing what is this all about, which is extremely vital.

- There was no way to efficiently collaborate the ideas between me and Jeroen apart from making changes in the Illustrator file directly. The process was slow and painstaking.

Then along came Bootstrap (www.bootstrap.com.) Bootstrap is a framework from Twitter for kick starting development of any responsive web applications. It includes CSS & HTML for typography, forms, buttons tables, grids, etc. Bootstrap is easy enough to be learned by those who only have basic understanding of HTML and CSS, so it was a perfect fit for me. The best thing about Bootstrap is also that the design can be simultaneously tested with back-end codes and can be seamlessly collaborated through GitHub, one of the most popular open source code repository site (www.github.com.)

Another notable feature from Bootstrap is its looks and feels. Being a framework, its looks stay minimal and neutral, in order to be flexible and adaptable to any styles, contents and functionalities. This fits Caloom well because Jeroen already had this vision that Caloom will eventually become completely open-source that anyone can download and make their own version of Caloom, just like Ushahidi, a non-profit tech company that special-
izes in developing free and open source software for information collection, visualization and interactive mapping (www.ushahidi.com.) This is what the latest UI looks like before I left the team (image 29.)

**Current Status**

The UI development came to a stop when Jeroen and Kalle had to shift focus to work on a commissioned project by Aalto Global Impact (which is somewhat similar to Caloom to a certain extent) and I had to actually start writing this thesis. Hopefully, there can be an opportunity after this to really complete Caloom as I still hold great belief this can be something great and extremely useful for any local communities around the world.
CHAPTER FOUR

CONCLUSION

Based on the findings from the five case studies analyzed in Chapter 2 and the lessons learned from the two hands-on projects in Chapter 3, I am able to draw three conclusions to answer my research question: How can visual designers contribute to collaborative consumption services?

First, there are various actions in the design process that visual designers can take to contribute and improve collaborative consumption services. From the comprehensive findings, I have categorized them into seven steps. Each step completes the sentence. Visual designers can contribute to collaborative consumption services by

- Learning the contexts
- Planning the projects
- Ensuring the performance
- Giving it the right face
- Associating with target audience
- Facilitating social interactions, and
- Confirming quality and professionalism.

Each of these categories has its own details and examples, all referring back to the content in Chapters 2 and 3. For practical purposes, I have decided to display this detailed content in a separate booklet, attached as the final part of this thesis. When needed to be put into use, the booklet format is much more portable and easier to share, be it in a brainstorming session, workshop environment or in class.

Second, collaborative consumption services have to be designed holistically rather than departmentally. A service design approach is required. As mentioned at the beginning of Chapter 2, I found it difficult to grasp what points in collaborative consumption services I should analyze, with the answer as ‘everything’. Designing a collaborative consumption service is different from other visual design projects, as all the arts of branding, visual identity, information architecture, user interface, imagery and social interaction come into play at once. Each of these can’t be done in isolation, in the way many designers may be used to receiving a brief from a client and working alone at a desk, passing the completed work over to the developers. Complete synergy is needed, extremely careful planning is a must. The ideal scenario would be that everyone in the team should be present from the very beginning of concept incubation, to make sure that the whole team is always on the same page.

To achieve this, there are several methods from the area of service design that can be implemented from concept to execution. An excellent explanation of service design including various methods can be found in ‘This is Service Design Thinking’ by Marc Stickdorn and Jakob Schneider. I have
included these methods in the guideline in appropriate categories, under the ‘Service Design Approach’ section.

Third, visual designers have to learn and reach beyond our comfort zones. While most of us are very familiar and capable with popular medium designs like identity design, editorials, prints and websites, collaborative consumption demands us to reach further. Front-end development knowledge (HTML, CSS, Java, etc.) is essential, as are the abilities to design structures and interfaces. Good understanding of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and social interaction are also very important. Thus, I have included a ‘Resource’ section in each of the guideline categories to assist the reader with appropriate content and learn more about specific areas.

This thesis is coming to an end and I’d like to end with a quote from Botsman and Roo. Without their inspiring book, the idea of investigating this topic, or to find the right starting point, would have been almost impossible. Here is what they said at the end of their book:

“We believe we will look back and see this epoch as a time when we took a leap and re-created a sustainable system built to serve basic human needs – in particular, the needs for community, individual identity, recognition and meaningful activity – rooted in age-old market principles and collaborative behavior. Indeed, it will be referred to as a revolution, so to speak, when society, faced with grave challenges, started to make a seismic shift from an unfettered zeal for individual getting and spending towards a rediscovery of collective goods.”

Having gone through my thesis, I sincerely hope that I have managed to reach all my goals: to persuade you, whoever you are – academic, entrepreneur, innovator, designer, interested individual – to leave the old, sinking, hyper consumption ship behind and jump on board the new collaborative consumption vessel, and to do so with pride in shaping a sustainable future together, with curiosity to go out and learn about this growing community.

Please enjoy the guideline booklet.

Thank you, and have a good day.
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In her book 'Designing Brand Identity: An Essential Guide for the Whole Branding Team', Wheeler has suggested that a good brand identity should possess the following qualities:

- Vision
- Meaning
- Authenticity
- Differentiation
- Durability
- Coherence
- Flexibility
- Commitment
- Value

In his book 'Logo Design Love', Airey has suggested that to design a good logo, designers should:

- Keep it simple
- Make it relevant
- Incorporate tradition
- Aim for distinction
- Commit to memory
- Think small
- Focus on one thing

And from these two lists, I merge what are similar and add on what are different to create my own list to evaluate each case studies’ visual identity.
### Couchsurfing Usability Walkthrough

**Task 1:** Try to find a way to join the service

#### Screen 1

The dominant element is the video thumbnail, and once clicked, a video pops up, explaining what Couchsurfing is all about. Additional remarks under the video telling that there are more language subtitles available adds to the accessibility.

The 'Sign Up with Facebook' button is larger and more visible than the actual 'Sign Up' button, encouraging users to by-pass the typical sign up process, but still leaving the choice to user his preferred method.

Auto-fill feature when start typing city’s name.

#### Screen 2

Warning displays are within close proximity of the input field, ensuring that users notice them.

User encountered this message upon clicking 'sign-up' button. Warning gives user options what to do next. Once 'try again' is clicked, the issue is automatically resolved. However, there was never explanation what went wrong.

The pop up confirming that the sign up process is completed is welcomed, but the community guideline information below is too long and perhaps not what users want to read at this stage of usage.

Alternatively, the information can be moved to be together with the welcoming message behind it.
After closing the pop-up, user is once again presented with too much information. Distinguished box on the top right displays information about a user telling how great it has been since joining Couchsurfing. It is here perhaps to ensure the user that they have made the right choice in joining, but it would have made more sense if situated on landing page, encouraging people to sign up.

The rest of the text is about ‘Verification’, with too long explaining what it is and how it works.

If user chooses to ignore all this, the most obvious and prominent button to continue is the bright orange button ‘Save my name and address’.

But instead of going to the actual service (of surfing and hosting), user is redirected to ‘Verification’ page, which has information about payment details, etc. And since one expects Couchsurfing to be free, the user wonders what this is all about. This may give wrong image about the service. This presents a situation where user is forced to use ‘Back’ button to go back where they were, even before they begin to finish the sign up process, or start using the services.

Once back to this ‘Welcome’ page, users have to look for other ways to move on. He may use the ‘Surf’ or ‘Host’ button on the top to do what they want, or if they spend enough time, they may see ‘Continue to Your Profile’ hidden at the bottom, which does not have the same button language (use of orange color) as seen before, which confuses the user at the first place.

**TASK 2: Try to find a host**

Looking for a surfer to host is relatively easy as top part clearly presents that information. Selection of profile images are shown under ‘Surfers looking for a host near [user’s registered city]’, with ‘Show more surfers’ button clearly visible on the top right corner. Rolling over each profile image displays that profile’s basic information, along with clearly visible ‘Invite this Couchsurfer’ button.
Since the area on the left looks like floating paper, it can denote that this is extra information, not the main information (to invite this profile.) So the user chooses to click ‘Send...’ button, since he wants to send an invitation. Once clicked, the user is taken to that profile’s page. There are two orange areas that stand out. On the left reads: ‘[Profile name] is looking for a host! / Read request / or show more surfers’ and on the right ‘Send CouchRequest to Rehan Chaudry!’

A warning message is clear and leads the user to know that he must complete first the profile in order to continue.

Once all the profile information is completed, the user is presented with this pop up instead. Just here then user realizes that he has come to the wrong place as this request is for him to become a guest, not a host.

This is the problem of language ambiguity and placement of the button. The term CouchRequest is a technical term which new users may not understand.

Another problem is that once the user clicked ‘Invite this Couchsurfer’ button, he would have expected that the prominent button to send an ‘invitation’, not a ‘request’. This can be avoided by representing the two buttons close to one another so the user can compare which action to take. The ‘Read request’ button also is ambiguous, as the user wants to send an invitation, not to read a request.

Only when clicking ‘Read request’, the user arrives where he wants, which is to write and send invitation.

This page is so hard to find and perhaps could have been the pop up from the ‘Invite this Couchsurfer’ button on the dashboard. It is understandable that Couchsurfing wants the user to go first to the profile page to know about the surfer better before inviting them, but if that is the case, the language needs to be changed from ‘Invite...’ to ‘View full profile’.
**Task 3: Try to find a host to surf with**

By clicking ‘Surf’ at the main navigation on the top, user is directed to ‘Surf’ page. Here, the information is well presented, with video giving tips on how to surf successfully at the top. This is well placed as while it concerns first-timers, others can simply ignore and start searching.

There’s an option to filter results further, which is hidden at first, giving the user choice to expand it himself, so he does not feel overwhelmed with too many options.

Identifying preferred host and sending a request to them turns out to be much easier and less painful than previous two tasks. Everything performs like they should, well placed where they belong with easy-to-understand language.

**Task 4: Look for touring, sight-seeing information in Copenhagen**

To find information about travelling with options presented in the top main navigation, ‘Groups: Discuss Online’ seems like the best option.

Doing so, user is landed in the main ‘Group’ page, with the search bar the most dominant feature, suggesting that this is what should be used (rather than ‘Discovering by Category’.)

The search bar functions a little redundant, as user types the word in, without even hitting enter or ‘Go’ button on the right, the result is already being filtered. Perhaps it can be better by simply removing the ‘Go’ button altogether or that it should actually wait until user presses enter or ‘Go’ button to show the result.

While ‘Filter by Location or Language’ is a useful feature to scope down the search (because by typing ‘Copenhagen’, many groups appear that may not be relevant to touring information), it turns out finding touring information is very difficult.

Various terms are used to search but no suitable group comes out. Only one comes from
term ‘visit’, but after clicking the group, user is presented with confusion, as the layout looks completely different from the rest of the web, making him wondering if he is still in the same website. And when after reading all the information that this could be what he looks for, the group is very inactive and there has been no post in months.

Level of activeness of group would have been useful information in the search result on top of Members and Posts amount.

After unsuccessful search results, user has to hit back and start all over.

This time, he approaches the category below. The best bet would be to look for information in ‘Places’. And in ‘Places’, sub-group is presented as shown. ‘Europe’ is then chosen.

Expecting to see another set up sub-groups, he is instead presented with an actual group page of ‘Europe’. (And at this point, hitting back goes back to the starting point of all categories, not the ‘Places’.)

User has to scroll down to see that there actually is a sub-group under this big group. From here ‘Denmark’ is visible, if clicked then ‘Copenhagen’ is also possible option. This process is taking too much time and does not guarantee that user will find the group he is looking for.

This complication is derived from:
- Letting users creating sub-groups within groups by themselves
- The search function only look for the ‘exact’ term of the group’s name, but not the content inside the group, metadata or tags.

(To prove this is true, I also tried to search for the same kind of information for Paris, which is a much bigger and popular touristic destination. It was equally difficult to find any tourism related information also.)
**Kickstarter Usability Walkthrough**

**Task 1: Find out how to create a project on Kickstarter**

In the landing page, the most eye-catching element is the banner on the top. Here, it explains what Kickstarter is in one sentence, with a link to learn more. Once clicks on 'Learn more', a pop up appears to give further explanation to the user, with even options to read more (saying the information can be consumed within 1 minute.) This is well done with user's freedom/control in mind by not overburden him with too much information. The slides are manually controlled, not time-controlled so it gives user control to spend as much time reading as they would like to (unlike the banner in Skillshare or Autolib).

In order to specifically learn about creating a project in Kickstarter, the most obvious choice from the top navigation is 'Help'.

Once inside the 'Help' page, user has the choice to either search the FAQ or browse through 3 main topics. In this case, the user looks into 'Creator Questions' and choose 'How do I start a project?' to start learning. It's worth to notice also that the language used here is basic enough to understand, with terms like 'creators' or 'backers' not too technical.
The user is then taken to the main content of the FAQ page. The navigation is very well done, with all the content presented on the left-hand side. Navigation within the topic does not require a refresh, as it will simply scroll to the content on the right-hand side. Even with re-
-

When a new tab is open, there is a highlighted background which will slowly fades to remind the user that this is the additional information he chose to read.

If a link is broken, an error message appears with clear choices how to proceed.

There is a little redundancy about the topic category. The ‘Kickstarter School’ should contain all the content specifically how to create a successful project, but then there’s a completely different section titled ‘Guidelines’ which is the rule of thumb what kind of projects are and are not accepted by the Kickstarter HQ.

So, in all three of FAQ, Kickstarter School and Guidelines contain bits of information for creating a new project from a different aspect. These contents are linked through additional information links, but I still think it could have been better managed and categorized to make it even more concise and efficient. This is a very minor detail, however.
In the case of ‘Windows Phone Game’, there yields only one search result. But that particular project is already completed and funded, so there is no more option to back it.

Changing the search term to “iOS game” proves more popular with 112 results. Above is the screenshot of when ‘show all results’ button is clicked. This page displays all the 112 results in separate pages. This is where things get really confusing.

While looking at the searched results, there also is other categories on the right, which when clicked, will dismiss all the search results. This mean I can not combine search results together with category, for example, search for ‘iOS game’ that are also ‘Staff Picks’, which would make more sense. Instead, narrowing down the search for finding a particular project can be very tedious.

To make matters worse, when going through the pages in search result, user will start to realize there is no logic in how these projects are displayed. The first projects showing up seems to be the uncompleted project (but in no particular order—as it should be that the projects that are ending sooner should be presented first), followed by successfully funded projects, then by unsuccessfully funded projects. So by using search, the results show all ongoing, past + successful and past + unsuccessful projects altogether. And user has no control whatsoever to order how they appear or filters out results that he is not interested in.
Trying to find any particular interesting project through browsing is not any easier. Using the filtering on the right-hand side can be confusing and unclear. For example, clicking 'Staff Picks' will show ALL projects that are picked by staffs in ALL categories (Art, Comics, Dance...) with no option to filter. Then choosing one of the categories, for example, 'Art' will display a further option to sort further by 'Staff Picks', 'Popular Projects', 'Recently Successfully Funded' or 'Most Funded'. It makes one wonder that, if a project does not fit into one of these categories then they will not show up at all in browsing? Somehow a feeling that you can not see ALL the projects possible can make the user be suspicious about Kickstarter biased standard. An unpopular project will keep being unpopular because there is little chance it will fit in one of these 'categories'.

When a project is found that the user feels like backing, the process becomes relatively simple and easy. Each projects homepage is very clear and well designed. The top shows the project’s title with the creator’s name just under. Below, a tab represent different informations regarding the project: 'Home' shows the content published by the creator about the project details, status and rewards; ‘Updates’ acts like a blog for the creator to communicate with his backer; ‘Backers’ display all the users who backed this project so far; and ‘Comments’ are like a small forum that backers and creator can use for direct communications or simply leaving comments.

Within ‘Home’, the majority of the space on the left hand column is dedicated to the project’s video. This is where the creator communicates with potential backers, mostly on who they are, what is this project about, and why should people back this project.

Below the project’s funding status is the list of 'rewards' backers will receive when backing the project at different prices. Clicking on one of these rewards will also conveniently directs user to the payment page.
The payment page comes with a Kickstarter logo and large project’s title on the top, to remind the user that he is paying for the right project. On the left is the payment panel and on the right is other important information, with information-on-demand being available without having to leave the page.

The amount entered in the top will have to be equivalent or more than the reward selected, otherwise a warning message will appear and ask the user to input again accordingly.

After clicking ‘Continue’, the user is forced to register with Kickstarter to back the project. This step may be off-putting to some, and I personally can’t see the reason why one has to register with Kickstarter to simply back a project. It makes more sense to be compulsory when creating a project.

After registration is complete, a payment review page appears to let the user go through all the details before making the actual payment.

User is then re-directed to Amazon Payment page to make final payment, with the Kickstarter logo still on the top left to remind the user he is still in the same process.

Once choosing ‘Start your project’ from the top main navigation, user is directed to the start project landing page, with a brief introductory text on the left about projects and a video about individual creators on the right. Scrolled down below shows more text about ‘How Kickstarter Works’ with quotes from various well-known press. This below section can be misunderstood as a footnote and does not really invite users to read it for too heavy text. A link to the help section would suffice.

Already logged in from backing a project, when clicked ‘Start a new project’ button, the signing up process is skipped then user is taken to project guideline and agreement. After the agreement, a project creation process begins.

**TASK 3: Creating a project**
The project creation process is very well done concerning usability. On the top, there is a navigation tool which user can shuffle through without even having to fill in information in any of them, for example, he can go ahead and jump to ‘Story’ section before having to fill in information in previous steps.

A warning (or suggesting) message appears in clear distinction but without annoyance, and can be easily dismissed.

On the ‘Review’ tab, user can chose to ‘Preview & submit’ the project (which the button appears instead of ‘Next’)

This gives the user so much feeling of control and can gasp the overall feeling on what is required to be put in beforehand.

Below in each section also presents a ‘Next’ and ‘Back’ button for those who don’t notice that the bar on the top can be used for navigation.

Or he can even view the project in preview mode beforehand to stimulate how everything will look like when somebody visits his project page, once completed.
The Craigslist landing page is divided into four areas: The left-side contains the navigational menus; on the top indicates which local Craigslist user is in together with its sub-group (in this case: SF bay area, which corresponds the URL–sfbay.craigslist.org), which is well done since it automatically directs user to his local area site by IP detection (and because Craigslist is about local community and exchanging resources within); on the bottom (which takes up the most area) displays lists of resources within the local, divided into categories; and lastly on the right (which is the least used) is the language menu and navigation to other Craigslist local websites.

To identify what user wants, in this case, a used iPhone, is particularly easy. The resources in main categories are divided in such a way that well covers almost all aspects--products and services--one may need in life. Under each, sub-categories are listed alphabetically, making it easy to navigate and the language used is very simple. In this case, it took the user less than half a minute to locate 'cell phones' under 'for sale'.

By typing 'iPhone 4S' in 'search for:' bar, a set of results appear that match what the user wants. Here, there is also an option to 'show images' which will show each post's thumbnail, and how to sort the posts. This gives user's the control to chose to see what they want. Sometimes with slow connections, displaying image might be a bad option, or that without images, more results can be displayed in the list. It is very considerate to have this option, in my opinion.

Once inside 'cell phone', on top of the page, user is reminded where he is now in the web with breadcrumb navigation. User can then further refine the location of the search, in this case, he will choose “San Francisco”, as it is where he lives. Down below, he can also define how the phone is sold: is it by owner, by dealer or both. He chose 'by owner' because he wants a used one. The whole process is simple and intuitive.

Craigslist Usability Walkthrough

**Task 1: Try to find used iPhone 4S**
When clicked into one of the posts, user is presented with the textual and image information. On the top, a warning text is clearly distinguished by using yellow background and a link to learn more information about scams. This is very useful even for experienced users, as one can never be too cautious when dealing with online trading.

Only button is available to take action, which is ‘Reply to this post’ at the top. This is a little obscure and hard to spot, perhaps a change of colour or size can improve visibility. When clicked, it presents user with a list of actions to take, which is very useful and does not take it for granted which method user may prefer the most. Also, by only responding to email, the post is kept clean without unnecessary comments, and communication becomes private. It also proves effective to avoid spamming by using specific encrypted mail address.

The menu “post to classified” is clearly visible and is the top priority under Craigslist logo. It is clear that second emphasis from finding resources is to post to the classified. The user then needs to specify what kind of posting he is making. The categories are very clearly defined, identical to the resources category from the main page. In this case, ‘housing offered’ is chosen. After that, the process is straightforward.

Whenever a technical term is presented, like ‘anonymize’ seen here, immediately there’s a link to explanation what this all means.
Just like in finding resource, a breadcrumb navigation is always visible on top, however, looks slightly different. More consistency would have been better.

A warning message is clearly presented with actions to take. In this case, an email activation is needed (to prove that the input email is valid, and that there’s a way for other users to contact the poster.) Help is clearly provided should problems arise.

After posting, confirmation message appears to let user knows he has completed his task.

After clicking the ‘Vegetarian’ forum, the user is led to a board where discussion regarding the topic happens.

While the rest of the website is very simple and easy to use with almost no threshold, the forum seems to be complicated both layout-wise and language-wise.

The layout is divided into 3 main parts: the top is the breadcrumb navigation with a choice to filter the forum to only within San Francisco area or from all area, and some menus regarding user identification and other information; on the left is where all the forum posts are; and on the right is the ‘look up’ and ‘search’ functionality. But once a forum is chosen, the right side will change to displaying the content of each post, which is not very obvious for first-time users.

The dotted lines in relation between forums and posts within each one is rather ambiguous, it takes a while to understand the layer and relationship to which post is the answer of which one, under which forum.
The language between 'look up' and 'search' is not so clear. And when attempted with 'lookup', an error message occurs that a login is needed.

‘24H’ and buttons are not so clear. 24H does not lead to anything and basically changes the discussion forum to night mode, which does not exist anywhere else in the web.

Using 'search' and 'look up' are not particularly useful, as simple keywords do not yield any results.

At the end, user has to go through each posting one by one to find any relevant information he is looking for, which is not effective at all.
Skillshare Usability Walkthrough

Task 1: Find out about Skillshare

Learn by collaborating.

Skillshare is a community marketplace for classes.

User is left with only the message from last slide: ‘Learn by Collaborating: Skillshare is a community marketplace for classes’, which can be considered adequate, but it just left him wondering what are the previous messages that just flew by. Having no other choice, he then easily locates ‘How it Works’ link on the main navigation in the top right.

The intention to introduce Skillshare to users by spaciously allocating half of the landing page for introduction banner, the messages simply move too fast for anyone to read. There are a total of three slides (headline + sub-headline), each with its own illustration. There is too little time to read all information. Worst of all, there is no option to go back to the previous slides, or even repeating.

Task 2: Find and enrol for an Asian cooking class

Once in ‘How it Works’, user sees he is now under the main section ‘About Skillshare’. Without navigational indication, user can feel a little lost, which will be the case when using the service later on.

At this point, the information for ‘How it works’ is laid down nicely on the wide right column, with adequate information to understand the service’s basic idea.

Once in ‘How it Works’, user sees he is now under the main section ‘About Skillshare’. Without navigational indication, user can feel a little lost, which will be the case when using the service later on.
Upon choosing ‘Learn’ from the main navigation on the top, user arrives at a page where classes are shown. The service automatically detects user’s log-in location and offers classes close to, in this case, New York city, NY. Judging by the layout, Skillshare would rather user use browsing to find desired class.

The categories are written in clear language. It is questionable, however, that there may be some classes that do not fall into one of these categories.

Arriving here also brings up a section in the bottom which looks like an e-mail subscription for local classes service. This bottom part is always visible whenever user scrolls which causes considerable amount of distraction, since user didn’t ask for it. To make matter worse, there is no option to close it.

After choosing ‘Culinary Arts’, more sub-categories appear. The user naturally chooses ‘Cooking’ which further narrows the search, revealing what he looks for, some Asian cooking class.

Clicking on one of the classes’ names brings user to the class page. All the information is laid out into sections. While the layout is clean and easy to navigate, the grouping of the information is quite confusing. The top left area includes the basic information about the class, but then the timing of the class is put to the top right corner, which should be only about what actions user can choose to take. Then the whereabouts is on the bottom right hand side, under endorsements to the teacher and above the number of enrolment information, which should not belong in the same area.

Tabs are used navigate to different sets of detailed information. This is particularly well done because it does not require the browser to refresh the page as everything is already pre-loaded. However, the system could perhaps be better organized. They should all follow the same logic, but in reality each one of them is quite different from one another. The first tab uses a letter symbol, the second normal text with icon symbol, the third normal text with icon symbol, the fourth normal text and the fifth, normal text with highlighted number. A redesign to [About] [Syllabus] [Teacher] and [Discussion] should be enough, and the star endorsement can be placed perhaps under the teacher’s picture profile to relate the information together.

To enrol, the green button really stands out to suggest this is the action Skillshare wants the user to see, and click first. Buttons are well-designed to be similar to real world experience as once clicked, it shows a graphic that looks like the it actually sinks down.

User is taken to the ‘Order’ page. The details of the payment and the class is clearly shown. In order to pay, user must sign up for Skillshare. This step is questionable, that if a user only wants to participate in a class, does he really necessarily need an account, or can Paypal account (Skillshare’s preferred method of payment) suffice?
Here, the option to sign up using your email address is almost invisible. This can create a confusion that user must have a Facebook account to join in, or questionable why would Skillshare try to force user to use their Facebook account to join in. (It is understandably easier to sign in with Facebook, but still the other option should not simply be hidden so much, compared to other case studies.)

Once signed up (through whatever means), the top navigation will display extra icons relating to user’s information, with a tooltip popup to explain what the calendar icon means, but nothing appears for the bell icon (also questionable why not equal treatment.)

User is then finally able to make a payment and enrol in the class. When Paypal button is clicked, it redirects user to the Paypal external page.

On PayPal page, a Skillshare logo is present, which is appropriate as it serves as a reminder what service the user is paying for. It would have been better if the class details are also presented here.

The most serious problem here is how colour coding and language can play a part to user being misunderstood and misled. Why use different wording like ‘teach’ and ‘create’ when clearly the users would not have known the difference. What is a Hybrid class? A technical term is presented without an explanation (unless he has to click to read. This piece of information is written in ‘How it Works’ page, but user may not recall what it actually is. A reminder or explanatory tooltip would have made it more understandable, like in Craigslist or Kickstarter)

Color-coding also suggests that Skillshare would rather have users teaching Hybrid Class than creating a Local Class. The gray color of ‘Create a Local Class’ looks like the button is not clickable or represent a cancel button. If I have to guess, it is because Hybrid Class can host more students hence more profit to the Skillshare corporate. Usability should again, not be hindered or controlled by corporate’s agenda.
As expected, only when clicked on 'Teach a Hybrid Class', an explanation is shown. This page presents a few usability flaws as following:

- It is not in consistent design with the previous 'Teach' page, even though the information displayed is rather familiar (basic information, along with action button.) An improvement could be just to use same template to avoid confusion and improve consistency.

- Here, once user finds himself in the wrong place, a breadcrumb or other navigational indication of where he currently in the website can be vital.

The application page for hosting a Hybrid Class looks like it comes from a completely a different website, with different color-coding and typography.

In order to complete the task, the user has to choose 'Create a Local Class', which will lead to a class creation process. This whole process, however, is very well designed and easy to understand, with sidebar to present help all the time.

Graphical indication of how many steps the user has to take and where he is now, avoiding the feel of lost.

When a form is not completely filled out, a warning message appear appropriately next to the unfilled form.

After creating the class, a confirmation message correctly appears with an option available for the user to fill in the schedule to teach now or do it later.

A screenshot of a successfully created class. The layout is identical to a class detail when browsing. A confusing message appear on the top-right hand side when it says that 'You’ve enrolled' and an option to 'Buy another ticket' when it is actually a class that user just created and he will be teaching. Does not make much sense that user 'enrolled' in his own class and that he can buy a ticket for himself.
Autolib' Usability Walkthrough

**TASK 1: Find out about Autolib’**

The landing page can be divided into 3 main areas: the main navigation on the top; the banner in the middle (which takes up the majority of the space); and three links to three areas in the Autolib’ website below the banner. To find out more about Autolib’, the most obvious action would be to click ‘How It Works?’ menu in the top navigation.

While the banner approach seems similar to those of Skillshare and in Kickstarter, the difference being that while it will eventually change to the next slide (unlike statically in Kickstarter), it gives users much longer time to consume the content with the option to jump between slides (unlike in Skillshare where it changes too fast with no option to go back.)

The ‘How It Works?’ is clearly laid out with step-by-step explanation along with illustrations to keep the user understood and engaged.

What is poor layout-wise (and this includes every pages apart from the homepage) is the enormous size of the banner, which also acts as a sub menu navigation. Not only that users have to scroll down to start to see some content as the banner takes too much unnecessary space, it also asks the user to scroll all the way back up to navigate to other sub pages using the sub menus.

To navigate further information, however, proves a bit confusing. While on the top of the banner, there seems to be two sub pages inside ‘How It Works?’, but in reality, there is actually another page hidden at which is the video tutorial (only in French.) Not that it will hinder the task’s goal, but an adjustment in this would have been better, for example, the video tutorials link can simply appear under ‘the BLUECAR’ sub menu in the banner.

Under ‘the BLUECAR’ subpage, the illustration used to explain the car obviously does not fit with the rest of the visual identity. While it is understandable that the graphic is (probably) created by the car producer, the Autolib’ team can do better in changing the typography to match its own. This may be small detail but it also compromises overall user’s experience.
To find out about signing up, the best option from the top navigation is 'Offers & Rates'. Better wording option can be used here, for example, 'Subscription Rates', to increase clarity as many users probably will look for terms like register, sign up, subscribe, become member, join, etc. when they want to join any particular service.

Inside the page, various packages are well presented, with content being on demand by clicking each package title, detailed information of that particular package will appear on the right, without having to reload the page.

The colour-coding is however, rather confusing. It is clear that the selected is the one shifted to the right with triangle form attached to it, but each offer’s colour is illogical and confusing. The top is the only one in magenta (clearly can be mistaken for colour of the selected offer), and then the intensity of blue should suggest the subscription period. But the ‘Forfait partage 16H’ suddenly appears in intense blue again. Then the bottom two are in greyish tones, which looks like they are not clickable or not of importance (but then why are they here?)

But it is good thing that all the offer’s information is not presented to user at once, but giving him the option to ‘see more’ as information on demand. But the when the extra text is shown, the wording should have been ‘Less info’ instead of staying the same.

After choosing the plan the user feels appropriate to him, he is moved on to the step two, which is filling out information. While it is understandable that complete information about the user is absolutely necessary to ensure the smoothness of operation (for example, that the registering user can’t simply steal the Bluecar and can’t be tracked), but this process can be made much simpler. For example, the username can automatically be the same as email. And the difference between PIN Code and the Password is never properly explained, why the need for separate two? Can’t they be the same?
The rest of the steps are fairly simple and straightforward, with options being offered to users what is the most convenient for them (to register online or to go to the kiosk, for example.)

Task 3: Locate the Bluecar at the stations and the kiosk

To locate the Bluecars, the menu 'Map & Stations' is selected. Again here, the wording is not exactly the best, as the term 'Map' can be ambiguous (it could have meant any map, or map to the Autolib' HQ.) And for the first-time users, they may not know what 'stations' are.

The map of the stations are too clustered. User has no choice but to zoom in and slowly start to comprehend what each symbols mean (located at the bottom.) This is due to the imbalance between information density and the distance the map should show. One solution could be that the further zoomed out, the smaller the icons become. Another solution is that the starting view can be tracked to user’s current geolocation with proximity close enough to make sense of all the icons. Or perhaps the icons can simply be redesigned to take up less space.

It is also questionable how updated these information is. What if a user walks up to the station and there is no car waiting for him as he saw on the map? This is the case where a live application will be very useful.

Since unfortunately I don’t actually live in Paris and can’t fully register to the service, I can’t really say if there’s a reservation service or SMS notification about the car’s availability. But perhaps some kind of indication that the information seen here is live and always changing can assure the user that he sees what the situation actually IS, not WAS.
APPENDIX C

This appendix is showing social features evaluation in each of the five case studies. The color of the box in front of each feature indicates whether that feature is implemented. Green means Yes, Yellow means Partially and Red means No.

**Couchsurfing Social Design Features Evaluation**

1. **Design for Sign-ups**

- **Tagline explanation**
  
  "CouchSurfing helps you meet and adventure with new friends around the world."

- **Graphics showing how it works**
  
  Travel is more fun when you have hospitable friends around the world who make you feel at home in any city. Imagine having interesting friends around the world who will host you in their homes, show you around, and offer you a local’s perspective on what’s cool and interesting in their towns. All this for free.

  Search for compatible hosts and fun activities in the cities you’re traveling to.

- **Good copywriting**

  Casual-style copywriting, making the users feel at ease and informal.

- **Feature page**

  User profiles and forums are completely inaccessible without signing up.

- **Video / Screenshots showing actual use**

  Not exactly showing the step-by-step usage, but more of a lifestyle showcase and showing how to prepare your mindset when joining the community (which is perhaps more important than to actually use the website.)

- **Can be used as soon as sign-up completed**

  Sign-up is a must, even just for reading user’s profiles or using forums.

  On the landing page, yes, but in order to really use the service, quite detailed information is required. This is within good reasons since the ‘people hospitality’ is the resource being exchanged. Detailed and accurate information is vital.

2. **Design for On-going Participation**

- **Identity**

  Testimonials from users (which strangely, only appear after sign-up process)

- **Uniqueness**

  The profile page is perhaps one of the most important and detailed feature on the website.

  Each user’s profile page can be highly customized with use of HTML tags. Below is a comparison between two users: Arman Orman’s and Rasmus Skjoldan’s ‘Personal Description’ section in each profile page.
Reputation

Sense of efficacy

Control

Ownership

With their previous (but still holds true) motto: “Participate in Creating a Better World, One Couch At A Time”, Couchsurfers can feel that the more they connect to others, the more understanding the world becomes. Through these hospitality exchanges, the world can actually become a better place.

Users have complete control of their informations and the actions of surfing and hosting.

In ‘Discussions’ or ‘Activities’ areas, users are both presented with his alias and profile pictures whenever any content is user-generated.

3. Design for Collective Intelligence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Display</th>
<th>Feedbacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Invite a surfer / Couch request</td>
<td>Dashboard</td>
<td>Read profile, send message, ++contact list, print, read request, send invite, add friend, leave a reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss</td>
<td>Groups pages</td>
<td>Read posts, reply to posts, post a new message, create or manage polls, join/leave group, report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities</td>
<td>Activity pages</td>
<td>Read details, get directions, join, discuss, create an activity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Design for Sharing

In this case, the content is the person's profile. Each person's profile has its own unique and simplified URL (in the format of: couchsurfing.org/people/username) with an option to print.

Head the call to action

The rest of the sharing features are presumably intentionally omitted. The reason is quite obvious since people's profiles, unlike products, should not simply be advertised around on the web or social networks. There is no need to 'urge' users to share others' profile quickly and efficiently.

Use of sharing form

Give people something to do after sharing

Allow for multiple sharing
Kickstarter Social Design Features Evaluation

1. Design for Sign-ups

- Tagline explanation
  Clear and concise: “Kickstarter is a funding platform for creative projects.”

- Graphics showing how it works
  Only textual information is available.

- Good copywriting
  Professional and convincing copywriting, with occasional touch of playfulness.

- Feature page
  Not a fully feature page, but Kickstarter let users preview their project even before filling in all information and submitting a project.

Users can start funding projects right away, but creating a project needs approval from Kickstarter after submission (between one to two days.)

Collection of stats and match-up user-generated videos guarantee the users of Kickstarter’s credential and past successfully funded projects.

Even funding a project requires an account.

Signing up is simple enough with few informations asked with alternative to sign up with Facebook.
2. Design for On-going Participation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identity</th>
<th>Each user has his own dedicated profile page.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uniqueness</td>
<td>Every profile page looks the same, while the project pages can be decorated slightly differently with certain limits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reciprocity</td>
<td>The rewards system makes reciprocity a necessary and part of the rule rather than out of generosity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reputation</td>
<td>All the ‘backers’ somehow share a sense of efficacy that they are joining (by giving money) together to create something they feel great and are all connected to. They will feel as much a part of the project as the creator.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Design for Collective Intelligence

| Control | Users can freely edit their profile and comments. |
| Ownership | When a project is created or a comment is made, usernames and profile images are always present. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Display</th>
<th>Feedbacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Backing a project</td>
<td>Project page</td>
<td>Back the project, like (on Facebook), embed (as HTML), tweet (on Twitter), post a comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating a project</td>
<td>Project page</td>
<td>Input of required informations: basics, rewards, story, about you, account and review. Preview the project, answer questions, post a comment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Design for Sharing

| Content easily sharable | Unique URL available with option to embed it using HTML tags. |
| Heed the call to action | Sharing options are clearly visible underneath the project’s main video. |

| Use of sharing form | No email sharing available. |
| Give people something to do after sharing | |
| Allow for multiple sharing | |
Craigslist Social Design Features Evaluation

1. Design for Sign-ups

- Tagline explanation
- Good copywriting
- Feature page
- Graphics showing how it works
- Can be used as soon as sign-up completed

**About > Help > How to Post**

How to submit a free Craigslist post

Follow the steps below to submit a free post to craigslist without using an account.

1. Visit our homepage. craigslist.org

- Make sure the location named at the top is where you want to post.
- If the location is not correct, visit our list of available sites and choose the most appropriate one.

2. Click "post to classifieds" in the top-left corner.

3. Select a category for your post.

What type of posting is this:
- job offered
- event
- housing offered
- housing wanted

- Not very professional but very friendly and casual copywriting.

- Evidence of successful previous uses
- Not making creating an account a requirement
- Ask only absolutely important information

2. Design for On-going Participation

- Identity
- Evidence of successful previous uses
- Not making creating an account a requirement
- Ask only absolutely important information

Each user can customize his own profile page to a certain extent.
Reciprocity

Uniqueness

Posts have indication who is the author displayed only in text, nothing more.
Profile page is restricted on what information can be added and displayed.

Classified and posts can be flagged and/or rated.

Ownership

Sense of authorship exists, but not emphasized.

3. Design for Collective Intelligence

Action

Post a classified

Display

Classified page

Feeds

Owner: Edit, delete

Others: Read, reply, flag

Compose new thread

Discussion forum

Read, reply, rate, flag

4. Design for Sharing

Content easily sharable

Unique permanent URL available for sharing, but no other options to print, or connect to social networks.

Owner: Edit, delete

Others: Read, reply, flag

Heed the call to action

Use of sharing form

Give people something to do after sharing

Allow for multiple sharing

Control

Sense of efficacy

Classified can be edited or deleted while posts can’t.

Classified page

Discussion forum

Unique permanent URL available for sharing, but no other options to print, or connect to social networks.

Owner: Edit, delete

Others: Read, reply, flag

Post a classified

Classified page

Owner: Edit, delete

Others: Read, reply, flag

Compose new thread

Discussion forum

Read, reply, rate, flag

Use of sharing form

Give people something to do after sharing

Allow for multiple sharing
Skillshare Social Design Features Evaluation

1. Design for Sign-ups

- Tagline explanation
- Graphics showing how it works
- Good copywriting
- Feature page
- Video / Screenshots

Clear and concise: “Skillshare is a community marketplace for classes.”

Only textual information is available.

How it Works

Skillshare began as a way for communities to share local knowledge by teaching and taking classes on everything from programming to entrepreneurship to cooking. The most vibrant local communities include New York City, where Skillshare is headquartered, and San Francisco.

Students can enroll in two types of classes on Skillshare:

Local Classes

These classes meet in person, where students in the same community come together to learn skills in a single or multi-session class ranging from entrepreneurship to cooking.

Hybrid Classes

These classes combine project-based, online learning with in-person workshops, allowing students to collaborate and learn with others around the globe.

Skillshare is fueled by the passion and commitment of regular people all over the world. Anyone with experience and knowledge to share can teach a class, and any place can be a classroom — a co-working space, coffee shop, garage or conference room.

All classes you see on Skillshare are lovingly hand-curated by our education team to ensure the best possible experience for every student.

The copy is very well written with storytelling style. Constant use of ‘we’ to include the audience within the monologue.

- Can be used as soon as sign-up completed
- Evidence of successful previous uses
- Ask only absolutely important information
- Not making creating an account a requirement

Videos telling story of successful teachers who have hosted classes with Skillshare.

AMANDA HASTEN

Teaching Puglissi

Users have to sign up, even for taking a class.

Signing up is simple enough with few informations asked with alternative to sign up with Facebook.

First Name
Last Name

Email Address

Password
Minimum 5 characters

Zip / Postal Code

By signing up, you agree to the Community Guidelines, Terms of Use, and Privacy Policy

Sign Up
2. Design for On-going Participation

- **Identity**
  
  Each user has his own profile page with information regarding hours taught and learned, trust, reputation and classes that user is teaching soon.

- **Uniqueness**
  
  While the information displayed will vary between users depending on the user’s activity in Skillshare, the overall feeling is indifferent. The same goes for classes where very little customizing can be made.

- **Reciprocity**
  
  No reciprocity, as this is very much business and students pay to get to the classes.

- **Reputation**
  
  Reputation system is done by ‘endorsing’ teachers, with option to leave them ‘testimonials’, increasing the credibility and popularity of particular classes.

- **Sense of efficacy**
  
  There is no strong sense that users are doing something together leading to any causes.

- **Control**
  
  Users have complete control of their profiles, settings, testimonials and discussions. Although, there is no option to completely delete the class.

3. Design for Collective Intelligence

- **Ownership**
  
  All classes created display clearly who is the teacher’s profile. Testimonials and comments show a small profile picture and a username.

4. Design for Sharing

- **Content easily sharable**
  
  Unique URL available with short URL option ready to be shared through many means.

- **Heed the call to action**
  
  Sharing options are clearly visible on the right column of each classes. Options are ‘like’ (on Facebook), ‘tweet’ (on Twitter) and a short URL available.

- **Use of sharing form**

- **Give people something to do after sharing**

- **Allow for multiple sharing**

- **No email sharing available.**
1. Design for Sign-ups

There is no simple sentence or explanation what the service is all about.

Well explained text with illustrations.

The copy is very professionally written, concise and persuasive.

Many videos are created to explain both the benefit and how the service works (although no emphasis on the website usage.)

Since the service involves physical car, additional time is needed to approve the person’s official identity.

Weak text-only testimonials, with no proof of user’s identity.

Evidence of successful previous uses

Ask only absolutely important information

Not making creating an account a requirement

Can be used as soon as sign-up completed

Evidence of successful previous uses

Autolib’ Social Design Features Evaluation

AN EXCELLENT IDEA TO CHANGE OUR CITY

With Autolib’ and the 100% electric Bluecar, we will all be able to drive without polluting the city with noise and fumes. The electric engine, which produces no micro particles nor exhaust fumes, will allow us all to contribute to France’s commitment to reducing carbon emissions to 20% by 2020. This is making real inroads to durable development.

-20% CO₂

Evidences of successful previous uses

Evidence of successful previous uses

Evidence of successful previous uses

Evidence of successful previous uses
2. Design for On-going Participation

Each user has his own dedicated profile page.

Users can change their personal information, credentials, subscriptions and locations. The service also allows bills to be paid online.

3. Design for Collective Intelligence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Display</th>
<th>Feedbacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cars and stations</td>
<td>Stations map page</td>
<td>Locate a station/cars or subscription kiosks, Book a vehicle, book a parking space,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Design for Sharing

Content easily sharable

While each page has its own URL. To share a location of a car or a station is not an option.

Heed the call to action

No persuasion to share the information on any of the pages.

Use of sharing form

Give people something to do after sharing

Allow for multiple sharing

Uniqueness

Reciprocity

Reputation

Sense of efficacy

Control

Ownership
a visual designers guideline to collaborative consumption services

A Master’s Thesis by Sarun Pinyarat
Aalto University, ARTS
Hello, dear readers. My name is Sarun Pinyarat, a visual designer and the author of the very guideline booklet you are holding. This guideline is part of my MA Graphic Design thesis for Aalto University, School of Art, Design and Architecture, Helsinki. For more information about the thesis, how to download digital version and the guideline’s background, please refer to the acknowledgments at the end of the booklet.

So, what is this guideline all about? As the title suggests, it is about visual designers and collaborative consumption services.

Who are visual designers? They are professionals doing visually-led creative practices, from graphic design, illustration, typography, photography artistic direction to user interface and everything in between.

What is collaborative consumption? Collaborative consumption is a new consumption model which I believe is the future of sustainable consumption. It is more sustainable for nature, for us humans and for economics than hyper consumption, the model in which our societies are living today. For more about collaborative consumption, you can either:
- read my thesis Chapter 1.
- read ‘What’s Mine is Yours: The Rise of Collaborative Consumption’ by Rachel Botsman and Roo Rogers.
- visit to www.collaborativeconsumption.com.

This guideline is the result from my research question–How can visual designers contribute to collaborative consumption services? From my extensive research (from Chapter 2) and personal hands-on experience (from Chapter 3), I am able to draw conclusions categorized into 7 steps in which visual designers can contribute to collaborative consumption services. They can do so by (1) learning the contexts, (2) planning the projects, (3) ensuring the performance, (4) giving it the right face, (5) associating with target audience, (6) facilitating social interactions and (7) confirming quality and professionalism. The content of this guideline is therefore divided into seven parts.

In each steps, the main content will consist of actions and considerations that should be taken account for. Additionally, some steps may contain two extra box of informations. A service design box exhibits methodologies taken from ‘This is Service Design Thinking’ book by Marc Stickdorn and
Good to Know

Please keep in mind that this is only a guideline and not a manual. This is the result of a study with limited time and resources. See it more as a first stepping stone, an introductory guideline, a 101 course, or a ‘Dummy’s Guide to’, if you will. There will likely be parts in the guideline that are even out of date at publication due to the rapidly changing nature of digital online services.

While this guideline is written to be as general as possible, it is advised to adapt the strategy case by case, since there are so many variables involved in the design process that it is impossible to list all scenarios here.

If you are designing a collaborative consumption service from scratch, it is worth reading the whole guideline from beginning to end before actually starting the design process. The content can give you a heads-up and overview of the whole process before diving in. If you are improving your existing services, you can simply jump to the area of your interest and focus there.

While this guideline mainly concerns aspects of visual design, it is also suitable for interaction designers, project entrepreneurs, marketers and front-end developers. Other interested individuals can also use the guide, but certain technical terms may need additional explanation, which you will need to seek out for yourself.

In this guideline, seven collaborative consumption projects will be mentioned. Five are existing successes. They are: Couchsurfing, Kickstarter, Skillshare, Craigslist and Autolib’. The remaining two are projects that I have personally been involved with: Cake Theory and Caloom. Please refer to the beginning Chapters 2 and 3 of the thesis for more information.
Different evaluations are used at different points in process. Errors found from these evaluations usually mean going backward in the process to correct them.

(1) Learning the contexts
(2) Planning the projects
(3) Ensuring the performance
(4) Giving it the right face
(5) Associating with target audience
(6) Facilitating social interactions
(7) Confirming quality and professionalism.
Before jumping into the actual design process, it is extremely important to know the contexts, the environment surrounding the service you are designing. These elements may include, but are not limited to: competitors, government, consultant, supplier and consumer. While it may be perceived that this stage should be taken care of by marketers or entrepreneurs, visual designers can actually contribute to this process hugely through their more experienced eyes and better understanding of visualization. There are a total of 3 areas visual designers can contribute at this stage:

**Competitor analysis using 6-point analysis**

6-point analysis is a tool that I developed to analyze the five case studies in Chapter 2 of my thesis. It can be adapted to analyze any existing collaborative consumption service. To understand your competitor’s design decisions are crucial, not only to know their strengths and weaknesses, but also to learn how to distinguish yourself from the rest of the group. Moreover, you will likely notice some great design decisions they have been made that you can adopt, adapt and utilize to suit your own services. The following diagram shows the 6-point analysis (image 1.) To learn more in detail, please see Chapter 2, p. 41-45.

**Visual positioning and mapping**

In order to create a unique face – a visual identity – for your own service, positioning mapping can be a very useful tool. It is very similar to the brand positioning and marketing mapping used by marketers, except that the qualities you are dealing with here are visual ones. One, two or even three axes of bi-polar factors can help you see clearly what the faces of your competitors look like, and if there is an area you can exploit and put your own identity. For example, the x-axis can be a bi-polar between [casual-formal] while the y-axis might be between [simple-complex]. The following image is one example how to do logo mapping (image 2.)

**Structural analysis**

Visual designers can also strip down competitor’s service structures and wireframe them in addition to the 6-point analysis. When doing the Kickstarter structural analysis, I learned a great deal from it (see Chapter 3, p.132.) Its structure became the starting point in designing Cake Theory’s structure (see Chapter 3, p.134.) Considerable improvements were added to make the structure leaner and more efficient. While I did not have enough time to study Kickstarter’s wire-frames, I believe that it would have proven extremely useful.

While this process can be time consuming, it is rather rewarding.
As traditional graphic designers may not be familiar with how to strip down one service’s structure or wire-frame, a front-end developer can also take responsibility for this process.

### Service Design Methods

**Shadowing**
- Involves researchers immersing themselves in the lives of customers, front-line staff, or people behind the scenes in order to observe their behaviour and experiences.

**Personas**
- Are fictional profiles, often developed as a way of representing a particular group based on their shared interests. They represent a ‘character’ with which client and design teams can engage.

**A Day in the Life**
- Collates the research material pertaining to a particular type of customer (which may have already been collated into a persona) in order to create a descriptive walkthrough of their typical daily activities.

**Contextual Interviews**
- Are conducted in the environment, or context, in which the service process of interest occurs. This ethnographic technique allows interviewers to both observe and probe the behaviour they are interested in.

**Cultural Probes**
- Are information gathering packages. Based around the principle of user-participation via self-documentation, the probes are usually given to research participants for a prolonged period of time, during which they can produce richly engaging material for design inspiration.

**Customer Journey Map**
- Provides a vivid but structured visualization of a service user’s experience. The touchpoints where users interact with the service are often used in order to construct a ‘journey’ – an engaging story based upon their experience. This story details their service interactions and accompanying emotions in a highly accessible manner.

**Mobile Ethnography**
- Can be defined as ethnographic research that takes place independently of geography (true for many collaborative consumption services.) This usually means that the researcher is not present in person, but the technique differs from cultural proves in that instead of participants being directed, the insights generated revolve around how participants choose to structure the research themselves.

### Resources+

**Prints**

No less important than knowing the external factors is the ability to assess the project, your team’s capabilities, and to come up with a project plan. Internal communication is crucial. If all the members in the team share the same understanding of the concept and what, when, where, how and why to execute the concept, I would say half of the work is already done. Here are some key areas visual designers are encouraged to be involved in at this stage.

**Service & Brand Essence**

Before drawing the first line of sketches for a logo, or even coming up with the service name, it is a sin not to first define what is it that this collaborative consumption service is actually all about. It is practical to think of collaborative consumption services as brands at this stage. In 'Brand Gap', Marty Neumeier posted 3 basic yet very important questions that every brand should be able to answer in a compelling way:

- **Who are you?**
- **What do you do?**
- **Why does it matter?**

If you are able to answer these questions concisely and compellingly you are off to a good start. I would see the third question as being the most important to answer. Why would anyone bother and spend their time in using, or even looking into what you have to offer? This involves aspects like how are you different from existing competitors in the market, what is your superiority and what unique value can you provide to your customers. Here is a good example from Skillshare:

**Who are you?**

We are Skillshare. Skillshare is a global marketplace for classes.

**What do you do?**

We enable people to learn real-world skills from anyone, anywhere. We power thousands of creative, collaborative classes on everything from programming to design to crafts.

**Why does it matter?**

Skillshare has the potential to revolutionize education system for the better by democratize learning by empowering teaching.

After this, you can start asking other questions to further strengthen your brand essence:

- **To whom is it for?**
- **When is it used?**
- **How does it work?**

And more! The more you ask yourself these questions, the stronger and more focused your brand becomes, which is extremely important in order for your
brand to shine through in competitive markets. As Neumeier says, “Our brains act as filters to protect us from too much information. We’re hard-wired to notice only what’s different. Solution: Be different... The three most important words in differentiating your brand: Focus, focus and focus.”

Then, if possible, it is a good idea to create a brand personality. There are hundreds of marketing and brand-related books that deal with this issue. Of all methods, one of my favorites is to look at the brand as a person. In Cake Theory, we (my client and I) have created ‘Cake Man’, a human character that represents how Cake Theory should ‘look and feel’ like. We gave him a life— with skills, background, personality, and even marital status (see Chapter 3, p.138.) The reason being that the way people engage with brands are not much different than engagement with humans. It is a “gut feeling” in Neumeier’s word, because “people are emotional and intuitive beings.” People tend to trust people with consistency and honesty than those who are not, just like with brands.

This brand personality will be used to dictate all elements in the visual identity, tone of voice in copy-writing and everything in between. Every single visual element in your service should go along with this personality.

While this step may sound like what the entrepreneurs, innovators or marketers in the team should be responsible of, visual designers can participate in the brainstorming process and contribute ideas, feedback or in some cases, come up with brilliant copy.

Know Your Team & Platform

It goes without saying that everyone should know his/her own capabilities and what they can contribute to a team, but it is important that your team-mates also know as much. Self introduction sessions sharing portfolios and past experience will provide a good kick-starting meeting if the team members do not yet know each other well.

For visual designers, it is always nice to come up with beautiful layouts and typography, but the reality is that, many times, they are not implemented or are not suitable for the chosen platform, or your team members may not be able to translate your design into a working product. My direct experience of this was with Caloom where the majority of layouts were useless because there was no concrete idea how to use those designs in web interfaces, and we were forced to switch to ‘Bootstrap’ as a front-end developing framework (Chapter 3, p.166.)

Choosing the right platform from the earliest stages according to your team’s capabilities will make everyone’s life easier. Do you have a front-end developer? Can your back-end developer also do front-end coding?

Or can the visual designers do that by himself ? Is an out-source needed? Changing platform in the middle of the process can be frustrating, as many times the previous work has to be thrown away because there is no way to fit them into a Bootstrap, as happened in Caloom.

Understanding the Workflow

On pages 6-7 in this guideline is a general work-flow for any web application including collaborative consumption services. This is simply an overview and not every project must follow these steps or this order. You can use this work-flow as a general milestone to discuss within the team the timing of delivery at each stage, to keep everyone organized and on the same page.

SERVICE DESIGN METHODS

What IF is a question that the team may pose in order to prompt exploration of even the most outlandish scenarios.

Storyboards is a series of drawings or pictures that visualize a particular sequences of events. This might include a common situation where a service is used, or the hypothetical implementation of a new service prototype.

Idea Generation are what service designers use to structure and inspire group brainstorming sessions. They usually take the form of simple exercises which can be used to stimulate group discussions, whilst also providing a structure within which to work. Mind-mapping, S.W.O.T. analysis and Six Thinking Hats are all examples of ideation techniques.

RESOURCES+

Prints

+ The Brand Gap: How to Bridge the Distance Between Business Strategy and Design by Marty Neumeier (2008)
+ The Culting of Brands: when customers become true believers by Douglas Atkin (2004)
+ A Project Guide to UX Design: For user experience designers in the field or in the making by Russ Unger and Carolyn Chandier (2012)
Of the seven steps, I personally think this the most crucial. If the core function does not perform as expected it does not matter if your brand identity looks stunning or the imagery is very professionally produced; no one will use your service. Period. Imagine if Kickstarter could not transfer funding to a project creator or that the couch requests in Couchsurfer were not sent to the hosts, then you get the idea. There are many things you can do to ensure that your service performs as it should. What is shown here are just some highlights that are especially related to visual design. I would encourage you to gather further knowledge using the resource section at the end.

Process
To ensure that a service performs as promised, what you need to be concerned with most is its usability. Here are suggested steps that you can follow:
- List all the functions the service has to offer. This should be done in a brainstorming sessions with the whole team.
- Build information architecture by mapping those functions into pages and structure them into a site-map. Connect how the information flows between each page in the site-map and with the service’s back-end database. At this stage, visual designers should be working very closely with front-end and back-end developers if possible, to make sure that all of you understand the core of the service correctly.
- Front-end developer, visual designer or both take responsibility in creating the wire-frames—the layout skeleton of which elements will be seen in each pages. What you have by now is complete information architecture.
- Paper prototyping can now be used for user testing at this early stage in the process to get early user feedback. By doing so, the design team can already start improving the structure and wire-frame. The benefit of this is that it takes so much less time to change the structure and wire-frame at this stage, rather than complete layouts and codes once those implementations have started. It is also a good communication tool within the team, as it will be the first artifact that everyone gets to try out. The information architecture should now be redefined and ready to go.
- If either your client or developer is not in the team, it is a very good idea to let both of these parties approve the information architecture before actually start designing the layout, as the developer can estimate if he/she can actually code the design, and the client can check if all the desired functions are included. As mentioned, either or both of these parties might suggest some changes, which can be done much faster at this stage. It also limits the client’s focus to function, rather than on other details like color preference or typographical errors, which should not be main concerns at
this stage.

- After the skeletons are in place, applying the layout design which follows both wire-frames and visual identity guideline will prove very smooth and effective. Changes might still happen, but will likely be minimal.

- When the layout designs are complete, the visual designer should pass the work on to the front-end developer (if the design is to be statically done using Adobe Illustrator, for example), or directly to the back-end developer if the visual designer has already designed the layout on front-end framework tools like Bootstrap or Dreamweaver.

- After the design is ready, it should go through another usability evaluation stage at this point. The method can be anything appropriate—testing, inspection or inquiry, depending on the personnel, time and financial resources available. Visual designers and developers can at least perform an inspection method like a cognitive walk through (see Chapter 2, p. 96-97).

- Depending on the degree of errors or mistakes found, changes might include cosmetic ones like button colors, or it can go all the way to alter the structure and wire-frame.

- After all these process, your service is now ready to be launched! But not all the work ends here. As mentioned, unlike print, collaborative consumption lives and breathes in the digital environment, where changes are always possible.

**Navigation**

More likely than not a collaborative consumption structure will be quite complex, with lots of user-generated data, so one aspect of usability I would like to highlight is navigation. Try to keep the structure simple with as few layers as possible. An indication of where the user is within the system should always be present for the user themselves. For example in Craigslist, ‘breadcrumb’ navigation is always visible at the top of each page. Even though it is an old-school method, I think it works well to aid users (image 3.)

Also, it is a good idea to present users with choices after certain actions are taken. For example, after submitting a project in Cake Theory, users are given options to discover other projects, go to the homepage or to view their profile page (image 4.) This should also be true when errors of any kind occur. (image 5.)

**Accessibility & Universality**

- For wording, whenever possible use layman’s language, universal terms, especially in the early stages of a service when most users still haven’t familiarized themselves with technical terms.
- Tooltips (explanatory text in a balloon, appearing when the mouse hovers) can be used to explain technical terms (image 6.)
- Universal accessibility through use of symbols and multiple language support. Google Translate, for example, can be embedded directly into a website. The ability to read text aloud for some users is also helpful.
- Design should not intimidate users. If it is too complex, users may not know how to use it, if it is too simple, they may not know what to do next. A Balance can be struck through user testing.

**Information Control & ‘By Demand’**
- There will be situations where a lot of information is required to be present on a single page, like terms and conditions. It is important to give users room to breathe, not bombard them with everything at once. A solution could be that it’s the user’s choice to call up this information by demand. Preferably, any extra information can be accessed without having to refresh the page. Slides, tabs, balloons or pop-ups can be used as well. (image 6.)
- Do not mislead users through use of emphasis, subversively dictating their choices. Options should be equally laid out and color-coded using natural logic, not as under a corporate agenda, as in some decisions made by Skillshare (image 7.)
- Users own the content they create. They should be able to control what information other users can see, what should be hidden, and what can be shared. Options should always be available for users to edit or delete the content they create. Personal information security should be well implemented within the system.
- Everyone hates spam. Communication with a service, e.g. notification emails, should always be optional, and disabled by default. If the users need this information, it should be from proactive actions.

**Evaluations**
It is always good to evaluate your design before release. Here are two of the evaluation techniques I have mentioned and used in my thesis:
- Cognitive Walk-through is a very good way to evaluate usability as it can save cost and time. It’s worth doing once the prototype is working, otherwise it can be hard to judge using only imaginative interaction. This is good for fine-tuning the user interface and information architecture.
- Paper Prototyping is good at an early stage of design, but takes more time – to run an effective test between 5-10 users are needed – and money – to invite your test users. It is throwaway prototyping and involves creating rough, even hand-sketched, drawings of an interface to use as prototypes, or models, of a design. While paper prototyping seems simple, this
method of usability testing can provide a great deal of useful feedback which will result in the design of better products.

**Keep Improving**

Even after launch, there is often room to improve your service. A recent article in Wired magazine talks about "a crucial technique—almost a governing ethos—that Google relies on in developing and refining its products." The technique is the A/B test, which collaborative consumption services can benefit from greatly. It used to be that the design team would have to wrestle between themselves (and sometimes with the clients and developers) to come up with the 'perfect' solution to put on the web, and that solution was deemed to be final and absolute. This is not true anymore. Utilizing the A/B test technique, "without being told, a fraction of users are diverted to a slightly different version of a given web page and their behavior compared against the mass of users on the standard site. If the new version proves superior—gaining more clicks, longer visits, more purchases—it will displace the original."  

This new approach will greatly change the way designers work. We can now choose everything instead of having to come up with the 'perfect' solution. It is now the data that makes the call, not the past lessons, design manuals or someone's intuitions. Collaborative consumption and other online services can hugely benefit from this technique, providing there's enough resources at hand.

---

**SERVICE DESIGN METHODS**

- **Co-creation** is a core aspect of the service design philosophy. It can involve anyone from staff, designers, executives or customers working collaboratively in order to examine and innovate a given service experience.

- **Service Prototypes** is a simulation of a service experience. These simulations can range from being informal "roleplay" style conversations, to more detailed full scale recreations involving active user-participation, props and physical touchpoints.

---

**RESOURCES+**

- Both site structure and wireframe can be created freely using hand sketches and other tools like Adobe Illustrator or Indesign which gives you completely control and freedom but takes more time. Then there are some popular specifically-built tools out there that might help speed up the process:
  - **For site structure**
    - Omnigraffle: omnigroup.com/products/omnigraffle
    - Microsoft Visio: office.microsoft.com/en-us/visio
    - Tinderbox: eastgate.com/Tinderbox
  - **For wireframes**
    - Balsamiq: balsamiq.com
    - Mockflow: mockflow.com
    - **Free tools, Google "Free wireframe tools"**

- **Prints**
  - Prototyping for Tiny Fingers by Marc Rettig (1994), online article: carmster.com/hci/uploads/Lectures/PrototypingForTinyFingers.pdf
  - Don’t Make Me Think: A Common Sense Approach to Web Usability by Steve Krug
  - 100 Things Every Designer Needs to Know About People by Susan Weinschenk (2011)

- **Online**
  - More usability evaluation techniques: usabilityhome.com
  - Ten Usability Heuristics by Jakob Nielsen, one of the earliest and leading usability consultant. He said, "These are ten general principles for user interface design. They are called "heuristics" because they are more in the nature of rules of thumb than specific usability guidelines. See the list: useit.com/papers/heuristic/heuristic_list.html
Like any brand, collaborative consumption brands need a face and a name. This is the part that visual designers are probably going to be most familiar with — visual identity design. But collaborative consumption services do have some special characteristics of their own, so the design approach is slightly different.

A Unique Face
Creating a unique logo with other graphical elements to go with it (color scheme, typography, graphical elements, templates) may sound like business as usual. Giving a unique design identity can follow the mapping research done in step 1. By learning the context it fits in line with the brand essence created in step 2: Planning the Project. Nevertheless there are three areas worth paying extra attention to: neutrality, simplicity and consistency.

Neutrality. Why neutrality? Is not visual identity supposed to be distinguishable and unique? The fact is that many visual artifacts (be it images of products, services, hospitality, profiles) that users will be exchanging (trading, bartering, lending, selling) will be generated by the users themselves. It is possible that the majority of visual elements will be dominated by what users create, not designers. In another words, there is not much control in what will be displayed on the pages. For example, the images users will use to sell their stuff on Craigslist will always be different in every way (and quite possibly messy-looking). To accommodate such a wide spectrum of user generated content, neutrality is important.

Simplicity. For the same reason as for neutrality, simplicity brings a sense of peace to users when faced with massive content and complicated site structure. Complex and messy identity elements, while helping to create a strong brand identity, may make one feel there is too much decoration going on, as in Couchsurfing and Autolib’. Besides, the more elements there are, the harder it becomes to keep everything in control. Both Couchsurfing and Autolib’ use five typefaces overall in identity design, way too much for need. While Autolib’ cope better, with greater consistency, Couchsurfing suffers badly, and their visuals are just messy. The ‘Keep It Simple Stupid’ (KISS) design philosophy still holds virtue here.

Consistency. As important as neutrality when faced with uncontrollable user-generated content is consistency, as it will bring a sense of order to chaos. Kickstarter has done excellent work in this regard. Their layouts are entirely consistent on every page. Typography and colors all follow on and there is not one element that looks out of place. Consistency is also very
important to create strong identity, good usability and a sense of reliability and professionalism.

So, the question is how then do you create an identity that is neutral, consistent and simple yet unique at the same time? There is no magic formula, I’m afraid, but I believe it’s all about finding the right balance and being adamant.

Right balance. This is not easy. In my judgement, Kickstarter’s identity is too simple, while Autolib’ is too complex (see Chapter 2, p. 66.) After observing these existing services, I think the two key areas that should be especially emphasized are the logo and typography.

Logo, because it is the face, and because it is very likely that it will be placed clearly at the top of the page with enough white space to protect it. It will not interfere, or be interfered with, by other, possibly messy, elements, down the page. For this reason, a logo should be as stunning and memorable as it can be to create uniqueness for your service.

Then there is typography. Because there will always be textual elements everywhere on a page, if typography has enough character, then unconsciously, the users can sense the uniqueness while using the service. I would recommend (apart from the logo’s custom-type) to use only 2 or 3 typefaces: one that has some characters and the other(s) that are simply web-safe. For instance, I chose the combination of Novecento (a simple, modernist font with some distinguishing character), Lucida Grande (a normal, web-safe font) and Georgia (a normal, web-safe font) for Cake Theory. The color scheme can also be very effective, if used in the right amount and at the right places - clear of user-generated content to avoid interference.

Being adamant. Craigslist is a perfect example of this. Their insistence to stay old-school, simple, with text-only elements in their design decisions gives an extreme uniqueness to its brand that nobody can match. It takes courage to do so, but if your identity can stand adamant and consistent enough, it will definitely shine brighter than your competitors.

**Open, loose VS. Strict, precise identity**

Openness is one factor that reoccurs many times when analyzing case studies, and I see it as an important factor in design decision for visual identity. One end of this factor is a completely open/loose design and the other end is strict/precise. Mapping the visual identities of my case studies looks like this: (see Chapters 2 and 3.)

Openness means how much do you allow users to customize their content to a point where it actually affects the identity design. Caloom sits at the far end for being very open since it allows users to pin down their resources onto the map freely to the point that they can even download the whole service and customize it. Couchsurfing gives users absolute freedom to add widgets and hack HTML codes in their own profile page. Kickstarter has certain restrictions about what can be posted in the classifieds (maximum 5 images and no videos, for example), their visual identity (or lack of it) gives the users less sense of intimidation and can feel less (or none) of Craigslist presence. Compared with Kickstarter, Cake Theory certainly looks more strict in its visual identity. Skillshare allows very little to interfere with their identity (all user’s profile images are very small, and no class images or video are allowed), and Autolib’ has no part in their website that is user-generated.

The more openness is allowed, the more users will feel that they are a part of creating the community. So users are likely to feel they are a part of a Couchsurfing community much more than Skillshare, where they are simply in a marketplace but no more. There is no right or wrong, but again you have to find the right amount of openness in order to send out the right, honest messages to your audience. If you say you are an open and free community but the design is strict and closed, it may create confusion, uncertainty or disappointment.

**Utilizing the digital medium**

As almost all the activities in many collaborative consumption services occur on the internet, it is a good idea to understand and utilize the digital medium well. Here are some things to consider:

**Change.** Unlike print where everything is static, the digital medium is extremely dynamic. Identity design can take advantage of this by having multiple versions to suit different purposes, or to create a unique catch (image 7-8.) I have also proposed this for some of the design directions for Cake Theory.

**Move.** The digital medium also lets you explore the aspect of time. How does a moving logo sound to you? Or perhaps movable type on the page? Videos and motion graphics are becoming standard in explaining how services work. But take care: while it may be tempting to utilize movement to catch a users attention, it can also become a distraction and may hinder usability. I would recommend to let the user control the movement, deciding when they want to...

Designed by Neue Design Studio, the Nordkyn identity system takes weather statistics from the Norwegian Meteorological Institute to affect the shape and colour of the logo. Acting as a compass, the logo is distorted to reflect the wind strength and direction while the colour values are changed according to the temperature ranging from -25°C to 25°C. Visit: www.neue.no/

From the different views of the building, a system of logos is created.

Through the different views of the building, 17 facets are defined — from those a 17-point color-picking mechanism is created.
see it—for example the logo will only move if moused over, as at cargocollective.com.

Web-fonts. Digital media require varying typographic treatment. When choosing a font, try to find ones that are designed to be read on screen. Web-safe are standards that will be displayed correctly regardless of operating system or browser, but they do not yield much character. Choosing the right web-fonts can bring a unique touch to your service identity. A lesson I learned the hard way was to make sure that the font you select for the identity design has a web-font version (Chapter 3, p. 151.) Do not translate them into raster images—they simply don’t work for.

**Professionalism**

In an ideal situation, you would want your collaborative consumption service to look absolutely stunning and professional, but in many cases, that might not be a possible option. Hiring an agency to create breathtaking photography, videos and moving images for your visual identity design might cost you flesh and bone. The good news is that it’s not the end of the world if your service identity does not set the world alight. People can overlook this fact, if (a big if) your service is non-profit, or it does not require users to pay to use the service. Take Craigslist, Couchsurfing and Caloom as examples. If the users can sense that what they are trying to do is not just about making money, but something else, something beneficial and meaningful for society, they may forgive design that is not consistent, with unprofessional photos, inaccurate colors, typographical errors and sluggish interface. If your service is generating profits for you in some way, users may well have a different mindset and fully expect a professional identity from you. Without credibility in your visual design, it could be very difficult for them to trust you and pay for your services.

**RESOURCES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Online</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ List of we-safe font combinations: 3schools.com/cssref/css_websafe_fonts.asp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Google free web-fonts collections: <a href="http://www.google.com/webfonts">www.google.com/webfonts</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ The Logo Decoded: What Logos Can Do To You by Lora Starling (2011)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NON-PROFIT**

• • •

<--- Unprofessionalism is more overlooked

**FOR-PROFIT**

• • •

Professionalism is more expected ---->
Brand imagery is how people think about a brand in an intangible, abstract way. It is in the mind of the consumers to whom, when, where and how a brand associates. Imagery is often associated with representations of humans, be it in photography, illustration or moving images.

There are two key-points concerning imagery that visual designers should pay attention to:

1. Imagery that represents the brand itself. These include staff images, videos used to explain the services, and other related materials. Imagery in this category should simply be in line with the brand essence, so that it goes along with the rest of the visual elements in the same direction. Autolib’ has done a particularly good job with their imagery. Illustrations can be a good solution to be universally appealing to large target groups. (image 9.)

2. Imagery that represents the users. These include imagery showing situations in which users can imagine themselves using the service, i.e., someone riding the Bluecar for Autolib’, or a host meeting his/her guest in Couchsurfing (image 10.) The imagery choice should reflect your target group with insights into their culture and lifestyle (image 11.)

If it is the case that imagery can’t be properly produced, it is perhaps better not to use it at all. The poor photographic usage we can see in Skillshare has heavily hindered the brand’s professionalism and reliability (Chapter 2, p.90.)

RESOURCES+

Prints
+ *Visual Culture* by Richard Howells and Joaquim Negreiros (2012)
When representing themselves, Autolib’ do their best in trying to be universally appealing to all groups, regardless of their age, sex or race. The choice of illustration eliminates the individualism and embraces communism.

Even when representing their target audience, Autolib’ tries hard not to leave anyone behind.
Facilitating social interaction

Social design in a collaborative consumption service can be a key factor in determining its success or failure. The best example is Couchsurfing. Even though the service is far from excellent in other regards - visual identity, usability or imagery - Couchsurfing succeeds above others in social design, a key component that makes it a very successful service.

I would recommend that whoever in the team is responsible for designing the wire-frames reads the book 'Designing for the Social Web' by Joshua Porter before starting sketching the wire-frames. In his book, here is the scenario (image 8) that users will go through before becoming part of your service community (see full details in Chapter 2, p. 103-107.)

![Diagram by Porter on how users travel from 'unaware' to become 'passionate'. Each step has certain barrier which social design can help user overcome.](image 9)
It is not necessary that your service should contain all these social features—not all services require the same amount of social interactions to be successful. Autolib’ depends a lot less on social interaction than Couchsurfing. Bombarding users with too many features can actually make the service less focused and less appealing. It is about finding the sweet balance of what to include and what to neglect. Here is a checklist have compiled from Porter’s book, which can be worthwhile if your service wishes to implement them. For more in each step, and analysis examples, please see Appendix C.

1. Design for Sign-up
- An elevator pitch, a tagline, or some other pithy explanation of service
- Graphics or illustrations that show how your software works
- Carefully crafted copywriting that describes your software
- In-depth feature tour or feature pages
- Video or screencast showing actual use
- Get people started using the software as early as possible
- Evidence of other people using your software successfully and that a good sign-up design should reduce sign-up frictions by
  - Not making creating an account a requirement (until necessary), users can start using the software right away.
  - Asking only absolutely necessary information

2. Design for On-going Participation
- Identity. People use social websites to manage their identity within their social groups.
- Uniqueness. People use social websites because they feel that their contribution is unique and valuable
- Reciprocity. People participate because they either want to give back or because they expect others to give back to them
- Reputation. People participate to build their reputation and improve their relationships with others
- Sense of efficacy. People participate in order to do good work and have a positive effect
- Control. People want control over how their information is shared and displayed
- Ownership. People participate because they feel a sense of ownership over their content online

3. Design for Collective Intelligence
- Initial Action. A content is submitted into the system.
- Display. The content is displayed for the other to see and act on.
- Feedback. The people using the system are given an opportunity to provide feedback on the content to assess its quality.

4. Design for Sharing
- Content easily sharable. Has permanent URL, embeddable, PDF version, printer-friendly, etc.
- Heed the call to action. Share features are at the right place and the right time, with appropriate sharing options available.
- Use of sharing form. The form people must fill out in order to specify with whom they wish to share, don’t ask for any information unnecessary. The sharing form makes the recipient feels that the message is more personal.
- Give people something to do after sharing. Like signing up, subscribe, etc.
- Allow for multiple sharing.

RESOURCES+

Prints
seven. assuring quality and professionalism

Finally, visual designers should go over all the visual elements: the visual identity, the imagery, the layouts and User Interface—everything—before launching the service. Two keys here: attention to detail and consistency.

Basically this is a Quality Control process, just like in print, except that you get to inspect the final product before it's launched. Look through every single element in the web, read every piece of text, look for kerning errors, check the tone of images, be pixel obsessed. I can't emphasize enough how important consistency is. It is one quality that determines so many areas for your brand: visual identity, usability and imagery.

If anything looks out of place or needs to be adjusted, note them and pass them on to your front-end developer, preferably all at once, so it is not a repeated hassle to your teammate.

One good thing about digital nature is that you can always go back and fix things up, so it's not the end of the world if there are typographical errors or you accidentally swap staff profile images. From time to time your services will need to be improved and updated, be it from client, user or technological need.
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10. The Noun Project is a platform empowering the community to build a global visual language that everyone can understand. Followings are the designers of icons used in this guide booklet:
- Book by Madebyelvis
- Rock n Roll by Ian James O’Neill
- Man by Piotrek Chuchla
- Pencil by Unknown Designer